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The Center for Southeast Asian Studies is pleased to make available, A 
Bibliography of Language and Lilnguage Use in North and Central Maluku, Southeast 
Asia Paper No. 40. In recent years, the number of University of Hawai'i Southeast Asia 
faculty and graduate students conducting research in eastern Indonesia has grown steadily. 
Gary Holton's detailed bibliography of the languages of this region was partially funded by 
the Center's Sago Project, a research program under the direction of University of 
Hawai'i anthropologist, P. Bion Griffin and supported by the Henry Luce Foundation. 
This publication will provide another valuable resource focusing on Maluku and add to 
those being produced by University of Hawai'i anthropologists, geographers, nutritionists, 
botanists and linguists. It will add an essential component to the ever increasing academic 
writings available on the region. 
INTRODUCTION
 
In spite of the recent resurgence in scholarly interest in eastern Indonesia, the conception 
of Maluku as a linguistic area remains in its infancy. Though many excellent literature 
reviews and bibliographies have appeared (see index), none has attempted to specifically 
address linguistics or language. Polman's bibliographies (1981,1983) include chapters on 
language yet often overlook wordlists and references to language use which are buried in 
missionary and government publications from the colonial era. Horvatich 1993 [252] 
makes no reference to linguistics and fails to include publications in languages other than 
English. Grimes 1991d [232] does include many linguistic references, but the lack of 
annotations detract from the usefulness of the work. While not claiming to be 
comprehensive, the present work attempts to address some of the linguistic gaps in the 
earlier bibliographies. 
The geographical scope of this bibliography is essentially limited to the present-day 
political boundaries of North and Central Maluku, namely Kabupaten Maluku Utara and 
Kabupaten Maluku Tengah. There are however, two kinds of exceptions to this 
geographical limitation. First, no attempt is made to exclude languages of Maluku origin 
which are now spoken outside Maluku, such as the variety of Moluccan Malay now spoken 
in the Netherlands. Second, the languages of the Raja Ampat Islands and the western 
Vogelkop have been included in spite of the area's political affiliation with the Indonesian 
province of Irian Jaya. This second exception has linguistic and cultural, as well as 
geographic motivation. The island of Gebe, now politically a part of North Maluku, lies 
roughly midway between Halmahera and Raja Ampat, a mere 50 krn from Waigeo Island. 
Culturally, the Raja Ampat Islands face west, long dominated by the sultanate of Tidore. 
Linguistically, the Raja Ampat languages represent a medial point on what was probably 
once a long dialect chain extending through southern Halmahera. In any case, the close 
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synchronic relationship between the south Halmahera languages and the Raja Ampat 
languages is so clear that the eXclusion of the latter would detract from any linguistic 
bibliography of the area. 
Linguistic subgrouping in this area has been attempted by Van der Veen 1915 [515], 
Stresemann 1927 [457], Blust 1978 [42] and 1993 [50], Collins 1983 [97], and 
Voorhoeve 1988 [532], among others. Together with the Oceanic languages, the 
indigenous Austronesian languages of North and Central Maluku comprise the well-defined 
Central Eastern Malayo-Polynesian group, coordinate with the Western Malayo-Polynesian 
group. The non-Austronesian languages spoken in Temate, Tidore, Makian and north 
Halmahera also comprise a well-defined subgroup, quite distinct from the surrounding 
Austronesian languages, though evidence of contact-induced change is readily apparent. 
The non-Austronesian languages show typological and lexical similarities with some of the 
languages of the western Vogelkop, though claims regarding more distant genetic 
relationships with the New Guinea languages are highly speculative. In addition to these 
two distinct language groups, several unique varieties of Malay have developed, including 
Ambonese Malay, North Moluccan (Ternate) Malay and Bacan Malay. 
An excellent survey of the literature on Maluku can be found in Van Fraassen 1981 
[210] and 1983 [211]. The linguistic study of Maluku dates back to a Malay wordlist 
collected by Antonio Pigafetta in North Maluku in 1522. Several wordHsts are scattered 
throughout the nineteenth century Dutch government literature, appended to travel reports 
and geographic surveys. With the tum of the twentieth century, missionary grammars and 
dictionaries begin to appear. Though these missionaries were not linguists, their 
observations were based on years of contact with Maluku languages and were often 
supplemented with the advice of prominent scholars such as W. Schmidt and H. Kern. At 
the same time several European expeditions set out to conduct ethnographic surveys of 
Maluku. Though no linguists were included in these expeditions, the work of German 
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ornithologist Erwin Stresemann has been equaled by few linguists. For many of the 
languages of Maluku, these early twentieth century works represent the only source of 
information. Most of the more recent work has been of an anthropological or ethnographic 
nature, though many of these works are of excellent quality and provide linguistic 
information. Still, since the colonial era only one reference grammar has appeared 
(Stresemann 1918 [455]) and only one serious attempt at small-scale historical 
classification has been made. However, this situation is about to change, as scholarly 
interest in the languages of Maluku continues to grow. 
It is hoped that the present bibliography will aid this growth in the linguistic study of 
Maluku. To that end, the annotations have been designed to quickly direct the reader to the 
specific linguistic content of the literature and are cross-referenced to related works where 
appropriate. No attempt has been made to provide complete abstracts of aspects of the 
literature which do not relate to language. The entries are arranged alphabetically by author; 
entries with multiple authors are cross-referenced under the name of the secondary authors. 
To aid readers concerned with particular Maluku languages, the index contains entries for 
language and subgroup names, as well as geographic names. References to unpublished 
manuscripts are included with the explicit permission of the author. 
Many thanks go to Prof. James T. Collins, who inspired this project and granted 
generous access to his personal library. This project would not have been possible without 
Jim's unceasing support and sage advice. Thanks also go to the patient staff of the 
Hamilton Inter-Library Loan Office. Funding was provided by a grant from the University 
of Hawaii Center for Southeast Studies. And a special thanks goes to Wendy, who helped 




[1] AA, P.J.B.C. ROBIDE VAN DER. [see Robide van der Aa] 
[2]	 ABDULRAHMAN, JUSUF. 1990. Pengelompokan kembali bahasa-bahasa di 
Maluku Utara. Paper presented at the Workshop on Halmahera Research and 
its Consequences for the Study of Eastern Indonesia, in particular the 
Moluccas, Leiden, October 7-12. 46 pp. 
Reiterates the morphological properties which distinguish the North 
Halmahera languages from those of South Halmahera and Bacan, noting 
the Malay character of the Bacan language. Suggests a subgrouping 
which includes both the north and south Halmahera languages. Includes 
data from the languages of Ternate, Tobelo, Sahu, Makian Luar, Makian 
Dalarn, Kayoa, Suia and Bacan. In Indonesian. 
[3]	 ABDURACHMAN, PARAMITA R. 1972. Some Portuguese Loanwords in the 
vocabulary of Speakers of Arnbonese Malay in Christian Villages of Central 
Moluccas. (Sed Lembaran Khusus 1). Jakarta: Lembaga llmu Pengatahuan 
Indonesia. 17 p. 
Annotated list of roughly 200 Ambonese Malay words with English gloss 
and probable Portuguese source, based on a study of extant wordlists and 
interviews with over 100 native speakers between 1965 and 1967. 
[4]	 ABDURACHMAN, PARAMITA R. 1982. [see Leirissa, Manusama, Lapian 
and Abdurachman] 
[5]	 ADELAAR, SANDER. 1985. Geschreven Ambons Maleis. Komunikasi 
11.54-8. 
Review and summary of van Minde's (1985a) dissertation. Criticizes the 
lack of field data and absence of pedagogical applications. In Dutch. 
[6]	 ADRIANI, NICOLAUS. 1902. Evangelie-prediking in de landstaal. 
Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 46.96-116. 
Advocates the use of indigenous languages, rather than Malay, in the 
Protestant missionary work in eastern Indonesia. Argues that Malay is a 
foreign language in most of Maluku and its use is not nearly as 
widespread as has been assumed. Notes further that even where Malay is 
spoken, the concepts behind much of the terminology relevant to 
missionary work (e.g., kasihan) are not a part of the culture. Responses 
by Hueting (1903) and Roest (1903). In Dutch. 
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[7]	 ADRIANI, NICOLAUS. 1916. De talen van Noord-Halmahera. 
Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 60.74-9. 
Review of Van der Veen's (1915) dissertation, including information 
supporting supposed influence of Sangirese on the North Halmaheran 
languages. In Dutch. 
[8]	 ADRIANI, NICOLAUS and A.c. KRUUT. 1914. De Bare'e-sprekende 
Toradja's van Midden Celebes, vol. 3. Batavia: Landsdrukkerij. 
Chapter VI (p. 288-346) of this tome contains an analysis of several 
North Maluku languages based on data from earlier works. Languages 
include Sula, Obi, Bacan, Kayeli, Makian Dalam, Maba, Patani, Sawai, 
and Giman (Gane), with particular attention given to a detailed 
grammatical description of BulL Includes a comparative wordlist of 
Makian Dalam, Buli, Sawai and Giman. In Dutch. 
[9]	 AJAMISEBA, D.C. 1994. Keadaan bahasa-bahasa di Irian Jaya: Klasifikasi, 
ciri, dan distribusinya. Maluku dan Irian Jaya, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. 
Jakarta: Lembaga Dmu Pengatahuan Indonesia. 
Brief overview of some of the notable characteristics of the Papuan 
languages of Irian Jaya, with examples of several languages. Includes 
descriptions of pronominal systems, verbal morphology, word order and 
counting systems. In Indonesian. 
[10]	 AJAWAll.A, JACOB W. 1985. Masohi, maano dan badati, bentuk-bentuk 
kerjasama tradisional di Kepulauan Lease. Paper presented at the Seminar 
Penelitian Indonesia Bagian Timur, Manado, July 23-28. 
Explains several Ambonese Malay and indigenous terms relating to land 
tenure and clove production in the Lease Islands. In Indonesian. 
[11]	 AJAWAILA, JACOB W. 1988. La scocietie Galela des Moluques du Nord: 
organisation sociale et rituels. Memoire de D.A.E., Paris. ms. 
[12]	 AJAWAll.A, JACOB W. 1990. Marriage rituals of the Galela people. 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 146.93-102. 
Names and describes the five phases of the traditional Galela marriage 
ritual. No specific linguistic content, but does include much terminology 
associated with marriage customs. See Platenkamp (1994) for a related 
discussion in Tobelo. 
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[13]	 ALEXANDER, PAUL and M. YOUNG. 1976. Central and Northern Moluccas 
Standard Wordlist. ms. 9 p. 
Unpublished 170-item comparative wordlist for Indonesian, Tulehu, 
Tidore, Ternate, Tobelo, Kao, Sahu and Maba, alphabetized by English 
gloss. 
[14] AMRA. 1960. Seni dontji dipulau Makian. Bahasa dan Budaja 5/6.238-46. 
Two examples of Tidore poetry and one example of a Makian story, each 
with Indonesian glosses. In Indonesian. 
[15] ANAKOTTA, J.1. 1986. [see Rugebregt, et al.] 
[16]	 ANDAYA, LEONARD Y. 1993. The World of Maluku: Eastern Indonesia in 
the Early Modem Period. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 306 p. 
Detailed history of the colonial period in Maluku, with special attention to 
the interaction between the Moluccans and the outsiders. Includes 
information on the history of language use and the impact of literacy in 
Maluku. A glossary includes terminology from a variety of languages. 
[17]	 APITULEY. c., et al. 1981. Struktur Bahasa Ternate. Ambon: Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Brief description of the phonology and morphology of Ternate, presented 
as a report to the project for the study of language and literature in 
Maluku. In Indonesian. 
[18]	 BAARDA, M.J. VAN. 1891. Beknopte spraakkunst van de Galillareesche taal. 
Utrecht: Kemink. 109 p. 
Grammar of Galela by a Protestant missionary who worked in the area 
between 1891 and 1917. Revisions and corrections are contained in 
Baarda's dictionary (1895a). Reviewed by Kern (1891-2). In Dutch. 
[19]	 BAARDA, MJ. VAN. 1895a. Woordenlijst: Galelareesch-Hollandisch. 
's-Gravenhage: Nijhoff. 536 p. 
Dutch-Galela dictionary compiled by a missionary who worked in the area 
between 1891 and 1917. The first 35 pages contain a list of corrections 
and revisions to Baarda's grammar (1891), which incorporate many of the 
comments of Kern (1891-2). Appendix contains three folktales without 
translation. In Dutch. 
[20] BAARDA, M.J. VAN. 1895b. [see van Dijken] 
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[21]	 BAARDA, MJ. VAN. 1904. Het Loda'sch in vergelijking met het Galela'sch 
dialect op Halmahera, gevolgd door Loda'se teksten en verhalen. Bijdragen 
tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 56.317-496. 
Study of the Lodarese language by a missionary who worked in the area 
between 1880 and 1917, compares the phonology, lexicon and grammar 
of Lodarese with that of Galela. Includes twelve Lodarese folktales with 
Dutch translations. In Dutch. 
[22]	 BAARDA, MJ. VAN. 1906. Hebben wij voor de woorden geest, ziel, hart, 
woorden van gelijke beteekenis in de Galelareesche woorden gurumi, njawa, 
goma, sininga? Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch 
Zendelinggenootschap 50.189-213. 
Discussion of the problem of Galela translation of Christian concepts in 
connection with traditional Galela animistic terms. Abstract based on 
Polman (1981 :61). In Dutch. 
[23]	 BAARDA, M.J. VAN. 1908. Leidraad bij het bestudeeren van 't Galela'sch 
dialekt, op het eiland Halmahera. 's-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff. 168 p. 
A revised version of Baarda ( 1891) incorporating the comments of Kern 
(1891-2). Organized along the format of other Dutch missionary 
grammars, such as Hueting (1936). Includes many more examples than 
the previous work but no texts. In Dutch. 
[24]	 BAARDA, M.J. VAN. 1927. Over het geloof der Galela's. Mededeelingen 
vanwege het Nederlandsche Zendelinggenootschap 71.250-79, 305-31. 
Description of the traditional beliefs of the Galela, including explanations 
of many Galela terms. In Dutch. 
[25]	 BADAN PERSATUAN REPUBLIK MALUKU SELATAN. n.d. Wordlist in 
Malay, Ambonese Malay and Dutch. ms. 23 p. 
Trilingual wordlist containing nearly 400 entries. 
[26]	 BARRAUD, CECILE. 1990. Introduction to a comparative study of two 
kinship vocabularies in the Moluccas. Paper presented at the Workshop on 
Halmahera Research and its Consequences for the Study of Eastern 
Indonesia, in particular the Moluccas, Leiden, October 7-12. 15 p. 
Comparison of kinship terminology in Galela and Kei, based on 
information in Ajawaila (1988) and data collected by the author in 1979. 
Questions the appropriateness of classical anthropological concepts such 
as clan and marriage alliance. 
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[27] BARRAUD, CECILE and J.D.M. PLATENKAMP, ed. 1990. Rituals and 
socio-cosmic order in eastern Indonesian societies, part 2, Maluku. 
(Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 146). 's-Gravenhage: 
Martinus Nijhoff. 
This volume of the Bijdragen contains articles by Valeri, Platenkamp and 
Ajawaila, as well as several articles on southeast Maluku. 
[28]	 BARTELS, DIETER. 1977. Guarding the invisible mountain: Intervillage 
alliances, religious syncretism and ethnic identity among Ambonese 
Christians and Moslems in the Moluccas. Cornell University Ph.D. 
dissertation. 344 p. 
Ethnographic description of the pela system of village alliances on 
Ambon and the Lease Islands, based on more than a year of fieldwork by 
the author in 1974 and 1975. Reviews several possible etymologies for 
pela, especially Stresemann's (1919) claim that it can be traced to Paulohi. 
[29]	 BARTELS, DIETER. 1978. Religious syncretism, semantic depletion and 
secondary interpretation in Ambonese Islam and Christianity in the Moluccas. 
Kabar Seberang 4.49-56. 
Description of the general tendency toward diachronic reinterpretation of 
sacred knowledge, citing examples of both rituals, such as cakalele, and 
concepts, such as upu lanite. Includes much Maluku tenninology. 
[30]	 BARTELS, DIETER. 1989. Moluccans in Exile: A Struggle for Ethnic Survival 
(Socialization, Identity Fonnation, and Emancipation among an East­
Indonesian Minority in the Netherlands). Leiden: Center for the Study of 
Social Conflicts and Moluccan Advisory Council. 
Report of a Dutch government research project to study the social welfare 
of Dutch Moluccans. Includes a description of the linguistic stratification 
of the Moluccan society in the Netherlands. 
[31]	 BASTIAN, ADOLF. 1884. Indonesien oder die Inseln des Malayischen 
Archipel, vol. I, Die Molukken. Berlin: F. Dtirnmlers. 166 p. 
Travel report by a Gennan ethnologist of his 1879 journey to Maluku. 
Includes wordlists for Tobelo, Sahu, Loloda, Maba, Tara-udu, Patani, 
Talfuah, Tabaru, Gamkanora, Galela, Bacan, Tidore and Ternate 
(p. 120-131). Remarks on the similarity between Buli and Maba. Also 
includes comparative wordlists in Gennan-Tabaru-Loloda-Galela-Tolofu 
and in Malay-Tidore-Ternate. 
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[32]	 BAUSANI, ALESSANDRO. 1960. The first Italian-Malay vocabUlary by 
Antonio Pigafetta. East and West (New Series) 11.229-48. 
Presents Pigafetta's (1906) Malay wordlist in full with English translation 
and notes on sources of loanwords. The introduction describes the 
history and origin of the list, claiming it to be "the most ancient specimen 
of modem Malay extant." See also Gonda (1938) and Bausani (1961). 
[33]	 BAUSANI, ALESSANDRO. 1961. Perbendaharaan Kata Itali-Me1ayu yang 
pertama-pertama kali, oleh Antonio Pigafetta. Dewan Bahasa 5.510-25, 
558-72. 
Indonesian translation of Bausani (1960). 
[34]	 BAUSANI, ALESSANDRO, ed. 1972. L'Indonesia nella Relazione di Viaggio 
di Antonio Pigafetta. (Relazioni di Viaggiatori Italiani in Indonesia 2). Roma: 
Istituto Italiano per it Medio ed Estremo Oriente Centro Italiano di Cultura -­
Jakarta. 167 p. 
Excerpts from Pigafetta (1906), with introduction and annotations by the 
author. Comments on the significance of Pigafetta's vocabulary (p. 94) 
(cf. Gonda 1938, Bausani 1960). The original Vocabulary follows the 
text. In Italian with Indonesian translation. 
[35]	 BEEKMAN, E.M., ed. and trans. 1981. The Poison Tree: Selected Writings of 
Rumphius on the Natural History of the Indies. Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press. 
Collection of essays by a naturalist cum government official who lived in 
Ambon from 1654 until his death in 1702. Each of the essays describes a 
particular flora or fauna, and together with the editor's annotations 
provides information on both Ambonese Malay and indigenous plant and 
animal terminology. See also Rumpf (1741-1755). 
[36]	 BELL, JANET M. and ARMANITA S. VAN HOUTON. 1993. The medicinal 
plants of central Seram. Natural History of Seram, Maluku, Indonesia, ed. 
by J.D. Edwards. A.A. MacDonald and 1. Proctor. Andover, England: 
Intercept. 
Survey of medicinal plant use in both the coastal and highland areas of 
central Seram, based on data collected during the Operation Raleigh 
expedition in 1987. Table lists 89 species with local and Malay names, 
location, therapeutic indications and method of preparation. 
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[37) BELLWOOD, PETER STAFFORD. 1985. Prehistory of the Indo-Malaysian 
Archipelago. Sydney: Academic Press. 370 p. 
An interdisciplinary approach to the reconstruction of prehistory. Chapter 
four presents linguistic evidence for recent Indo-Malaysian prehistory and 
attempts to date language expansions in the area. Proposes the second 
millennium BC as a date for Austronesian settlement of Maluku, and ten to 
fifteen thousand BP for non-Austronesian settlement. 
[38]	 BERRY, KEITH and CHRISTINE BERRY. 1987. A survey of some West 
Papuan phylum languages. Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and 
Cultures 4.25-82. 
Wordlists from six languages (Segot, Moi, Moraid, Kalabra, Tehit, 
Abun) of the West Bird's Head stock of the West Papuan phylum. 
Includes a two-page phonological and grammatical sketch, some 
lexicostatistical information and several location maps. May be useful for 
comparative work with the languages of northern Halmahera. 
[39) BERTLING, C. 1925. Verscheidenheden omtrent dati's (1922). 
Adatrechtbundels 24.372-89. 
Description of the land-tenure system (dati) of Saparua. Includes an 18th 
century letter (p. 383-9) discussing dati in somewhat formal Ambonese 
Malay. In Dutch. 
[40) BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1974. Eastern Austronesian: A note. 
University of Hawaii Working Papers in Linguistics 6(4).101-7. 
Suggests that the Oceanic subgroup be expanded to include languages of 
South Halmahera, based on a comparative analysis of Maluku language 
data from Maan (1940), Devin (1986) and Wallace (1869). This position 
is revised in Blust (1978). 
[41]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1976. Austronesian culture history: Some 
linguistic inferences and their relations to the archaeological record. World 
Archaeology 8.19-43. 
An attempt to reconstruct Austronesian culture history by comparing 
terminology for cultural items such as pig, iron, rice and headhunting. 
Uses Maluku language data from Maan (Buli); Wallace (Kayeli, Marella, 
Teluti, Watubela and Burn); and Stresemann (Ur-Ambon). 
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[42]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1978. Eastern Malayo-Polynesian: A 
subgrouping argument. Proceedings of the Second International Conference 
on Austronesian Linguistics, ed. by S.A. Wurm and L. Carrington, 181-234. 
(Pacific Linguistics C-61). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Provides quantitative evidence for Adriani and Kruijt (1914), which 
seems to support a South Halmahera-West New Guinea (SHWNG) 
subgroup. This position contrasts with that of Dyen (1965), who divides 
these languages into more than one primary subgroup. Includes short 
comparative wordlists of Buli, Nufor, Giman (Gane) and Makian Dalam. 
Also posits an Eastern Malayo-Polynesian group which includes both 
SHWNG and Oceanic as subgroups, thus refining the position of Blust 
(1974). 
[43]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1981. The Soboyo reflexes of Proto-
Austronesian phonology. Historical Linguistics in Indonesia, part I, ed. by 
R.A. Blust. Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Revises Stresemann's (1927) reconstruction of proto-Central Maluku 
("Ur-Ambon"), based on the occurrence in Soboyo of a reflex of proto­
Austronesian *S, which was thought by Stresemann to have been lost in 
all Central Malayo-Polynesian languages. 
[44]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1982. The linguistic value of the Wallace line. 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde 138.231-250. 
Cites evidence from the distribution of cognate terms for marsupial and 
placental animals in Austronesian languages which contests Dyen's 
(1978) grouping of the eastern and western Indonesian languages. 
Cognate terms for marsupials are found only in Central and Eastern 
Malayo-Polynesian, indicating the linguistic unity of this grouping. 
Includes comparative data from many Austronesian languages. 
[45]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1983. More on the position of the languages of' 
eastern Indonesia. Oceanic Linguistics 22.1-28. 
Cites evidence for a sporadic phonological change which is exclusively 
shared by the languages of the Eastern Malaya-Polynesian group. Argues 
against Dyen's (1978b) subgrouping of the Austronesian languages of 
Maluku with those of western Indonesia. 
[46]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1984. Indonesia as a "field of linguistic study." 
Unity in Diversity, ed. by P.E. de Josselin de Jong, 21-37. (Verhandelingen 
van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 103). 
Dordrecht: Foris. 
Less emphatic version of Blust (1987). 
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[47] BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1986. Book notice. Language 62.471-2. 
Review of Collins' (1983) "The Historical Relationships of the Languages 
of Maluku." 
[48]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1987. The linguistic study of Indonesia. 
ArchipeI34.27-47. 
Uses comparative evidence to argue that the Dutch concept of a field-of­
study cannot apply to the study of linguistics in Indonesia, noting that 
only 30% of all Austronesian languages fall within the boundaries of 
Indonesia. Outlines the subgrouping argument of Blust (1978), noting 
that the Maluku languages count relatively few speakers. A less emphatic 
version of this argument is found in Blust (1984). 
[49]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1990. Central and Central-Eastern Malayo­
Polynesian. Paper presented at the First Maluku Research Conference, 
Honolulu. 
Preliminary version of Blust (1993). Critiqued by Nothofer (1991). 
[50]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW. 1993. Central and Central-Eastern Malayo­
Polynesian. Oceanic Linguistics 32.241-93. 
Revision of Blust (1990), addressing the comments of Nothofer (1991). 
Provides further evidence in support of the genetic subgrouping proposed 
in Blust (1978), based on a much larger body of lexical data collected by 
Collins and others during the intervening 15 years. Several languages are 
reclassified, but the basic division between Central and Eastern Malayo­
Polynesian is maintained. 
[51]	 BLUST, ROBERT ANDREW, ed. 1981. Historical Linguistics in Indonesia, 
part I. Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Contains an article by Blust and one by Collins. 
[52] BOEADI. 1993. [see A.A. MacDonald, et al.] 
[53]	 BOLTON, ROSEMARY. 1989. Nuau1u phonology. Workpapers in Indonesian 
Languages and Cultures 7.89-119. 
Presents an extended description of the Nuaulu phoneme inventory and 
distribution, as well as a suggested orthography. The author makes the 
somewhat specious claim that the Nuaulu sound system is merely a subset 
of that of Indonesian. Also includes a short Nuaulu text with interlinear 
English gloss. 
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[54] BOLTON, ROSEMARY. 1990. Nuaulu kinship and marriage. Workpapers in 
Indonesian Languages and Cultures 8.129-48. 
Includc~s information on Nuaulu kinship terminology. 
[55J BOLTON, ROSEMARY. 1991. The semantics of directionals in south Nuaulu, 
Seram. Paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Brief overview of the deictic system of Nuaulu, which includes five 
directional and four spatial terms. Several examples are given with 
accompanying maps for clarification. 
[56] BOONSTRA, GERT. 1980? Cerita-cerita, main-main dan nyanyian-nyanyian 
dari Maluku. Rotterdam: R.P.C.Z. 
Collection of stories, games and songs from Maluku intended for use by 
children of Moluccan descent living in a multi-cultural setting in the 
Nethedands. Most of the songs are in Ambonese Malay, and many of the 
stories and games include annotations explaining Ambonese Malay terms. 
In Dutc:h. 
[57J BOOT, J. 1893. Korte schets der Noord-kust van Ceram. Tijdschrift van het 
Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootsehap te Amsterdam 
10.650··78,885-902,1163-1204. 
Contains comparative wordlists of 124 items in Sawai (Hatoeweh), 
Lisabal:a, Wemale (Patasiwa and Patalima). Nuaulu (Manusela) and 
Kobie. compiled by a missionary who worked on the north coast of 
Seram. In Dutch. 
[58] BROUWERlUS. DANIEL. 1697. Genesis attau Kitab Miarahan. Kitab Mosis 
Nang Bermoela Amsterdam: Paulus Matthyfz. 
The book of Genesis in Dutch with parallel Malay translation. 
[59] BURQUEST, D.A. and W.D. LAIDIG, ed. I992a. Phonological Studies in 
Four LlalIlguages of Maluku, ed. by Arlington: Summer Institute of 
Linguistics. 
Contains papers by C. Laidig. R. Whisler and others. originally presented 
at Univl~rsitas Pattimura in 1990. Reviewed by Engelenhoeven (1993). 
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[60]	 BURQUEST, D.A. and W.D. LAIDIG, ed. 1992b. Descriptive Studies in 
Languages of Maluku. (NUSA: Linguistic Studies in Indonesian and the 
Languages of Indonesia 34). Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Contains five papers, including one on Pagu phonology by Sandra 
Wimbish. Reviewed by Rehg (1993). 
[61]	 CAMBIER, I.P.e. 1872 [1825]. Rapport over Tidoreesch-Halmahera. 
Bijdrag(~n tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 19.240-66. 
Contains a 63-item comparative wordlist of Maba and Buli (Bicoli and 
Ingli dialects), collected by the assistant resident in the village of Bicoli 
between 1824 and 1825. In Dutch. 
[62]	 CAMPEN, e.F.H. 1885. Temataansche pantoen's. Tijdschrift voor Indische 
Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 30.443-50, 625-31. 
Collection of 36 Temate pantun, collected from the Tematan prince Abdul 
Mali in Sahu. Includes Dutch translations. Abstract based on Polman 
(1981:6H). 
[63]	 CAPELL, A. 1975. The West Papuan phylum: General, and Timor and areas 
further west. Papuan Languages and the New Guinea Linguistic Scene. 
(Pacific Linguistics C-38). Canberra: Australian National University. 
50 pp. 
Cites evidence for including the North Halmahera and Alor-Timor 
language groups in the already established West Papuan Phylum. 
Includes a brief description of North Halmaheran structure and an 
English··North Halmaheran comparative wordlist. Also includes a list of 
non-Austronesian vocabulary found in Stresemann's (1927) 
reconstIUction of Ur-Ambon. (Data not available to the author later 
excluded the Alor-Timor group from the West Papuan Phylum). 
[64]	 CARON, FRAN<;OIS. 1682. Adjaran dalarnjang mannajadi Caberadjar 
Capalla Capallanja dem Agamana Christaon. t'Arnsterdarn: Paulus 
Matthysl. 
[65]	 CARON, FRAN<;OIS. 1683. De wegh na den hemel: Djalang ca surga. 
t'Amsterdarn: Paulus Matthysz. 
[66]	 CARON, FRAN<;OIS. 1693. Voorbeeldt des openbaeran Godtsdienst. 
Tsjeremln acan Pegang Agarnrna. t'Amsterdarn: Paulus Matthysz. 
Second edition of a collection of forty sermons written and presented in 
Ambon tn Ambonese Malay (originally published in 1678). 
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[67]	 CENSE, AA. 1978. Maleise invloeden in het oostelijk deel van de 
Indondsische archipel. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 
134.4:.5-32. 
Historical overview of the use of Malay in eastern Indonesia. Cites a 
1514 letter from the Sultan of Temate as the oldest known record of the 
use of Malay in Maluku. In Dutch. 
[68]	 CHLENOV, MIKHAIL ANATOL'EVICH. 1969. Ocherki po etnicheskoi 
naradov tsentrai'nykn molukk (Indoneziia). 
Abstract translated by Naschev (n.d.). 
[69]	 CHLENOV, MIKHAIL ANATOL'EVICH. 1976. Naselenie Molukkskikh 
Ostrovov. Moscow: Nauka. 
[The Population of the Moluccas] Includes a lexicostatistical classification 
of the languages of Maluku, based on data from 19th century vocabularies 
as well as wordlists collected by the author between 1963 and 1965. 
Contrasts with classifications of Stresemann (1927) and Blust (1978). 
Chapte:r four translated by Naschev (n.d.). Reviewed by Steinhauer 
( 1980), In Russian. 
[70]	 CHLENOV, MIKHAIL ANATOL'EVICH. 1980. Cultural vocabulary as an 
indicator of inter-ethnic relations: Eastern Indonesian evidence. Bijdragen tot 
de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 136.426-39. 
Ethnolmguistic survey of 15 Maluku cultural vocabulary items in four 
different categories: pre-Austronesian terms (e.g., banana, sago); terms 
connected with Austronesian settlement (e.g., rice); terms associated with 
inter-continental trade (e.g., clove); and terms referring to items 
introduced by Europeans (e.g., pineapple). Posits an inverse correlation 
between the number of roots for a particular term and the number of those 
roots which are Austronesian. Methodology critiqued by Collins (l983e). 
[71]	 CHLENOV, MIKHAIL ANATOL'EVICH. 1986. North Halmahera languages: 
A prob::em of internal classification. Papers in New Guinea Linguistics no. 
24. (Pacific Linguistics A-70). Canberra: Australian National University. 
6 pp. 
Classiflcation of the languages of north Halmahera based on a loo-item 
lexicostatistical analysis and the phonological innovations proposed by 
Wada (1980). This paper was originally prepared in 1982 but proposes 
essentially the same classification as that of Voorhoeve (1988). 
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[72]	 CHLENOV, MIKHAll.. ANATOL'EVICH. 1988. Three types of social 
organization in insular southeast Asia. Paper presented at the 12th 
International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, Zagreb, 
July 24-31. Moscow: Nauka. 
Brief examination of kinship terminology, notes the coherent kinship 
patterns within the Central Malayo-Polynesian language subgroup. 
[73]	 CHLENOV, M.A. and ULO STIRK. 1973. Merger of labial phonemes in 
Ambonl~se languages. Acta et Commetationes Universitatis Tartuensis, 
Oriental Studies 11/2.58-97. 
Cites evidence of the merger of proto-Austronesian *p and *b in some 
Central Maluku languages as an argument against classifying the Oceanic 
languages (which also exhibit this merger) as a separate group outside 
Austronesian. 
[74] CLAESSEN, H.l.M., ed. 1988. [see Moyer and Claessen] 
[75]	 CLERCQ, F.S.A. DE. 1874. Pantoen-pantoen Ambon terkoempoel pada goena 
anak-anak muda di poeloe Molukos. Soerabaja: Thieme. 66 p. 
Collection of ten pantun in a standardized Ambonese Malay. 
[76]	 CLERCQ, F.S.A. DE. 1876. Het Maleisch der Molukken; lijst der meest 
voorkomende vreemde en van het gewone Maleisch verschillende woorden, 
zooals die gebruikt worden in de residentien Manado, Ternate, Ambon met 
Banda en Timor Koepang. Batavia: W. Bruining. 
A Moluccan Malay-Dutch dictionary, based on Ternate, Manado and 
Ambonl::se Malay. Includes texts without translation, which may 
represent some of the earliest examples of Ambonese Malay poetry and 
literaturl~. In Dutch. 
[77]	 CLERCQ, F.S.A. DE. 1890. Bijdragen tot de kennis der Residente Ternate. 
Leiden: EJ. Brill. 353 p. 
History of the Residency of Ternate by one of the Residents. In addition 
to a general description of North Maluku, includes a short wordlist for 
Makian Dalam; a sketch of Ternate grammar; and three Ternate texts 
which are reproduced in Fortgens (1930). Of greatest linguistic value is 
the substantial Ternate-Dutch vocabulary (p. 245-318), which indexes the 
Ternate entries in Arabic script. In Dutch. 
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[78]	 COCQ D'ARMANDVlLLE. C.J.F. LE. 1901. Vergelijkende woordenlijst in het 
Hollandsch. Ceramsch en Alfoersch (Bonfia). Tijdschrift voor Indische 
Taal-. Land- en Volkenkunde 43.349-96. 
Dutch-Geser-Masiwang vocabulary containing roughly 1000 entries. 
compiled by a Catholic missionary who worked in eastern Seram between 
1892 .md 1896. Includes a sketch of Masiwang grammar and lists of 
terms relating to animals. house construction. and sago processing. This 
was the only published wordlist of Masiwang (Bonfia) before that of 
Collins (1986). In Dutch. 
[79] COLLINS. JAMES T. n.d. Stories in Soboyo. ms. 
Collection of nine Soboyo texts, transcribed by the author. 
[80]	 COLLINS. JAMES T. 1974. Catatan ringkas tentang bahasa Ambon. Dewan 
Bahasa 18(4).151-62. 
Brief description of those facets of Ambonese Malay syntax which 
distinguish this dialect from standard Malay. In Malay. 
[81] COLLINS, JAMES T. 1976. Field Notes in Languages of Indonesia. ms. 
Unpublished wordlists and grammatical notes for languages of Central 
Maluku. collected by the author during fieldwork in Maluku. Length of 
individual lists varies from 100 to 500 words, and many lists include 
grammatical annotations Includes lists for Ambelau, Nuaulu (2 dialects), 
Manus·ela (3 dialects), Seti (4 dialects), Asilulu (6 notebooks). Elaputi, 
Sawai, Hatanuru (8 dialects). Alune (10 dialects). Makian (Luar, Dalam), 
Misol, Patani, Tobelo, Banda (Eli, Elat), Boano, Seit (Kaitetu), Laha, 
Lisaba'ta (Barat, Timur), Larike (Allang, Wakasihu), Sula (Mangoli), 
Ruta. Sepa (Tarnilou). Wemale (7 dialects), Masiwang. Naka'ela, 
Karnarian (Rurnakai), Benggoi. Bacan (3 notebooks), Haruru 
(Yalah,itan). Tulehu (Hitu), Buru, Saparua (3 dialects). Seram Laut (3 
dialecci), Hulung. Latea. Luhu. Hoamoal (Luhu. Piru). Huaulu, Tehoru. 
Werinarna (2 dialects), Soboyo (4 dialects). Haruku. Manipa (2 dialects). 
Watubt~la. Hatusua, Waisamu (Eti, Hatusua, Kaibobo). 
[82] COLLINS, JAMES T. 1977. Laha recording. ms. 
Unpublished transcription of a Laha folktale as told by Husen Kaliki in 
1977. No translation. 
[83J COLLINS. JAMES T. 1978a. Boano conversation. ms. 
Unpublished Boano dialog collected by the author. with interlinear 
English gloss. 
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[84] COLLINS, JAMES T. 1978b. Notes on Seit-Kaitetu. ms. 
Unpublished notes on the Seit and Kaitetu languages of Ambon. Includes 
a 200-item comparative wordlist; description of the pronominal and 
genitive: systems; and several texts with interlinear English glosses. 
[85]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1979. Mangoli (Titdoi) conversation: Hamatu and Said. 
ms. 
Mangoli conversation collected by the author, with interlinear English 
gloss. 
[86]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1980a. Sound retention and semantic innovation, 
marsupials as birds. Paper presented at the University of Chicago, January 
29. 
Present; evidence from the languages of eastern Seram (especially 
Watubela) which supports a hypothesis that the proto-Austronesian term 
for bird came to mean cuscus in the central Maluku languages. This 
suggests a semantic (rather than lexical) innovation in the Oceanic 
languages. 
[87J COLLINS, JAMES T. 1980b. Ambonese Malay and Creolization Theory. 
Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa Pustaka. 86 p. 
Published version of the author's M.A. thesis. Examines the comparative 
evidence (between Standard Malay and Ambonese Malay) and descriptive 
characteristics of creoles, all of which would indicate a creole status for 
Ambonese Malay. However, as there is no sociocultural basis for this 
status, be author concludes that Ambonese Malay is not a creole but a 
dialect of Standard Malay. 
[88J COLLINS, JAMES T. 198Oc. Laha: A language of the Central Moluccas. 
Indones:.a Circle 23.3-19. 
Description of the diachronic position of Laha, the only surviving 
indigenous language of Ambon island. Describes several areal 
phonological and syntactic changes which have resulted in striking 




[89]	 COLLINS., JAMES T. 1981a. Preliminary notes on Proto-West Central Maluku: 
Buru, Sula, Taliabo and Ambelau. Historical Linguistics in Indonesia, part I, 
ed. by RA. Blust. Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Propo:ies a classification of the languages of Central Maluku into two 
subgroups: West Central Maluku (consisting of Buru, Sula and Taliabo) 
and E,lSt Central Maluku (consisting of the languages of Ambon, Seram 
and thl~ Lease Islands. Focuses on a description and justification of the 
West Central Maluku subgroup. 
[90]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1981b. Pertembungan linguistik di Indonesia Timur: 
Bahas~l Melayu dan bahasa Asilulu di Pulau Ambon. Dewan Bahasa 
25(7).30-5. 
Comparative study of the syntax of Ambonese Malay and the Asilulu 
language, including discussions of directional systems and possessive 
constmctions. In Malay. 
[91]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1982a. Prothesis in the languages of Central Maluku: 
An arglment from proto-Austronesian grammar. Papers from the Third 
International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, vol. 2, ed. by A. 
Halim, L. Carrington and S.A. Wunn, 187-200. (Pacific Linguistics C-75). 
Canberra: Australian National University. 
A section of the author's thesis (cf. Collins 1983c: 120-8) which analyzes 
hitherto unexplained Central Maluku initial consonants as retentions of the 
proto-Austronesian noun markers *si and *u. 
[92]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1982b. Further notes towards a West Makian 
vocabulary. The Makian Languages and their Neighbors, ed. by c.L. 
Voorhceve, 75-97. (Pacific Linguistics D-46). Canberra: Australian 
National University. 
An elaboration of Voorhoeve's (1982b) wordlist for Makian Luar, based 
on addi tional data collected in February 1979. 
[93]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1982c. A short vocabulary of East Makian. The Makian 
Languages and their Neighbors, ed. by c.L. Voorhoeve. (Pacific Linguistics 
D-46), 98-127. Canberra: Australian National University. 
Makian Dalam-English wordlist based on data collected in 1979. Some 
diSCUSSion of derivational morphology; verbal agreement markers have 
been separated in the vocabulary. 
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[94]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1982d. The inter-relationships of the languages of 
Central Maluku: Historical and contemporary perspectives. Paper presented 
at the Katholieke Hogeschool Tilburg, April 4. 
Briefly outlines the genetic relationships proposed in Collins (1983); 
discussc~s the influence of indigenous Maluku languages on Ambonese 
Malay; and reflects on the increasing pace of language shift and language 
death in Central Maluku. Reviewed by de Fretes (1982). 
[95]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1983a. Penggolongan bahasa Bacan. Nusantara 
10.86-125. 
Classifi es the Bacan language as a dialect of Malay, based on lexical 
compar:.son and phonological innovation, using data collected by the 
author h 1979. Notes influence from neighboring indigenous languages 
but clearly demonstrates the inaccuracy of Adriani and Kruijt (1914), who 
grouped Bacan with the languages of Sula. Appendix contains a 200-item 
wordlist collected by the author, with annotations explaining alternate 
Malay s:mrces for Bacan words. In Malay with English abstract. 
[96]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1983b. Linguistic research in Maluku: A report of recent 
field work. Oceanic Linguistics 21.73-146. 
A general overview of the languages in Maluku, including specific 
information on the linguistic situation in Makian, Bacan, Obi and 
Sulabesi. Reports no extant indigenous languages on Obi, naming Buton 
and Tobelo as the chief languages of the island. Describes the Bacan 
languagl~ as a Malay dialect, distinct from Ambon and Ternate Malay. 
Distingllishes only two indigenous languages, Sula and Taliabo, in the 
Sulabesi Islands. 
[97]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1983c. The historical relationships of the languages of 
central Maluku, Indonesia. (Pacific Linguistics D-47). Canberra: Australian 
National University. 168 p. 
Revision of author's University of Chicago Ph.D. dissertation (1980), a 
comparative study based on a total of 41 months of fieldwork in Central 
Maluku between 1972 and 1983. Discusses previous subgroupings of 
Stresemmn (1927) and Dyen (1965) and then presents a classification of 
the languages of the Central Maluku family. Detailed evidence is given 
for the internal subgrouping of the Three Rivers languages (including 
Alune and Wemale) on the basis of phonological innovation. Reviewed 
by Blust (1986). 
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[98]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1983d. Syntactic change in Ambonese Malay: The 
posse,isive construction. Studies in Malay Dialects, part II, ed. by IT. 
Collins, 28-41. (NUSA 17). Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Describes two possessive constructions in Ambonese Malay and 
compares them to standard Malay. Cites evidence which suggests that the 
syntax of Ambonese Malay may have been influenced by that of the 
indigenous languages of Ambon. 
[99]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1983e. A note on cultural vocabulary in the Moluccan 
islandi. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 139.357-63. 
Critique of the methodology of Ch1enov (1980). Cites examples of well­
known linguistic changes which may have been overlooked by Chlenov in 
his search for Austronesian reflexes. Also provides phonetic and 
semantic evidence which casts doubt on Chlenov's claim that one of the 
words for clove derives from a proto-Austronesian word for gold. 
[100]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1986a. Eastern Seraro: A subgrouping argument. 
Papers from the Fourth International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, 
ed. by P. Geraghty, L. Carrington and S.A. Wurm, 123-46. (Pacific 
Linguistics C-94). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Classification of six languages of eastern Seraro, based on a comparative 
study of phonological innovation using lexical data collected by the 
author. In contrast to both Stresemann (1927) and Ch1enov (1969, 
1976), this classification does not isolate the Geser language but instead 
divide:; the six languages into two sister branches of East Seram (Seti, 
Bobot. Masiwang) and Proto-Banda (Banda, Geser, Watubela). An 
appendix includes a 200 item wordlist for the six languages. 
[101]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1986b. Antologi Kajian Dialek Melayu. Kuala Lumpur: 
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. 
An anthology which includes revisions of earlier works of Collins (1974, 
1981b, 1983a). In Malay. 
[102]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1986c. Review. Journal of the American Oriental 
Society 106.892-4. 
Review of Polman's (1983) "The North Moluccas: An Annotated 
Bibliography." While praising this addition to Ma1uku research, this 
review critiques the unhelpful index and the lack of cross-references, 
while noting several important works which are missing from the 
bibliography. 
[103] COLLINS, JAMES T. 1988. A Dictionary of Bacan. ms. 
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[104]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1989. Notes on the language of Taliabo. Oceanic 
Linguistics 28.75-95. 
Cites evidence in support of Fortgens' (1921) claim that there is only one 
indigenous language on the island of Taliabo, based on data collected by 
the author during four weeks of fieldwork. Reports a mutually intelligible 
continU!lm of variation between the two chief dialects of Mange (including 
Soboyc,) and Kadai. Notes the importance of word taboo in the 
understanding of dialect relationships. An appendix contains a wordlist of 
105 boc.y-part terms in both chief dialects. 
[105J COLLINS, JAMES T. 1990. Bibliografi Dialek Melayu di Indonesia Timur. 
ms. 6:; p. 
Actually a collection of eight cross-referenced annotated bibliographies of 
the Ma:.ay dialects of Makassar, Manado, Temate, Irian Jaya, Bacan, 
Ambon. Kupang and Larantuka, including nearly 400 entries. Includes a 
substantial introduction to the literature and the history of research in 
Malay dialects. In Malay. 
[106J COLLINS, JAMES T. 1991. Malay in seventeenth century Ambon: 
Brouwerius's Genesis and Caron's Tsjeremin. Abstract of paper presented at 
the Sixth International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, 
May 20·24. 
Preliminary survey of two sources of 17th century Malay text, proposing 
further analysis to evaluate the model of language evolution in Ambon 
proposed by B.D. Grimes (1991d). 
[107J COLLINS, JAMES T. 1992a. Studying seventeenth-eentury Ambonese Malay: 
Evidence from F. Caron's sermons (1693). Cakalele 3.99-122. 
Researcll report on a project to analyze the use of (Ambonese) Malay as 
contaim:d in the sermons of F. Caron. Includes a description of the 
orthogmphy, phonology and morphology of the language employed by 
Caron. Notes loanwords and their sources (both European and 
indigenous) as well as competing forms within the text. An appendix 
contains a technical summary by J.E. Meyer describing the methods used 
to create interlinear glosses from Caron's text. 
[108J COLLINS, JAMES T. 1992b. Sejarah bahasa Melayu di Ambon. Paper 
presented at Bengkel Sejarah Bahasa Melayu dari Pelbagi Kota, Kuala 
Lumpur, November 9-14. 
Surveys the history and function of Ambonese Malay, including the 
influence of indigenous languages such as Asilulu. Appendices include 
excerpt5 from several Ambonese Malay texts, including newspapers, 
pantun and the Hikayat Tanah Hitu. In Malay. 
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[109]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1992c. Karangan pelaut dan penginjil Belanda: Sumber 
rujukan bahasa Melayu sebelum 1700. Rumpun Melayu-Polinesia 1992(5).1­
16. 
Overview of some of the archival materials available for the study of 
Malay in the 18th century and earlier. In Malay. 
[110]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1994a. Sumbangan dialek Brunei dalam pengkajian 
sejarah bahasa Melayu: Menyusun strategi penelitian senusantara. Jurnal 
Dewan Bahasa 38.580-92. 
Preliminary study of the lexical and morphological similarities between 
Brunei and Bacan Malay, with suggestions for further research. In 
Malay. 
[111]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. 1994b. The Brunei Sultanate and the eastern archipelago: 
The nature of the linguistic evidence. ms. 
[112]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. in press. Borneo and Maluku: The evidence from the 
languas:e of Bacan. Language Use and Language Change in Brunei 
Darussalam, ed. by G. Poedjosoedarmo, C. Ozog and P. Martin. Athens: 
Ohio University Press. 
An elaboration of Collins (1994a), provides semantic and morphological 
evidence for the close relationship between Brunei and Bacan Malay. 
Cites many instances of word meanings which are shared by both Brunei 
and B3.(:an Malay, but divergent from the meanings of the standard Malay 
cognates. 
[113]	 COLLINS. JAMES T. in press. Dialek Melayu di Pulau Kalimantan dan bahasa 
Bacan: Misanan atau mindoan? Pertemuan Linguistik Lembaga Bahasa Atma 
Jaya VIU. ed. by Bambang Kaswanti Purwo. Yogyakarta: Universitas Atma 
Jaya. 
[114]	 COLLINS. JAMES T. in press. A Field Dictionary of Asilulu. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press. 
[115]	 COLLINS. JAMES T. and RACHEL NOVOTNY. 1992. Etymology, 
entomology, and nutrition: Another word from Pigafetta. Cakale1e 2.123-32. 
Proposes three possible meanings for the word ambulon, which was 
recorded by Pigafetta (1906) in 1522. Nutritional evidence suggests that 
this word referred to a starch food. And as many of the other words in 
Pigafetta.'s list resemble Bacan Malay, it is most likely that ambulon is the 
source of Bacan ambulung 'sago tree'. 
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[116]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. and HANS SCHMIDT. 1991. Malay in Ternate, 1599: 
Traders language. Abstract of paper presented at the Sixth International 
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
A preliminary version of Collins and Schmidt (1992). 
[117]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. and HANS SCHMIDT. 1992. Bahasa Melayu di Pulau 
Ternate Maklumat tahun 1599. Dewan Bahasa 36.292-327. 
A revision of Collins and Schmidt (1991). Description of the phonology, 
morpho.logy, syntax and etymology of 16th century Ternate Malay, based 
on an analysis of a wordlist collected in 1599 (Commelin 1970). 
Appendix contains an excerpt of the wordlist with Malay glosses and 
annotations. In Malay. 
[118]	 COLLINS, JAMES T. and C.L. VOORHOEVE. 1981. Moluccas (map 45). 
Language atlas of the Pacific area, Part 1: New Guinea area, Oceania, 
Australia, ed. by S.A. Wunn and S. Hattori. (Pacific Linguistics C-66). 
Canberra: Australian National University. 
Color-coded map describing the distribution of the languages of Maluku. 
On the back of the map is found a list of all Maluku languages, classified 
into genetic subgroups, with notes and references. 
[119]	 COMMELI~, IZAAK. 1970 [1646]. Begin ende Voortgangh van de 
vereeniBhde Nederlandsche Geoctroyeerde Oost-Indische Compagnie. 
Amsterc.am: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. 56 p. 
Reprint of a travel report by a 17th century Dutch navigator, includes a 
Ternate Malay wordlist, containing nearly 700 entries. This wordlist is 
analyzed by Collins and Schmidt (1992). In Dutch. 
[120]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1961. Altar and throne in Central Moluccan 
societies: A study of the relationship between the institutions of religion and 
the institution of local government in a traditional society undergoing rapid 
social change. Yale University Ph.D. dissertation. 594 pp 
Religious studies thesis by a Christian missionary describing the changes 
to indigenous religion and traditional government in western Seram. Also 
describes the synchronic relationship between religious and government 
institutions. Chapter I surveys the social structure of Christian villages in 
Central Maluku. Chapter II surveys the system of traditional laws, 
including marriage rituals. Because of the general nature of the treatment, 
the terminology is mostly limited to Ambonese Malay rather than 
indigenous languages.. 
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[121]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1962a. Ambonese kin groups. Ethnology 
L 102·12. 
Overview of the Ambonese kinship system, of limited linguistic value 
becam,e most of the kinship terminology referred to by the author is of 
Dutch or Malay origin. 
[122]	 COOLEY. FRANK LEONARD. I962b. Ambonese Adat: A General 
Descri ption. (Southeast Asian Studies Cultural Report Series 10). New 
Haven: Yale University. 94 p. 
A somewhat abridged version of the author's (1961) dissertation. 
Descri::>es the structure of the ideological systems of Ambon and western 
Seram. noting the changes which occurred in colonial times. Defines 
much indigenous terminology such as pela, siwa-lima and sasi. Includes 
a short glossary of Malay and indigenous terminology. 
[123]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1967a. Allang: A village on Ambon Island. 
Villages in Indonesia, ed. by Koentjaraningrat. Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press. 28 p. 
Ethnographic survey of the village of Allang on Ambon Island, based on 
researc h conducted for the author's (1961) Ph.D. dissertation. No 
specifk reference to language use, but does include much Malay and 
autochthonous terminology, as well as a description of the dati system of 
land tenure. 
[124]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1967b. Altar and throne in Central Moluccan 
societie:s. Southeast Asian Journal of Theology 9.9-29. 
Brief s:mopsis of the author's (1961) Ph.D. dissertation. 
[125]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1968. Altar and throne in Central Moluccan 
societies. Practical Anthropology 15.118-37. 
Reprint of Cooley (1967b). 
[126]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1969. Village government in the Central 
Moluccas. Indonesia 7.138-63. 
Revised version of chapter three of the author's (1962) Ph.D. 
dissertation. Describes Ambonese terminology such as saniri, soa, 
cakalell~, pela, and sasi. 
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[127]	 COOLEY, FRANK LEONARD. 1984. Allang: Sebuah desa di Pulau Ambon. 
Masyarakat Desa di Indonesia, ed. by Koentjaraningrat. Jakarta: Lembaga 
Penerbit Fakultas Ekonomi Universitas Indonesia. 
Indone~.ian translation of Cooley (1967). 
[128]	 COOLHAAS, W.P. 1923. Kroniek van het rijk Batjan. Tijdschrift voor 
Indischl~ Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 63.474-512. 
Short history of the Sultanate of Bacan. Refers to "Oud-Batjansch", an 
original language of Bacan which is no longer spoken. In Dutch. 
[129] COOLHAAS, W.P. 1926a. Verbodsteekenen. Adatrechtbundels 25.349-50. 
Describes six taboos which are known in North Maluku. In Dutch. 
[130]	 COOLHAP>s, WoP. 1926b. Mededeelingen betreffende de onderafdeeling 
Batjan. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 82.403-84. 
Geographic survey of the island of Bacan, follows Adriani and Kruijt 
(1914) in referring to the language of Bacan as a mixed language. Also 
notes tbe presence of several other languages on the island, including 
Tobelo, Ambonese Malay and Ternate Malay. In Dutch. 
[131]	 COOLSMA, So 1901. De zendingseeuw voor Nederlandsch Oost-Indie. 
Utrecht Breijer. 892 p. 
History of the Protestant mission in Indonesia in the 19th century 0 
Includen information on the use and distribution of languages in Maluku. 
In Dutch. 
[132]	 COWAN, H.K.J. 1957a. Prospects of a Papuan comparative linguistics. 
Bijdrag(m tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 113.70-91. 
Describ~s the similarity between the pronominal systems of the languages 
of Nort:l Halmahera and those of the northwest Vogelkop, including 
Mooi, Moraid, Kalabra, Madik, Karu and Ajamaru. Includes a brief 
descriplion and a comparative wordlist of representative northwest 
Voge1kop and North Halmahera languages. 
[133]	 COWAN, H.K.J. 1957b. Een Russisch gegeven over de taal van Watubella. 
Bijdrage:n tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 113.290-1. 
Contain; a short 50-item Watubela wordlist collected by Mikluxo-Maklaj 
(1950) in 1874. In Dutch. 
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[134]	 COWAN, H.K.J. 1957c. A large Papuan language phylum in West New 
Guinea. Oceania 28.159-66. 
Attempts to extend the West Papuan Phylum proposed in Cowan (1957a) 
to include other languages of the Vogelkop, including Amberbaken, based 
on quaatitative comparisons of Swadesh basic vocabulary. 
[135] COX, ROGER. 1993. [see A.A. MacDonald, et al.] 
[136]	 CRAB, P. VAN DER. 1862. De Moluksche Eilanden: Reis van Z. E. den 
GouveJ1leur-Generaal Ch. F. Pahud door den Molukschen archipel, 239-325. 
Batavi~L: Lange. 
Travel report based on two months in eastem Indonesia between 1861 and 
1862. Contains 200 item wordlists for 15 languages including 
Batumerah, Larike, Haruku, Buru, Temate, Tidore, Sahu, and Kayoa. In 
Dutch. 
[137]	 CRAB, P. VAN DER, ed. 1878. Geschiedenis van Temate, in Temataanschen 
en Maldschen tekst beschreven door den Temataan Naidah met vertaling en 
aanteekeningen. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 26.381-493. 
Text of a 19th century manuscript describing the history of the Temate 
sultanate from the 14th century, in formal Temate Malay with Dutch 
translation. In Dutch. 
[138] DANCKAERTS, SEBASTIAEN. 1623. [see Wiltens and Danckaerts] 
[139] DECOURSEY, RITA, trans. 1989. [see Visser] 
[140]	 DEDAIDA, T.H. 1987. Pendayagunaan sagu (Merroxylon sp.) di Pulau 
Salawati, Raja Ampat. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat sebagai Kesatuan yang 
Majemuk, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Jakarta: Lembaga Dmu dan 
Pengat2huan Indonesia. 19 p. 
Description of sago production in the Raja Ampat Islands, includes many 
indigenl)us terms relating to sago, mostly from the language of Banlol. In 
Indones ian. 
[141]	 DENINGER, KARL. 1915. Geographische ubersicht von Westseran. 
Petermmns Geographische Mitteilunger 61.385-8. 
Brief geographic and ethnographic overview of west Seram, describes the 
social !:tructure of the kakian and notes the similarities among the 
languages (including Atune and Wemale). In German. 
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[142] DEVIN, CHAUMONT. 1986. Dictionary and Grammatical Notes on the 
Language of Buru Island. ms. 
An unp11blished dictionary of Buru by an Assembly of God missionary 
who wcrked on the island for many years. Also includes a very short, 
tentative description of some facets of Buru morphology. 
[143]	 DEVIN, CHAUMONT. 1988. Transcriptions of the Oral Literature of Buru 
Island. ms. 
This wc,rk represents a huge unpublished corpus of Buru text recorded 
and transcribed by the author on Buru between 1974 and 1987. The text 
is presented in the original Buru; no translation is provided. Several 
photographs depicting Buru village life are included. 
[144] DEVIN, CHAUMONT. 1989. Buru-English Dictionary. ms. 
A greatly expanded version of the author's 1986 dictionary. 
[145]	 DEVIN, CHAUMONT. 1992. Buru tales. Paper presented at the Second 
International Maluku Research Conference, Honolulu, July 29-August 1. 
DiscusstlS the semantic structure and sociolinguistic position of the Buru 
narrative:s known as "harkayaten," a word which is claimed to derive from 
the Arabic "hikayat" (history) and the Buru "aten" (cleverly arranged). 
Describes some typical harkayaten story-lines as well as the place of 
story-telling within the Buru conununity. Transcriptions of some of these 
texts are included in Devin (1988). 
[146]	 DDKEN, H. VAN. 1895. 0 Galelaka-ka manga totade, manga carita deo manga 
pitua. Bijdragen tot de Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 45.192-290,387-564. 
'Collection of 33 fables, six legends, ten folktales and 28 fairy stories in 
Galela with Dutch translations by M. 1. van Baarda. 
[147]	 DIMAYU, J" 1. KOTYNSKI, E. KOTYNSKI and A. TJIWILL 1991. Nou, 
Pomakata-tobaru. Ambon: Universitas Pattimura. 
Reader in Tabaru, a language with fifteen thousand speakers in north 
Halmahera. Contains several conversations and a short wordlist, with 
both Indonesian and English glosses. Primarily intended as a tool for the 
teaching of Indonesian to speakers of Tabaru. 
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[148]	 DOREN, LB.1. VAN. 1859. Boeroe en Manipa; aanteekeningen en 
geschiedkundige feiten. Amsterdam: Sybrandi. 
Travel report by a military administrator includes a 160-item comparative 
wordltst for the languages of Kayeli, Masarete, Tomahu, Lisela, 
Ambe.au, Manipa, Kelang and Boano. In Dutch. 
[149]	 DREWES, G.W.J. 1929. The influence of western civilization on the languages 
of the :East Indian archipelago. The Effect of Western Influence on Native 
Civilizations in the Malay Archipelago, ed. by B. Schrieke. Batavia: G. 
Kolff ,md Co. 32 pp. 
Lists several Dutch and Portuguese loanwords in Ternate and Ambonese 
Malay. Claims that the influence of Western languages in Maluku was 
primarily restricted to Malay rather than autochthonous languages. 
[150]	 DUTTON, TOM and DARREL T. TRYON, eds. 1994. Language Contact and 
Changl~ in the Austronesian World. (Trends in Linguistics: Studies and 
Mono~;raphs 77). Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 683 p. 
Contains articles by B.D. Grimes. C.E. Grimes and Voorhoeve. 
[151]	 DUYVENDAK. JOHAN PHll..IP. 1926. Het Kakean-Genootschap van Seran. 
Almelo: W. Hilarius. 195 p. 
Published version of the author's Rijksuniversiteit Leiden Ph.D. 
dissertation, a synthesis of earlier descriptions of social organization in 
Seram. Includes descriptions of terminology relating to kakian, siwa­
Lima, sa.niri, etc. Contains a short bibliography of Seram (p. 181-4). In 
Dutch. 
[152]	 DYEN, ISIDORE. 1962. Some new proto-Malayopolynesian initial phonemes. 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 52.214-5. 
Posits proto-Austronesian *W, based in part on the erroneous assumption 
that the so-called Niala language (Stokhof 198Od) comes from Seram. 
[153]	 DYEN, ISIDORE. 1965. A lexicostatistical classification of the Austronesian 
langua~;es. International Journal of Linguistics Memoir 19. Baltimore: 
Waverly Press. 
Divide~. the Austronesian languages into forty primary subgroups, based 
on lexkostatistical evidence from 245 languages. This classification is not 
particularly useful or accurate for many of the Maluku languages. due to 
"subadequate" vocabulary lists for these languages. Lexicostatistical 
evidence distinguishes Ambonese Malay as one of the most divergent of 
the Malay dialects. This classification is later rejected in favor of alternate 
proposds both by the author (Dyen 1978b) and by Blust (1978). 
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[154]	 DYEN, ISIDORE. 1978a. Proto-Ambonic evidence for addtional proto­
Austror.esian vowels. Spectrum: Essays Presented to Sultan Takdir 
Alisjahbana on his Seventieth Birthday, ed. by S. Udin. Jakarta: Dian 
Rakyat. 
This short paper cites lexical evidence from the languages of Ambon 
Island in support of Stresemann's (1927) reconstruction of proto-Ambic 
*e and *0, in addition to the four vowels previously reconstructed for 
proto-Austronesian. 
[155]	 DYEN, ISIDORE. 1978b. The position of the languages of eastern Indonesia. 
Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguis:ics, ed. by S.A. Wurm and L. Carrington, 235-54. (Pacific 
Linguistics C-61). Canberra: Australian National University. 
In contrast to Dyen (1965), divides the Austronesian languages into two 
primary subgroups: Oceanic and all others. Contested by Blust (1982). 
[156]	 EDWARDS, I.D., A.A. MACDONALD and J. PROCTOR, ed. 1993. Natural 
History of Seram, Maluku, Indonesia. Andover, England: Intercept. 
Contaim papers by MacDonald et al.; Bell and Houton. 
[157]	 EKRIS, A. VAN. 1864-1865. Woordenlijst van eenige dialecten der landtaal op 
de Ambonsche Eilanden. Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch 
Zendelinggenootschap 8.61-108,301-336; 9.109-36. 
Vocabul aries of several languages of Seram and the surrounding islands 
compiled by a Protestant missionary who worked in the area. Includes 
data from Hatusua, Waisamu, Kaibobo, Piru, Tihulale, Rumahkai, Kariu, 
Hatawano and Nalahia. In Dutch. 
[158]	 EKRIS, A. VAN. 1865. Het Ceramsche Kakianverbond. Mededeelingen 
vanwegc: het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 9.205-26. 
Description of the origin and operation of the traditional kakian society of 
western Seram, including initiation rites and saniri meetings. Defines 
many terms in both Ambonese Malay and indigenous languages. in 
Dutch. 
[159]	 EKRIS, A. VAN. 1867. lets over het Ceramsche Kakianverbond. Tijdschrift 
voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 16.290-315. 
Revision of Ekris (1865). 
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[160]	 ELLEN, OJ. 1916a. WoordenUjst van het Pagoe op Noord-Halmahera: 
Bevauende slechts van het Tobeloreesch afwijkende woorden. Bijdragen tot 
de Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 72.65-102. 
Pagu-Dutch-Tobelo dictionary compiled by a missionary who worked in 
Kau between 1903 and 1918. Includes only those words which differ 
from Tobelo. In Dutch. 
[161]	 ELLEN, OJ. 1916b. Woordenlijst van het Modole op Noord-Halmahera: 
Bevattende slechts van het Tobeloreesch afwijkende woorden. Bijdragen tot 
de Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 72.103-39. 
Modole-Dutch-Tobelo dictionary compiled by a missionary who worked 
in Kau between 1903 and 1918. Includes only those words which differ 
from 1'obelo. In Dutch. 
[162]	 ELLEN, CU. 1916c. Verhalen en fabelen in het Pagoe met vertalingen. 
Bijdragen tot de Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 
72.14:.-95. 
Collection of nine Pagu folktales, with Dutch translations, compiled by a 
missionary who worked in Kau between 1903 and 1918. 
[163]	 ELLEN, CU. 1916d. Verhalen en fabelen in het Modole met vertalingen. 
Bijdragen tot de Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 
72.197-232. 
Collection of nine folktales and eight riddles in Modole, with Dutch 
translations, compiled by a missionary who worked in Kau between 1903 
and 1918. 
[164]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1977a. The place of sago in the subsistence economics of 
Seram. Papers from the First International Sago Symposium, ed. by Koonliri 
Tan. Kuala Lumpur: Kemajuan Kanji. 
Description of the role of sago in Nuaulu economy and culture, based on 
22 months fieldwork by the author in the Amahai area between 1969 and 
1975. Includes many Amahai terms relating to sago. 
[165]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1977b. Resource and commodity: Problems in the analysis of 
the SOClal relations of Nuaulu land use. Journal of Anthropological Research 
33.50-'72. 
Analysis of the land tenure system of the Nuaulu, including a description 
of the sasi and other vocabulary relating to land use. 
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[166]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1978. Nuaulu settlement and ecology: An approach to the 
environmental relation of an eastern Indonesian community. (Verhandelingen 
van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 83). The 
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff. 
Published version of the author's London Ph.D. dissertation describing 
the rela:ionship between the Nuaulu and their environment, based on 22 
months fieldwork in the Amahai area between 1969 and 1975. Contains a 
wealth of Nuaulu terminology, including 250 terms for flora and 50 terms 
for fauna. 
[167]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1979. Omniscience and ignorance: Variation in Nuaulu 
knowledge, identification and classification of animals. Language in Society 
8.337-64. 
Applies quantitative statistical measures to variation in folk classification 
of faun<:. by Nuaulu. Of linguistic interest is the Nuaulu terminology and 
folk taxonomy_ 
[168]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1983. Semantic anarchy and ordered social practice in Nuaulu 
personal naming. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 139.18-45. 
Describes the meaning of Nuaulu primary names, which necessarily 
derive from the circumstances of birth, though some older names appear 
to be semantically bleached. 
[169]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1985. Patterns of indigenous timber extraction from Moluccan 
rain forest fringes. Journal of Biodiversiy 12.559-87. 
Include~. much Nuaulu terminology relating to forest products. A table 
lists customary uses of various types of trees (indexed by Latin name -­
Nuaulu names can be cross-referenced in Ellen 1993b). 
[170]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1986a. Microcosm, macrocosm and the Nuaulu house: 
Concerning the reductionist fallacy as applied to metaphorical levels. 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 142.1-30. 
Though focused on the symbolic patterns encoded into Nuaulu houses, 
this paper contains much Nuaulu terminology, including 44 terms for 
componl~nts of a house, with accompanying illustrations. 
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[171 J ELLEN, ROY F. 1986b. Conundrums about panjandrums: On the use of titles 
in the relations of political subordination in the Moluccas and along the 
Papuan coast. Indonesia 41.47-62. 
Describes the use and imposition of political titles in colonial Maluku, 
based on a study of th.e e~tant literature. Includes several examples of 
terms borrowed from mdlgenous languages, such as Ternate kimelaha, 
and explains the use of Malay terms such as orang kaya as substitutes for 
sacred. concealed indigenous terms. Footnotes contain copious historical 
refererces. 
[172]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1991. Nuaulu betel chewing: Ethnobotany, technique, and 
cultural significance. Cakalele 2.97-122. 
Study:>f the role of betel chewing in Nuaulu culture, describes Nuaulu 
terminology relating to the preparation and chewing of betel, including 
ritual formulas used in conjunction with betel offerings. 
[173]	 ELLEN, ROY F. I993a. Anger, anxiety, and sorcery: An analysis of some 
Nuaulu case material from Seram, eastern Indonesia. Witchcraft and Sorcery 
in Southeast Asia, ed. by C.W. Watson and Roy Ellen. Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press. 
Describes the Nuaulu concept of kau osane, glossed in Ambonese Malay 
as suangi, and in English by the author as sorcery. Includes much 
Nuaulu terminology relating to kau osane. See also Stresernann (1923) 
for a discussion of Nuaulu sorcery. 
[174]	 ELLEN, ROY F. 1993b. The Cultural Relations of Classification: An analysis 
of Nuaulu animal categories from central Seram. Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univemity Press. 
Folk tamnomy of Nuaulu fauna, based both on interviews with Nuaulu 
informants as well as an experimental technique referred to as card­
sorting. Respondents were given cards bearing pictures of animals and 
asked to place them into groups. Then a folk taxonomy was determined 
based (In a statistical analysis the groupings of each of 27 respondents. 
Includes some information on Nuaulu language and an extensive list of 
Nuaulu fauna indexed by Latin name. See Taylor (1990a) for a related 
study of Tobelo. 
[175]	 ELLEN, ROY F. in press. Rhetoric, practice and incentive in the face of the 
changing times: A case study of Nuaulu attitudes to conservation and 
deforestation. Anthropological Perspectives on Environmentalism, ed. by 
K. Milt:m. London: Routledge. 
[176] ELLEN, ROY F., ed. 1993. [see Watson and Ellen, ed.] 
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[177]	 ELLEN, ROY F. and I.C. GLOVER. 1974. Pottery manufacture and trade in 
the Central Moluccas, Indonesia: The modem situation and the historical 
implications. Man 9.353-79. 
Though not primarily concerned with language, this article does discuss 
Ambomse Malay pottery terminology. 
[178]	 ELLEN, ROY F., A. STIMSON and J. MENZIES. 1976. Structure and 
inconsh,tency in Nuaulu categories for amphibians. Journal d'Agriculture 
Tropiqr,e et de Botanique Appliquee 23.125-38. 
Description of the folk taxonomy of seven Nuaulu terminal taxa applied to 
frogs. lncludes a detailed description of each of the frog taxa, with some 
attempt at etymology. Notes that the Nuaulu classification system is less 
consistent than that in non-Nuaulu villages in the mountains, where frogs 
are a more important source of protein. 
[179]	 ELLEN, ROY F., A. STIMSON and J. MENZIES. 1977. The content of 
categories and experience; the case for some Nuaulu reptiles. Journal 
d'Agricnlture Tropique et de Botanique Appliquee 24.3-22. 
Continuation of Ellen et al. (1976), describes of the folk taxonomy of two 
Nuaulu turtle taxa and seven Nuaulu crocodile and lizard taxa. Includes a 
systematic list of non-snake reptile fauna found in south central Seram. 
[180] ENGELENHOEVEN, AONE VAN. 1993. Review. Cakalele 4.91-9. 
A review of D.A. Burquest and W.D. Laidig's (1993) "Phonological 
Studies in Four Languages of Maluku." Criticizes the often flawed 
diachronic analysis inherent within the generative framework of the 
articles and the lack of attention to previous linguistic work on related 
languages in Maluku. 
[l8l] ESSER, SJ. 1938. Talen (sheet 9b). Atlas van Tropisch Nederland. Batavia: 
Topografischen dienst in Nederlandsch Indie. 
An early attempt to classify the languages of Indonesia. The classification 
of Maluku is not very accurate due to the lack of data for Maluku 
languages. 
[182] ETHA, JOSAFAT. [see Yosafat Etha] 
[183]	 ETHA, YOSAFAT. 1985a. 0 Galelaka manga Gia rna Jojobo. Ambon: 
Universitas Pattimura. 31 pp. 
Galela reader containing descriptions of Galela handicrafts such as 
basketry and traditional houses, written by a native speaker of Galela. In 
Galela with Indonesia translation and English preface. 
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[184] ETHA, YOSAFAT. 1985b. 0 bi Namo rna Ronga IsigoGalelaka. Ambon: 
Universitas Pattimura. 35 pp. 
Brief c.escriptions of 15 birds of the Galela area. In Galela with Indonesia 
translation. 
[185] ETHA, YOSAFAT. 1989. [see Ipol, Etha and Sheldon] 
[186]	 ETHA, YOSAFAT. 1991. 0 Galelaka manga Bobareta rna orasi 0 soa 
Mogio'Wosi. Ambon: Universitas Pattimura. 
Description of traditional system of Galela government. In Galela with 
Indonesian translation. 
[187]	 FAUTNGIL, C. 1987. Faktor-faktor penyebab multilingualisme di Kepulauan 
Raja Ampat. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat sebagai Kesatuan yang Majemuk, 
ed. by E.K.M Masinambow. Jakarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan 
Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 12 p. 
Sociolinguistic discussion of multilingualism in the Raja Ampat Islands. 
First presents a qualitative overview of language and dialect distribution, 
disting1Jishing Maya, Palli and Misol as the original languages of Raja 
Ampat. Then posit several factors areal which may influence 
multilingualism, including the strategic location of the islands and the 
influence of the (Malay-speaking) Tidore sultanate. In Indonesian. 
[188]	 FERDINA'IDUS, A. 1985. Teknik Perangkap Tradisional di Maluku. Ambon: 
Museum Siwalima. 
Description of traditional hunting and fishing tools, including much 
termindogy which derives from Maluku languages. In Indonesian. 
[189]	 FILET, G.J. 1859. De inlandsche plantennamen. Natuurkundig Tijdschrift van 
Nederlandsch Indie 19.1-280. 
List of indigenous plant names in 54 languages and dialects of the 
archipej1ago, compiled by a Dutch military officer. The list is alphabetized 
by the indigenous term, which is followed by the Latin botanical name. 
All the languages are lumped together, with the source language identified 
by a code. Some of the codes are rather general, e.g., New Guinea; while 
others clearly refer to specific languages, e.g., Larike. In Dutch. 
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[190]	 FLASSY, DON A.L. 1978. Analisa struktur bahasa Tehid dalam kaitannya 
dengan pengajaran bahasa Indonesia. Yogyakarta: Institut Keguruan Dmu 
Pendidi kan. 
Author's M.A. thesis describing a West Papuan language of the Bird's 
Head re:gion of Irian Jaya which is closely related to the languages of 
North Elalmahera. In Indonesian. 
[191] FLASSY, DON A.L. 1985. [see Stokhof and Flassy] 
[192]	 FLOREY, MARGARET J. 1990. Language shift: Changing patterns of 
language allegiance in western Seram. University of Hawaii Ph.D. 
dissertalion. 
Dissertation based on 12 months fieldwork in the Alune-speaking village 
of Lohiatala, western Seram. Cites evidence from language usage 
surveys, language proficiency tests and observations of language use 
which indicate that language shift is occurring along generational lines. 
The use of Alune by many younger fluent speakers is decreasing, due in 
part to a reinterpretation of tradition oral texts as sacred knowledge, 
inappropriate for everyday use. 
[193]	 FLOREY, MARGARET 1. 1991a. Language proficiency testing and language 
obsolescence. Abstract of paper presented at the Sixth International 
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Describes the standardized methodology employed in the author's 
dissertation work to test language proficiency in three Alune-speaking 
villages in western Seram. Remarks on how such methodology can be 
used both to infer information about language obsolescence and to 
establisll1anguage maintenance programs. 
[194]	 FLOREY, MARGARET J. 1991b. Shifting patterns of language allegiance: A 
generational perspective from eastern Indonesia. Papers in Austronesian 
Linguistics, ed. by H. Steinhauer, 39-47. (Pacific Linguistics A-81). 
Canberra: Australian National University. 
Basically an excerpt of the author's thesis, describing three syntactic 




[195]	 FLOREY, MARGARET 1. 1992a. Dialect-switching, language attitudes and 
language obsolescence in an Atune-speaking village. Paper presented at the 
Second International Maluku Research Conference, Honolulu, July 29­
August 1. 
Reporl on work-in-progress based on six months fieldwork in western 
Seram. Expands the objectives of the author's dissertation (1990) to 
include other villages, primarily Lohiasapalewa. Includes the results of 
several language usage surveys. 
[196] FLOREY, MARGARET J. 1992b. Review. Cakalele 3.137-41. 
Review of Latue et al. (1991) "Mai Ite Lepa Atune" [Let's Speak Alune]. 
Notes lhe lack of a glossary and the overuse of Indonesian lexical items in 
place cf Alune. Cites copious errors and inconsistencies of usage which 
detract from the usefulness of the book. 
[197]	 FLOREY, MARGARET J. 1993. The reinterpretation of knowledge and its role 
in the process of language obsolescence. Oceanic Linguistics 32.295-309. 
Contin1lation of authors dissertation describes the process of ritualization 
in Alune, a language of western Seram. The author employs language 
usage :iurveys to quantitatively track the shift from secular to sacred 
interprc:tation of Alune folktales by younger fluent speakers of Atune. 
[198]	 FLOREY, MARGARET 1. 1994. Skewed perfonnance and structural variation 
in the process of language obsolescence. Paper presented at the Seventh 
Internadonal Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, Leiden, August 22-27. 
Compares language proficiency in three Alune-speaking villages of 
Lohiatnla, Lohiasapalewa and Murnaten, each with varying degrees of 
contact with the non-Alune world. Notes a strong inverse correlation 
betweel1 productive ability and degree of outside contact. Thus the most 
isolated village of Lohiasapalewa exhibits the greatest productive ability 
and the least influence of Ambonese Malay. 
[199]	 FORBES, HENRY O. 1885. A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Eastern 
Archipelago. New York: Harper. 566 p. 
Travel report by a British naturalist of a voyage to Indonesia between 
1882 and 1883. The description of Buru is particularly detailed (p. 389­
411) and contains a short Buru wordlist. 
[200]	 FORTGENS, J. 1904. Van Sidangoli naar Ibu. Mededeelingen vanwege het 
Nederlmdsch Zendelinggenootschap 48.1-56. 
Travel report by a missionary, contains a short wordlist of the now extinct 
language of Ibu. In Dutch. 
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[201]	 FORTGEN8, J. 1911. Bijdrage tot de kennis van de naamgeving onder de 
Tobelo van Halmahera. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 65.88­
115. 
Report lists the meaning of 302 Tobelo personal names, using data 
collected before the arrival of the Protestant mission. In Dutch. 
[202]	 FORTGENS, J. 1915. Vier weken zendingsarbeid op Taliabo. Mededeelingen 
vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 59.142-79, 223-61. 
Travel report by a Protestant missionary, includes information on 
languagl~ use in Taliabo. Describes Soboyo and Kadai as the two major 
languag,es of Taliabo and notes the influence of the Ternate language. 
Also mentions the use of Moluccan Malay. Includes a description of 
Taliabo pronouns and much indigenous tenninology. Also includes the 
text of 3. traditional wedding ceremony, with interlinear Dutch gloss (p. 
236-9). In Dutch. 
[203]	 FORTGEN1;, J. 1916. Vier weken zendingsarbeid op Taliabo (tweede reis). 
Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 60.49-74. 
Travel report by a Protestant missionary on his second visit to Taliabo. 
Contain:) several photos but generally less language information than 
Fortgem: (1915). In Dutch. 
[204]	 FORTGENS,1. 1917. Kitab arti logat Ternate; Woordenlijst van het Ternatesch 
(met Maleisch-Nederlandsche verklaringen). Semarang: Van Dorp. 89 p. 
Ternate·Dutch dictionary compiled for school teachers by a Dutch 
missionary who worked in the area between 1901 and 1921. Also 
includes many tenns from Ternate Malay. In Dutch. 
[205] FORTGENS, J. 1919. Vier weken zendingsarbeid op Taliabo (derde reis). 
Medededingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 63.20-31, 
106-14. 
Travel wport by a Protestant missionary on his third visit to Taliabo. Less 
languagt:~ infonnation than in the Fortgen's previous reports (1915, 1916). 
In Dutch. 
[206]	 FORTGEN~:, J. 1921. Bijdrage tot de Kennis van het Sobojo (eiland Taliabo, 
Soela-groep). 's-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff. 111 p. 
Brief grammatical sketch of Soboyo, including a description of the 
phoneffil~ inventory, pronominal system, causative suffix and verbal 
infixes. This is followed by seven folktales with Dutch translations. 
Finally, the author includes a Soboyo-Dutch vocabulary containing 
roughly 1400 entries, with annotations indicating words of Kadai, Malay 
and Tern ate origin. In Dutch. 
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[207]	 FORTGENS, l. 1928. Grammatikale aantekeningen van het Tabaroesch, 
Tabaroesch volksverhalen en raadsels. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 84.300-544. 
Gramnar of Tabaru (p. 300-411) compiled by a missionary between 1902 
and 1914. The discussion of the pronominal system is somewhat brief 
and does not refer to a split in the ergative pattern. However, this is 
followed by a substantial discussion of derivational verbal morphology. 
Also includes 22 folktales (p. 412-526) and 108 riddles (p. 537-542) with 
parallel Dutch translations. In Dutch. 
(208] FORTGENS, l. 1930. Ternate'sche teksten. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 86.216-301. 
Includl~s three 19th century Ternate manuscripts with Dutch translation, 
also published in de Clercq (1890). In Dutch. 
(209] FOX, lANCES 1. 1988. Introduction. To Speak in Pairs: Essays on the Ritual 
Languages of Eastern Indonesia, ed. by J,J. Fox, 1-28. (Cambridge Studies 
in Oral and Literate Culture 15). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
Comm~nts on the linguistic phenomenon of parallelism in traditional oral 
commu,nication. Though most of the essays in this volume are focused on 
the islands of the Sumba-Flores-Timor area, the observations regarding 
the structure and use of ritual language hold for Maluku languages as 
well. 
[210]	 FRAASSEN, F. VAN. 1981. A historical introduction to the literature. The 
North Moluccas: An Annotated Bibliography. by K. Polman. (Koninklijk 
InStitull,t voor Taal, Land- en Volkenkunde Bibliographical Series 11). 
Dordre;ht: Foris. 
A concise history of North Maluku and a detailed history of scientific 
research in Malulcu, commenting on the relative quality of various works 
listed in Polman's bibliography (1981). 
(211] FRAASSEN, F. VAN. 1983. A historical introduction to the literature. The 
Central Moluccas: An Annotated Bibliography, by K. Polman. (Koninklijk 
Instituut voor Taal, Land- en Volkenkunde Bibliographical Series 12). 
Dordreeht: Foris. 
A concise history of Central Maluku and a detailed history of scientific 
research in Maluku, commenting on the relative quality of various works 
listed in Polman's bibliography (1983). 
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[212]	 FRETES, ANIS DE. 1982a. Bahasa Melaju is geen Me1aju Ambon. Tjengkeh 
1982(3).4, 8. 
DiscuSSIon of recent research on Ambonese Malay and the implications of 
this research for Moluccan Malay education in the Netherlands. Describes 
the position of Ambonese Malay with respect to other Malay dialects and 
the influence of Ambonese languages, especially Asilulu. Makes 
reference to the argument regarding the creole status of Ambonese Malay 
(cf. Corins 1980b). In Dutch. 
[213]	 FRETES, ANIS DE. 1982b. Taal is geworteld in de kultuur. Tjengkeh 
1982(6).11-2. 
Review of Collins (1982d). In Dutch with Malay summary. 
[214]	 FRETES, ANIS DE. n.d. Bi-kultureel onderwijs op glad ijs: Bahasa tanah, het 
voertuig voor de oude dingen. Tjengkeh. 
First in a series of articles discussing the relevance of Ambonese Malay to 
bi-cultural Moluccan Malay education in the Netherlands. Presents a brief 
survey cf language use in the Lease Islands and describes the influence of 
indigenous languages on Ambonese Malay. In Dutch. 
[215] FRETES, ANIS DE. n.d. Nusa Laut: Pulau emas, het goudeiland. Tjengkeh. 
A pre-16th century kapata from Nusa Laut, in the language of Hoamoal 
with annotated Ambonese Malay and Dutch translations. Introduction in 
Dutch. 
[216]	 FRONT PEMUDA MALUKU. 1960. Logat Bahasa Maluku--Woordenboek 
Nederlands. Den Haag: Front Pemuda Maluku. 38 p. 
Ambone:se Malay-Dutch vocabulary containing roughly 600 entries. In 
Dutch. 
[217] GALVAO, ANTONIO. 1971. [see Jacobs] 
[218]	 GIEL, W.H.F. 1916. Het binnenland van West-Ceram en zijne bewoners. 
Indisch Genootschap 1916n.I-26. 
[219] GLOVER, I.e. 1974. [see Ellen and Glover] 
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[220]	 GONDA, 1. 1938. Pigafetta's vocabularium van het Molukken Maleisch. 
Bijdragen tot de Taal·, Land- en Volkenkunde 97.101-24 
Annot.ited version of Pigafetta's (1906) original 425-item Malay-Italian 
wordlist. The author has added Dutch glosses and notes regarding 
loanwords. In Dutch. See also Bausani (1960). 
[221]	 GRIMES, BARBARA DIX. 1991a. Exploring the sociolinguistics of Ambonese 
Malay. Papers from the Fifth International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics, voL 2: Western Austronesian and Contact Languages, ed. by 
R. Harlow. Auckland: Linguistic Society of New Zealand. 
Paper originally presented in 1988. After comparing the phonology and 
morphology of Ambonese and standard Malay and presenting a timeline 
of major events in Maluku history, the author then surveys the usage of 
Ambonese Malay within a multilingual society which includes standard 
Indone sian, church Malay and many indigenous languages. Notes 
influence of elements of indigenous languages (such as directional 
systems) as well as borrowings from Portuguese and Dutch. 
[222]	 GRIMES, BARBARA DIX. 1991b. The development and use of Ambonese 
Malay. Papers in Austronesian Linguistics, ed. by H. Steinhauer, 83-123. 
(Pacifk Linguistics A-81). Canberra: Australian National University. 
This work represents only a slight revision of B.D. Grimes (l991a). The 
Maluku timeline is elaborated with a more detailed description of the role 
of Malay in Maluku history. 
[223]	 GRIMES, ]BARBARA DIX. 1991c. Reflections on Austronesian kinship 
pragmatics. Paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Describes the Buru kinship system and kinship terminology. 
[224]	 GRIMES, BARBARA DIX. 1991d. Language contact and the development of 
regional Malays: Insights from Ambon. Paper presented at the Sixth 
Internalional Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Compares the phonology and morphology of Ambonese and standard 
Malay. Then proposes a framework in which to analyze contact-induced 
language change with special reference to Ambonese Malay. 
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[225]	 GRIMES, BARBARA DIX. 1994. Cloves and nutmeg, traders and wars: 
Language contact in the spice islands. Language Contact and Change in the 
Austronesian World, ed. by T. Dutton and D. Tryon. (Trends in 
Linguislics: Studies and Monographs 77). Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 
25 p. 
Sociolinguistic overview of the history of language contact in central 
Maluku. with attention to current theories of language change. Describes 
Ambonese Malay as a "mixed" language, or creole. Notes the influence 
of force d migration on language shift in Buru. Associates language 
maintenance situations, as in Laha, with the pressure to maintain ethnic 
identity. 
[226]	 GRIMES, EARBARA E, ed. 1992. Ethnologue: Languages of the World. 
Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
Include5 an alphabetical listing of all languages spoken in Maluku, with 
distributional and classificatory notes. Also includes information on 
numben: of speakers. 
[227]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. 1985. Ambonese Malay: A brief orientation. Bits and 
Pieces: Bulletin of Indonesia Branch Technical Studies April. 14-28. 
Brief overview of the general linguistic situation and distribution of 
Ambom:se Malay (cf. Collins 1983). Describes the phonemic and 
morpho] ogical differences between Ambonese Malay and Indonesian, 
while noting the influence of Dutch and Portuguese. 
[228]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. 1987. Notes on the languages ofBuru Island. ms. 
4 p. 
Brief comparison of the Masarete and Rana dialects of the language of 
Buru. Also a detailed semantic description of 28 lexical items which mean 
to cut or to carry. 
[229]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. 1991a. Final consonants in Masarete: Insights from a 
Central Malayo-Polynesian language. Papers from the Fifth International 
Conference on Austronesian Linguistics, vol. 2: Western Austronesian and 
Contact Languages, ed. by R. Harlow, 169-213. Auckland: Linguistic 
Society of New Zealand. 
Paper originally presented in 1988. Describes the synchronic function 
and diachronic origin of the Masarete (Bum Island) morphemes 1-0/, 1-k1 
and I-t!. Roughly, these morphemes denote possession, nominalization, 
and camation, respectively. The existence of these morphemes is related 
to the lo:;s of proto-Austronesian final consonants in Masarete. 
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[230]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. 1991b. Central Malayo~Polynesian: An interim 
evaluation. Paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on 
Austrollesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
[231]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. 1991c. The Buru language of eastern Indonesia. 
Australian National University Ph.D. dissertation. 
Grammar of Buru, based on the author's fieldwork in the Masarete­
speaking area of Buru between 1983 and 1991. Appendix includes a 
collection of Bum texts. 
[232]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. 1991d. A Working Bibliography for Social Science 
Resear<:h in Maluku. Ambon: Universitas Pattimura. 83 p. 
In spite of its title, this bibliography is distinctly biased toward linguistic 
researcil. With over 1500 entries, this is an extremely comprehensive 
bibliography, including works on just about every Austronesian language 
from Malagasy to Rapanui. Due to the lack of annotations, the 
relationship of the individual works to Maluku research can be difficult to 
discern, 
[233]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. and BARBARA D. GRIMES. 1985. Encyclopedic 
dictionary of the Masarete language of Buru. ms. 
[234]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. and BARBARA D. GRIMES. 1994. Languages of the 
North Moluccas: A preliminary lexicostatistic classification. Maluku dan 
Irian Jaya, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Jakarta: Lembaga Dmu 
Pengatahuan Indonesia. 
Paper presented in Ambon in 1984 posits a tentative classification of the 
twenty-six North Maluku languages based on short (200 item) wordlists 
collected by missionary linguists over a period of several weeks. 
[235]	 GRIMES, CHARLES E. and KENNOTH R. MARYOIT. 1994. Named 
speech registers in Austronesian languages. Language Contact and Change in 
the Aus'tronesian World, ed. by T. Dutton and D. Tryon. (Trends in 
Linguislics: Studies and Monographs 77). Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 
45 p. 
Includes a description of the Li Garan taboo language of Buru, comparing 
taboo and common language as well as noting the sociolinguistic position 
of the taboo language. The remainder of the paper focuses on Sangir. 
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[236]	 GROENENBOER, KEES. 1993. Weg tot het Westen: Het Nederlands voor 
Indie 1600 -- 1950, een taalpolitieke geschiednis. (Verhandelingen 158). 
Leiden: Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde. 580 p. 
Detailed survey of the sociolinguistic history of Dutch hegemony in 
Indonesia.	 Includes an overview of the role of Malay in Maluku (p. 32­
40). In Dutch. 
[237]	 HADDON, A.C. and JAMES HORNELL. 1938. Canoes of Oceania, voL III: 
Definition of Terms, General Survey, and Conclusions. (Bishop Museum 
Special Publication 29). Honolulu: Bishop Museum. 88 p. 
Paleolinguistic survey of canoe terminology. Most of the Maluku (p.59­
61) information is gathered from Duyvendak (1926) and Friederici 
(1913). 
[238]	 HAENEN, PAUL and JAN POUWER, eds. 1989. Peoples on the Move: 
Current Themes of Anthropological Research in New Guinea. Nijmegen: 
Univers:.ty of Nijmegen. 206 p. 
Papers from the New Guinea workshop, 1987, Nijmegen. Contains an 
article by Voorhoeve. 
[239]	 HAIMAN, J. 1987. On some origins of medial verb morphology in Papuan 
languages. Studies in Language 11.347-64. 
Views the medial/final verb distinction as a typological feature which may 
be manifested by various morphological means. Hypothesizes that medial 
verb markers in Gorokan languages arose from a diachronic fusion of 
final verb markers and the coordinate conjunction. Phonological evidence 
is given in support of this hypothesis. Additionally, this diachronic 
process is conjectured to hold more generally for other Papuan languages, 
including the West Papuan languages of Halmahera. 
[240] HARTZLER, D. 1978. Waigeo Survey Report. ms. 
Sociolinguistic survey of the northern Raja Ampat Islands by an SIL 
employee. 
[241]	 HASSAN, ABDUL HAMID. 1994. Asal kata "Maluku". Paper Presented at the 
Third International Maluku Research Conference, Ambon, 27 June-1 July. 
14 p. 
Traces the origin of the word "Maluku" to the Ternate word malaka "the 
place', fIom the phrase Malako Kie Raha "The place of four mountains", 
referrin~; to the spice islands of Ternate, TIdore, Moti and Makian. An 
alternate etymology is presented by Watuseke (1977). In Indonesian with 
English abstract. 
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[242J HATIORJr, S., ed. 1981. [see Wunn and Hattori, ed.] 
[243J HENDRIKS, HEIN. 1897. Het Burusch van Masarete. The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff. 176 p. 
Study ;)f the Masarete dialect of Buru by a missionary who worked on 
Buru. The first section (p. 1-26) contains a short grammatical sketch 
which reviews the phonology and pronominal system; the second section 
(p. 27-158) contains a Masarete-Dutch and Dutch·Masarete wordlist with 
nearly 2000 entries; the third section (p. 159-176) contains seven 
Masarete folktales with Dutch translation. In Dutch. 
[244] HILL, JOHN E. 1993. [see A. A. MacDonald, et al.] 
[245]	 HITUAHUBESSY, J. 1984? Logat Bahasa Ambon. 's-Gravenhage: Badan 
Persatuan. 61 p. 
Ambonese Malay-Dutch vocabulary containing nearly 3000 entries. 
Include:s several pantun with Dutch translation. In Dutch. 
[246]	 HOEVELL, G.W.W.e. VAN. 1875. Ambon en meer bepaaldelijk de Oeliasers, 
geographisch, ethnographisch, politisch en historisch geschetst Dordrecht: 
Blusse en van Braarn. 234 p. 
Description of the Lease Islands by a colonial official. Chapter V (p. 89­
114) discusses language use, noting the distinctive character of Ambonese 
Malay. Includes a poem in Ambonese Malay, as well as several examples 
of dialt:ctal variation, each with interlinear gloss. In Dutch. 
[247]	 HOEVELL, G.W.W.C. VAN. 1876. Vocabularium van vreemde woorden 
voorkomende in het Ambonsch-Maleisch. Dordrecht: Blusse en van Braam. 
59 p. 
An Ambonese Malay-Dutch wordlist compiled by a colonial official. Also 
includes a structural comparison of Ambonese Malay and the indigenous 
langua,ges of Ambon. This is followed by an Ambonese Malay text 
describing the history of Nusa Laut before the arrival of the Portuguese, 
as told by the village headman of Leinitu. An Indonesian translation of 
this text is found in Manusama (1971). In Dutch. 
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[248] HOEVELL, a.w.w.c. VAN. 1877. lets over de vijf voomaamste dialecten der 
Ambonsche landtaal (bahasa tanah). Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch Indie 24.1-136. 
Contains wordlists of five languages of Ambon Island (Saparua, Haruku, 
Nusa Laut, Larike, Asilulu), with Ambonese Malay index, compiled by 
an administrator in the area between 1872 and 1876. Also includes a brief 
grammatical sketch as well as sample verse and dialog from each language 
with Dutch translation and annotations. In Dutch. 
[249]	 HOEVELL, a.w.w.c. VAN. 1881. Over de afleiding en beteekenis der 
woorden 'pela' en 'kakian.' Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 26.102-3. 
Claims that the word pela, commonly used to mean 'brother' in western 
Seram, derives from a homophonous Hoamoal grammatical morpheme 
marking the perfective aspect. Also claims that the word kakian derives 
from the Kamarian word meaning 'tattoo'. In Dutch. 
[250]	 HOEVELL. a.w.w.c. VAN. 1882. Twee zangen in de Ambonsche landtaal 
(bahasa tanah). Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 
21.295- 322. 
Text of two Ambonese Malay epic poems (kapata) which pre-date the 
arrival of the Europeans. Indonesian translations appear in Manusama 
(1971). Includes Dutch translations and annotated vocabularies for each 
poem. In Dutch. 
[251] HORNELL. JAMES. 1938. [see Haddon and Hornell] 
[252]	 HORVATICH, P. 1993. Maluku: The History, Societies and Cultures of an 
Indonesian Province. (University of Hawaii Southeast Asia Paper 37). 
Honolulu: University of Hawaii Asian Studies. 
BibliogIaphyof English-language works on the sociology, anthropology 
and history of Maluku, limited to published material held in the collections 
of the University of Hawaii libraries. Lacks annotations but offers subject 
groupings both by topic and by area. Linguistic works are conspicuously 
absent, but many of the works do have significant linguistic content. 
[253] HOUTON, .~ANITA S. VAN. 1993. [see Bell and van Houton] 
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[254]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1903. Zending en taal. Mededeelingen vanwege het 
Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 47.354-67. 
Response to Adriani (1902) by a missionary with seven years experience 
in Hahnahera. Argues for the use of Malay in the missions, noting that 
Ternate Malay is widely understood as the lingua franca of Halmahera. In 
Dutch. 
[255]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1907. lets over de "Ternataansch-Halmaherasche" taal­
groep. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 60.369-411. 
Brief description of the languages of north Halmahera by a missionary 
who worked in the area, including a color-coded map of language 
distribution. Contains a 250-item comparative wordlist for !sam (Pagu), 
Tololiku, Galela, Loda, Tobelo and Modole, with fewer entries for 
Ternate, Tabaru, Waioli, Tidore and Ibu. Contrasts the North 
Halmaheran languages with those of southern Halmahera and cites a short 
Buli w::>rdlist as evidence of this contrast. Posits a reconstruction of 43 
basic words common to all North Halmahera languages. In Dutch. 
[256]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1908a. Tobeloreesch-Hollandsch woordenboek met 
Hollandsch-Tobeloreesch inhoudsopgave. 's-Gravenhage: Nijhoff. 516 p. 
Tobelo-Dutch dictionary with Dutch-Tobelo index, compiled by a 
missionary between 1896 and 1906. In Dutch. 
[257]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1908b. 0 Tobelohoka manga totoade: verhalen en 
vertellingen in de Tobeloreesche taal. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 61.1-318. 
Collection of 94 Tobelo folktales with Dutch translations. Includes 
ethnographic annotations. In Dutch. 
[258]	 HUETING. ANTON. 19 lOa. Woordverwisseling bij besmettelijke ziekten 
onder de Tobeloreezen. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenk.unde 
63.109-·10. 
Discus~.es the Tobelo word taboo and substitution regarding the smallpox 
epidemic. For example, the use of 0 bobaku (cotagious disease) in place 
of 0 [uti (smallpox). Remarks on the speed with which substitution 
words spread in reaction to new taboos. In Dutch. 
[259]	 HUETING, ANTON. 191Ob. Over de vertaling van eenige woorden en 
uitdrukkingen in de Tobeloreesche taal. Mededeelingen vanwege het 
Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 54.335-45. 
Discussion of the problems of Tobelo translation of Christian concepts, 
such as heaven, angel and devil. Abstract based on Polman (1981 :62). 
In Dutch. 
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[260]	 HUETING ANTON. 1921. De Tobeloreezen in hun denken en doen [part 2]. 
Bijdrag,~n tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 77.217-357. 
Include:; 27 songs and 23 riddles in Tobelo with Dutch translation. 
[261]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1922. De Tobeloreezen in hun denken en doen [part 2]. 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 78.137-342. 
Continuation of Hueting (1921). 
[262]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1935. Supplement op het Tobeloreesch woordenboek. 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 92.161-176. 
Very bnef supplement to the author's 1908 dictionary. In Dutch. 
[263]	 HUETING, ANTON. 1936. lets over de spaakkunst van de Tobeloreesche taa!. 
Bijdraglm tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 94.295-407. 
Tobelo grammar based on work between 1896 and 1915. Though the 
format differs little from that of other missionary grammars, the author's 
description of Tobelo verbal morphology is particularly thorough. In 
Dutch. 
[264]	 HULSTIJN. P. VAN. 1918. Memorie over de SoeIa-eilanden. (Mededeelingen 
van het Bureau voor de bestuurzaken der buitenbezittingen bewerkt door het 
Encyclopaedisch Bureau Aft. 15). Weltevreden: Encyclopaedisch Bureau. 
155 p. 
Travel report on the Sula islands compiled by a military officer between 
1913 and 1914. Includes a description of language use on Sula and 
Taliabo (p. 59-60), remarking on the mutual intelligibility of the dialects 
of Taliabo. In Dutch. 
[265] IDEMA, H.A. 1923. Pela-liederen (1921). Adatrechtbundels 22.404-7. 
Text of eight Saparua kapata, recorded in Itawaka (Saparua) in 1921 at 
festival of the renewal of the pela between the villages of Itawaka and 
Makariki (Seram). Includes Dutch translations. 
[266]	 IPOL, ROBIN, Y. ETHA and D. SHELDON. 1989. 0 Galelaka 
Yomatekebobicara; Percakapan-percakapan Bahasa GaIela; GaIela 
Conversations. Ambon: Universitas Pattimura. 149 pp. 
A Gale,a reader developed by the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
intended primarily for the non-native speaker audience as well as for 
language maintenance. Includes a brief (12 page) summary of Galela 
phonology and grammar. In Galela, Indonesian and English. 
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[267]	 ISHIGE, NAOMICHI. 1980. Housing, household economy and material 
culture. The Galela of Halmahera: A Preliminary Survey, ed. by N. Ishige, 
3-15. (Senri Ethnological Series 7). Osaka: Museum of Ethnology. 
Describes Galela terminology relating to material culture, inclUding several 
wordlists organized by semantic categories. 
[268]	 ISHIGE, NAOMICHI, ed. 1980. The Galela of Halmahera: A Preliminary 
Survey. (Senri Ethnological Series no. 7). Osaka: Museum of Ethnology. 
529 p. 
Presents the results of four months of ethnological research in Halmahera 
by a Japanese research team. Includes an articles by Ishige, Wada and 
several articles by Yoshida. 
[269]	 JACOBS, HUBERT, ed. and trans. 1971. A Treatise on the Moluccas (c. 
1544), Probably the preliminary version of Ant6nio Galvao's lost Hist6ria 
das Moluccas. (Sources and Studies for the History of the Jesuits vol. IlI). 
Rome: Jesuit Historical Institute. 402 p. 
Travel report of an early European voyage to Maluku. The first section 
contains a general description, including numerous Malay terms and a 
discussion of language use. The second section is an historical account 
and contains several references to language use, such as the knowledge of 
Portuguese in Tidore. In Portuguese with parallel annotated English 
translation. 
[270]	 JANSEN, H.J. 1933a. Gegevens over Geser, Boola en de Gorong of Goram­
eilanden (1928). Adatrechtbundels 36.490-4. 
Travel report on by the Dutch assistant resident makes several rematks 
about hmguage use in eastern Seram. . 
[271]	 JANSEN, H.J. 1933b. Gegevens over Booroe (1929). Adatrechtbundels 
36.463··89. 
Travel report by the Dutch assistant resident, includes comparative 
wordlists for Ambonese Malay, Bum and Garan. In Dutch. 
[272]	 JANSEN, H.J. 1933c. Inheemsche groepen-systemen in de Ambonsche 
Molukken (1929). Adatrechtbundels 36.445-59. 
Description of the complex system of social divisions in central Maluku, 
including the numerological basis of the siwa-lima division. Includes 
much indigenous terminology. In Dutch. 
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[273]	 JANSEN,ILJ. 1939. Ethnographische bijzonderheiden van enkele Ambonsche 
negorijen. (1930). Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 98.326-68. 
Ethnographic survey of several villages on Ambon, includes some 
terminology in Ambonese Malay. In Dutch. 
[274]	 JANSEN, H.J. 1977. Indigenous classification systems in the Ambonese 
Moluccas, trans. by lA. Jockin-la Bastide. Structural Anthropology in the 
Netherlands: A Reader, ed. by P.E. de Josselin de Jong, 100-15. 
(Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde Translation 
Series 17). The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff. 
English translation of Jansen (l933c). 
[275]	 JELLESMA, E.J. 1875. Woordenlijst van de taal Alfoeren op het eiland Boeroe, 
benevem eenige grammaticale aanteekeningen omtrent die taal. Tijdschrift 
voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 21.295-322. 
Malay-Buru wordlist containing over 500 entries, compiled in Kayeli by a 
colonial administrator between 1870 and 1873. Also includes a brief 
description of Buru pronouns and prepositions. In Dutch. 
[276]	 JENSEN, ADOLF ELLEGARD. 1939. Hainuwele: Volkserzalliungen von der 
Molukken-Insel Ceram. (Ergebnisse der Frobenius-Expedition 1937-38 in 
die Molukken und nach HolUindisch Neu-Guinea, Band 1). Frankfurt: 
Klostermann. 455 p. 
Collection of 433 myths, primarily from West Seram. Unfortunately, the 
myths are presented in translation, with no information on the source 
languages. Appendix contains a short glossary of indigenous 
terminology. In German. 
[277]	 JENSEN, ADOLF ELLEGARD. 1948. Die drei Strome: Zuge aus dem 
geistigen und religiosen Leben der Wemale, einem Primitiv-Yolk in den 
Molukken. (Ergebnisse der Frobenius-Expedition 1937-38 in die Molukken 
und nach HolUindisch Neu-Guinea, Band 2). Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz. 
320 p. 
Ethnography of the spiritual and religious life of the Wemale of West 
Seram. Includes descriptions of various social structures, such as the 
patalima and patasiwa. Appendix contains a short glossary of indigenous 
terminology. In German. 
[278] JENSEN, ADOLF ELLEGARD. 1978. Hainuwele. New York: Amo Press. 
Reprint of Jensen (1939). 
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[279]	 JOEST, W. 1892. Malayische Leider und Tanzer aus Ambon und den Uliase. 
Iriternationales Archiv fur Ethnographie 5.1-34. 
Contains music and text for twelve Ambonese Malay pantun, with 
Gennan translation. Discusses the structure of the pantun, including the 
use of nonsense lines. In Gennan. 
[280]	 JONKER, .r.c.G. 1911. Over de "vervoegde" werkwoordsvonnen in de 
Maleisch-Polynesische talen. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 
65.266··333. 
Though focused primarily on Western Malayo-Polynesian languages, this 
study of verb "conjugation", or agreement systems, does include some 
data from Ambon. In Dutch. 
[281]	 lOSSELIN DE lONG, J.P.B. DE. 1941. Oost-Indonesische Poezie. Bijdragen 
tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 100.235-54. 
Comparative study of the poetry of Central Buru and Wetar Island, based 
on poems collected by the author in 1933 and 1934. The poems are 
classififd by structural characteristics such metrical and rhyming schemes. 
Dutch translations are provided. In Dutch. 
[282]	 JOSSELIN DE JONG, J.P.B. DE, ed. 1984. Unity in Diversity. 
(Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 103). Dordrecht: Foris. 
Contains an articles by Blust, Platenkamp, and L. Visser. 
[283] KAARTINEN, TIMO. 1993. A Tur Wandan wordlist. ms. 33 p. 
Annotal:ed Tur Wandan-Indonesian-English wordlist containing over 500 
entries. This is followed by a list of verb conjugations and transcriptions 
of several stories, with Indonesian translation. 
[284]	 KAKERISSA, 0., et aI. 1984. Struktur Bahasa Seram. Jakarta: Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 36 p. 
Brief df~scription of Alune phoneme inventory and distribution, as well as 
nominal and verbal morphology. Includes infonnation on language use in 
western Seram. In Indonesian. 
[285] KAKERISSA, O. 1986. [see Rugebregt, et al.] 
[286] KAKERISSA, O. 1992. [see Wattimury, Tetelepta and Kakerissa] 
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[287]	 KANSKI, P. and P. KASPRUCH. 1931. Die indonesisch-melanesischen 
iibergangsprachen auf den kleinen Molukken. Anthropos 26.883-90. 
Characterizes the languages of eastern Indonesia as mixed languages, 
based on typological evidence, such as noun classes and the structure of 
the genitive construction. Claims that the original preposed genitive is of 
Austronesian origin and the postposed alternate is a result of Papuan 
influence. In German. 
[288] KASIHu\V, J. 1985. [see Pattikayhatu, et al.] 
[289] KASPRUCH, P. 1931. [see Kanski and Kaspruch] 
[290] KEIJZER, S., ed. 1862. [see Valentijn] 
[291]	 KERN, JOBAN HENDRlK CASPER. 1891-1892. Opmerkingen over 't 
Galelar~:esche naar aanleiding der Beknopte Spraakkunst van M.l van 
Baarda. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 40.493-530, 
41.115-38. 
Critical review and supplement to Van Baarda's (1891) grammar of 
Galela, drawing on the works of De Clercq (1890) and Van der Crab 
(1878). Considers each section in succession, with particular attention to 
sections 48-103 on verbs. Corrects several errors, such as Van Baarda's 
claim that Galela has no adjective category. In Dutch. 
[292]	 KERN, JOBAN HENDRIK CASPER. 1893. Woordverwisseling in het 
Galelareesch. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 42.120-8. 
Study of Galela name taboo, based on letters by Baarda. Comparison 
with other name taboos in Dayak, Minihasa, Melanesia and Madagascar. 
In Dutch. 
[293]	 KERN, JOHAN HENDRlK CASPER. 1917. Verspreide Geschriften, deel VI. 
's-Grave:nhage: Martinus Nijhoff. 
This volume of Kern's 15-volume collected works contains works on 
eastern Indonesia, including the two articles mentioned above. In Dutch. 
[294]	 KISSYA, ELIZA. 1993. Sasi Aman Haru-ukui: Tradisi Kelola Sumberdaya 
Alam L~stari di Haruku. Jakarta: Yayasan SejatL 27 p. 
Popular description of the sasi system of conservation taboos by a 
traditional activist in Haruku. 
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[295]	 KOLLILOLON, PETI1J HINA. 1978. Daftar kata~kata bahasa daerah Maluku. 
ms. 5 p. 
Taliabo (Sanana)-Indonesian wordlist containing 380 entries, based on 
intervi,ews with four native speakers. 
[296]	 KOTYNSKI, EDWARD A. 1988. Tabaru phonology and morphology. 
Summ~r Institute of Linguistics Work Papers 32.143-216. 
Published version of the author's M.A. thesis argues for the treatment of 
the Tabaru stress system with a lexical phonology which deals with 
prefixe:s and affixes on separate tiers. A brief section on morphology 
presents verb prefixes as portmanteau morphemes, obscuring the semantic 
ergativity of the language. 
[297]	 KOTYNSK1, EDWARD A. 1989. A lexicostatistic survey of the Lease Islands. 
Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and Cultures 6.1-14. 
Report of a survey of language use in the Lease Islands conducted by the 
author in April 1985. Also presents a lexicostatistical classification based 
on a 200 item Swadesh list. Originally published in 1985 in Ambon by 
Universitas Pattimura. 
[298]	 KOTYNSKI, EDWARD A. 1991. Glottal stop and nasal prefix in the north 
Halmaheran languages with special reference to the Tabaru language. 
Abstract of paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Cites evidence which contests Fortgen's (1928) claim that Tabaru has no 
glottal stop, then describes its distribution. Also describes the morpho­
phonemics of the nasal prefix in both Tabaru and other north Halmahera 
languages. 
[299]	 KRAEMER, H. 1927. Mededeelingen over den Islam op Ambon en Haroekoe. 
Djawa 7.77-88. 
Contrasts Islamic and Christian customs in Ambon and Haruku, noting a 
much greater use of indigenous languages among the Islamic populations. 
In Dutch. 
[300] KRUIJT, ft.. C. 1914. [see Adriani and Kruijt] 
[301]	 KUHUWAEL, O. andO. PATTIMANA. n.d. Ambons-Maleis: Woordenlijsten 
t.b.v.leerkrachten op scholen met Ambonese kinderen. ms. 
Ambonese Malay-Dutch and Dutch-Ambonese Malay vocabulary intended 
for use by teachers of Moluccan children in the Netherlands. In Dutch. 
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[302]	 LAIDIG, CAROL J. 1992. Segment, syllables and stress in Larike. 
Phonological Studies in Four Languages of Maluku, ed. by D.A. Burquest 
and W.D. Laidig, 67-126. Arlington: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
Description of the phonology of Larike, a language of Ambon Island. In 
addition to the phoneme inventory, the author discusses syllable structure 
and stre:,s placement. A short text is provided with interlinear English 
gloss, WIth Ambonese Malay loan words identified. Reviewed by A. van 
Engelenhoeven (1983). 
[303]	 LAIDIG, WYN D. 1993. Insights from Larike possessive constructions. 
Oceanic Linguistics 32.311-51. 
Describc:s four types of possessive constructions in Larike (prefixes, 
suffixes, roots, and compounds), and gives examples of their use with. 
In addition, describes nominal classifiers and their implications for 
possession. Compares the Larike possessive construction to that of 
several other members of the Central Malayo-Polynesian family. 
[304] LAIDIG, WYN D., ed. 1992. [see Burquest and Laidig, ed.] 
[305]	 LAIDIG, w'rn D. and CAROL 1. LAIDIG. 1990. Larike pronouns: Duals and 
trials in a. Central Moluccan language. Oceanic Linguistics 29.87-109. 
Description of the pronominal system of Larike. Both clitic pronouns 
(agreement markers) and free pronouns distinguish four levels of number: 
singular, dual, trial and plural. Passing reference is made to the split­
ergative case-marking system of Larike. 
[306] LAPIAN, A.B. 1982. [see Leirissa, Manusama, Lapian and Abdurachman] 
[307]	 LAPIAN, A.B. 1990. Bacan and the early history of North Maluku. Paper 
presented at the Workshop on Halmahera Research and its Consequences for 
the Study of Eastern Indonesia, in particular the Moluccas, Leiden, October 
7-12. 11 p. 
Description the important political position of Bacan Sultanate in the 16th 
century. Provides tentative historical evidence in support of the linguistic 
connection between Bacan Malay and Borneo. Includes information on 
the etymology of the word Bacan. 
[308]	 LATUE, YONADAB, et al. 1991. Mai Ite Lepu Atune; Mari Kita Berbicara 
Bahasa Alune; Let's Speak Atune. Ambon: Kerjasama Universitas 
Pattimura-Summer Institute of Linguistics. 205 p. 
Collection of 204 short Atune conversations, with Indonesian and English 
translations. Also includes a brief sketch of Alune grammar (p. 185-199). 
Critically reviewed by Aorey (l992b). 
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[309]	 LATUPt\f~UA, Z.J., et al. 1982. Struktur Bahasa Weda. Jakarta: Departemen 
Pendldlkan dan Kebudayaan. 
Brief grammar of the Weda language of South Halmahera produced by a 
government research project on the languages and literature of Maluku. In 
Indonesian. 
[310]	 LAUBSCHER, MATTIAS SAMUEL. 1971. Schopfungsmythik 
ostindonesischer Ethnien; eine Literaturstudie tiber die Entstehung der Welt 
und die Herkunft der Menschen. (Basler Beitrage zur Ethnologie 10). Basel: 
Pharos··Verlag Hansrudolf Schwabe. 243 p. 
A comparative survey of creation myths of eastern Indonesia, based on a 
study of extant academic literature. Includes summaries of Maluku 
creatio:rt myths, as recorded by Wilken (1875), Willert (1858), Jensen 
(1939) and Roder (1948). In German. 
(311] LAUBSCHER, MATTIAS SAMUEL. 1976. Zum Mythen "Ursprung des sago 
aus Korperschmutz": zwei Bedeutungsebenen einer Mythe. Paideuma 
22.199-215. 
Based on an analysis of several versions of the sago origin myth of West 
Seram, collected by Stresemann (unpublished), Jensen (1939), and 
others, the author concludes the word for the sago-woman derives from 
the kakian concept of snake-spirit. Two levels of interpretation, sacred 
and profane, are inferred for the myth. For example, the profane image of 
sago porridge represents the sacred food from the snake skin. Does not 
include original texts. The author has not personally conducted fieldwork 
in Seram. In German. 
[312]	 LAYCOCK. DONALD C. and c.L. VOORHOEVE. 1971. History of research 
in Papuan languages. Linguistics in Oceania, ed. by T. Sebeck. Current 
Trends in Linguistics 8.509-40. 
A survey of Papuan language research containing a two paragraph 
summary of names and dates relevant to research on the non-Austronesian 
languages of North Halmahera. Distinguishes Robide van der Aa (1872) 
as the first researcher to notice the non-Austronesian character of these 
languages. 
[313]	 LAYCOCK, DONALD C., WERNER WINTER and LOIS CARRINGTON, 
eds. 1987. A World of Language: Papers Presented to Prof. S.A. Wurm 
on His 65th Birthday. (Pacific Linguistics C-l00). Canberra: Australian 
Nationnl University. 761 p. 
Contains an article by Voorhoeve. 
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[314]	 LEEDEN, ,ALEXANDER CORNELIUS. VAN DER. 1987. Ga'le Ma'ya: 
Phonology of a tone language of the Raja Ampat Islands. Halmahera dan 
Raja Ampat sebagai Kesatuan yang Majemuk, ed. by E.K.M Masinambow. 
Jakarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 71 p. 
The first part of this paper presents an overview of the linguistic situation 
in the Raja Ampat Islands, noting the close relationship between Maya, 
Misol, Amber, Matbat and the other indigenous languages of Raja Ampat. 
The latt~:r and larger part of the paper represents a preliminary version of 
Van der Leeden (1993) on Maya phonology. 
[315]	 LEEDEN, fU.EXANDER CORNELIUS. VAN DER. 1993. Ma'ya: A 
Language Study. Phonology. (LIPI-RUL Series 2A). Jakarta: Lembaga 
Ilmu darl Pengatahuan Indonesia -- Rijksuniversiteit Leiden. 97 p. 
Phonological description of Ma'ya, a language of the Raja Ampat Islands 
closely related to the languages of South Halmahera. Appendices contain 
a 40-item comparative wordlist for the Misol and Samate dialects of Ma'ya 
and a Ma'ya text with interlinear English translation. Of particular interest 
is the aUlthor's description of the phonemic use oftone in Ma'ya. 
[316]	 LEIRISSA, R.Z., Z.J. MANUSAMA, A.B. LAPIAN and P.R. 
ABDURACHMAN, ed. 1982. Maluku Tengah di Masa Lampau: Gambaran 
sekilas h:wat arsip abad sembilan belas. (Penerbitan Sumber-Sumber Sejarah 
no. 13). Jakarta: Arsip Nasional Repulik Indonesia. 281 p. 
Collection of letters and legal documents from the archives of the Resident 
of Ambcln, now held at the Indonesian National Archives. Though most 
of the documents are in Dutch, many are written in Ambonese Malay, of 
varying degrees of formality. A wordlist includes many Ambonese Malay 
and indigenous terms. In Indonesian. 
[317]	 LESSY, FATMAH. 1988. Suatu tinjauan tentang "Pinamou": Upacara 
pendewasan wanita Nuaulu di desa Sepa, Kecamatan Amahai. Ambon: 
Universiltas Pattimura 
Author's M.S. thesis describes the Nuaulu female puberty ceremony 
(pinamou.). Although this work contains Nuaulu terminology relating to 
pinamou. it is of marginal linguistic value because both the ceremony and 
the interviews with young women are presented in Indonesian with no 
reference~ to indigenous language. In Indonesian. 
[318]	 LILIPALY, I~t al. 1981-1982. Stuktur Bahasa Tidore. Jakarta: Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Short skl:tch of Tidore grammar, elaborated by Voorhoeve (l994d). In 
Indonesian. 
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[319]	 LITAMAHUPUITY, BErrY. 1991a. Ambon-Maleis en Menado-Maleis: Een 
verglijkende studie van werkwoorden. Leiden TCAOAO doctoraalscriptie. 
Comparative description of bound and free verbal morphology in 
Ambonese and Manado Malay, based on an analysis of a large corpus of 
text. Beginning with a brief phonological description, proceeds to 
describe each verb prefix and finally discusses reduplication. In Dutch. 
[320]	 LITAMAHUPUITY, BErrY. 1991b. The use ofkasi in Ambon Malay. 
Abstract of paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Description several Ambonese Malay syntactic constructions which 
employ the verb kasi. Cites examples of these uses and makes 
comparisons with similar constructions in other Malay dialects. 
[321]	 LITAMAHUPUITY, BErrY. forthcoming. The use of biking and kasi in 
Ambonese Malay. Cakalele 5. 
Analysis of several Ambonese Malay syntactic constructions formed with 
biking and kasi, with particular attention to causative and permittive 
constructions. Concludes that biking and kasi are undergoing a re­
analysii) from auxiliary verbs to morphological markers. Cites copious 
textual examples from Ambonese, Ternate and Manado Malay. 
[322]	 LOSKI, RUSSEL A. and GAIL M. LOSKI. 1989. The languages indigenous to 
East Seram and adjacent islands. Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and 
Cultures 6.103-41. 
A lexicostatistical classification of 14 languages of eastern Seram, based 
on 120 wordlists collected by twelve missionary linguists on ten field trips 
conducted between 1984 and 1988. Wordlists are not published here. 
[323]	 LUDEKING, E.W.A. 1868. Schets van de Residentie Amboina. The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff. 
Contains wordlists from several Central Moluccan languages, compiled 
by a doctor who traveled in the archipelago. Includes Ambonese Malay, 
Batume:rah, Alang, Asilulu, Nusa Laut, Saparua, Haruku, Buru, 
Lisabata, and Amahai. In Dutch. 
[324]	 LUffiJKAIr, HANOCH, ed. 1970-1971. Kumpulan Terbitan Mae Rema Maru­
Maru tabun kesatu. Makassar: Surya. 
Collection of 51 issues of the central Moluccan educational weekly, Mae 
Rema Maru-Maru. Contains 29 lessons in the language of 
HatuhahalHulaliu, including many texts and pantun. In Indonesian. 
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[325]	 MAAN, G. 1940. Boelisch-Nederlandsche woordenlijst met Nederlandsch­
Boelisch register. (Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Bataviaasch 
Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen 74). Bandoeng: A.c. Nix & 
Co. 187 p. 
BuH-Dutch dictionary with Dutch-BuH index, compiled by a missionary 
who worked in the area between 1907 and 1920. Transcribes phonemic 
vowel ll~ngth' and provides information on sources of loan words. In 
Dutch. 
[326]	 MAAN, G. 1951. Proeve van een Bulische spraakkunst. (VerhandeHngen van 
het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 10). 
's-Gravenhage: Nijhoff. 160 p. 
Grammar of BuH, a language of South Halmahera, compiled by a 
missionary between 1907 and 1920. Contains little phonological 
information; most of the grammar section is devoted to a description of 
morphology and the pronominal system. The latter part of the book (p. 
107-160) includes texts of seventeen folktales, five lullabies and twelve 
riddles, with Dutch translations. In Dutch. 
[327]	 MACDON)J..D, ALASTAIR A., et al. 1993. The mammals of Seram, with 
notes on their biology and local usage. Natural History of Seram, Maluku, 
Indonesia, ed. by I.D. Edwards, A.A. MacDonald and J. Proctor, 161-90. 
Andover, England: Intercept. 
Comprehensive description of the distribution and characteristics of the 
mamma:ts of Seram, based on historical sources and on fieldwork 
conductt::d in 1987, 1990 and 1991. Includes Manusela (Kanikeh dialect) 
names for many species. 
[328]	 MAGANA, THIMOTHEUS. 1984. Bathera Injil di Halmahera. Tobelo: Gereja 
Masehi lnjil di Halmahera. 473 p. 
A history of the Protestant church in Halmahera by a church leader native 
to Tobel,C), including a discussion of the debate concerning language use 
by the Dutch missionaries. Reviewed by Wimbish (1990). In 
Indonesian. 
[329] MAHIFA, flDSAIN A. 1994. [see Pikkert, Pikkert and Mahifa] 
[330]	 MANUPUTfY, BOETJE. 1972. Kamus Ketjil bahasa Malayo Ambon kedalam 
bahasa Indonesia. Jakarta: Stensilan. 
Ambonese Malay-Indonesian vocabulary, with annotations indicating 
origin of borrowed words. Although not written by a linguist, the 
introduction contains information on distribution, influence of indigenous 
languages, syntax and morphology. In Indonesian. 
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[331]	 MANUSAMA, ZACHARIUS JOSEF. 1971. Sekelumut sedjarah Tanah Hitu 
dan NlIsa Laut serta struktur pemerintahannja santai pentengahan abad 
ketudjuhbelas. Bunga Rampai Sedjarah Maluku, ed. by C.P.F. Luhulima. 
Jakarta.: Lembaga llmu dan Pengatahuan Indonesia. 
Compnrison of the political and social organization of Tanah Hitu and 
Nusa Laut in the 17th century, based on several archival sources. 
Includes Indonesian translations of the kapata and text found in van 
HoeveH (1876, 1881). In Indonesian. 
[332]	 MANUSAMA, ZACHARIUS JOSEF. 1977. Hikayat Tanah Hitu; Historie en 
sociale Structuur van de Ambonse Eilanden in het Algemeen en van Uli Hitu 
in het Bijzonder to het midden der Zeventiende Eeuw. Leiden: 
Rijksulliversiteit Leiden. 
Author's Ph.D. dissertation analyzes Rijali's 17th century manuscript, 
"Hikayat Tanah Hitu." Although the author's primary aim is to describe 
the social organization of the Ambon Islands during the two centuries 
preceding the writing of the "Hikayat," this work has linguist value in that 
the full Malay text of the original manuscript is provided along with an 
annotated Dutch translation. In Dutch. 
[333]	 MANUSAMA, ZACHARIUS JOSEF. 1982. [see Leirissa, Manusama, Lapian 
and Abdurachman] 
[334]	 MARTODIRJO, H.S. 1991. Orang Tugutil di Halmahera: Struktur dan 
Dinamika Sosial Masyarakat Penghuni Hutan. Bandung: Universitas 
Padjadjaran. 
Author's M.A. thesis, an ethnology of the Tugutil. In English and 
Indonesian. 
[335]	 MARTODIRJO, H.S. 1994. Orang Tugutil di Halmahera Tengah. Maluku dan 
Irian Jaya, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Jakarta: Lembaga llmu 
Pengaulhuan Indonesia. 
Ethnography of the Tugutil presented in Ambon in 1984. Describes the 
Tugutil as speakers of Tobelo and users of Tobelo ritual language. Thus 
views the Tugutil as a less assimilated subgroup of Tobelo society. In 
Indonesian. 
[336] MARYOTr, KENNETH R. 1994. [see Grimes and Maryott] 
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[337]	 MASINAMBOW, EDWARD KARL MARKUS. 1969. Bahasa Indonesia and 
two Malay dialects in Halmahera. Eighth International Congress on 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, proceedings: abstracts, sectional 
meetings B-9, Tokyo and Kyoto. 3 p. 
Brief wport on a sociolinguistic survey of the use of the Indonesian, 
Halmahera (Ternate) Malay and Gorap Malay (spoken by the Gorap of 
central Halmahera) by multilinguals. Discusses the influence of standard 
Indonesian on Halmahera Malay and Gorap. 
[338]	 MASINAMBOW, EDWARD KARL MARKUS. 1976. Konvergensi 
etnolinguistik di Halmahera Tengah; sebuah analisa pendahulan. Jakarta: 
Universitas Indonesia. 
Ethnolinguistic study based on fieldwork conducted between 1967 and 
1969, focuses on multilingualism and the relationship between Sawai and 
Tobelo speakers in Central Halmahera. In Indonesian. 
[339]	 MASINAMBOW, EDWARD KARL MARKUS, ed. 1980. Halmahera dan Raja 
Ampat, Konsep dan Strategi Penelitian. Jakarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan 
Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 398 p. 
Collection of research proposals outlining strategies for approaching to 
Halmabera Research Project. Includes an article by Taylor and one by 
Wada. 
[340]	 MASINAMBOW, EDWARD KARL MARKUS, ed. 1987. Halmahera dan Raja 
Ampat Sebagai Kesatuan Yang Majemuk. (Buletin LEKNAS Vol II, No.2, 
1983, Tt~rbitan Khusus). Jarkarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan Kemasyarakatan 
Nasional-- Lembaga Ilmu Pengatahuan Indonesia. 479 p. 
Collection of papers presented at a seminar in Jakarta in 1981 reporting on 
the progress of the Halmahera research project. The papers are grouped 
into sections on general problems; linguistics; traditional government and 
mythology; history and socio-cultural contact; current socio-cultura1 
orientation; social and economic problems. Contains papers by 
Voorhoc~ve, Taylor, Van der Leeden, Fautngil, Teljeur, P1atenkamp, 
Visser, and Dedaida. 
[341]	 MASINAMBOW, EDWARD KARL MARKUS, ed. 1994 [1984]. Maluku dan 
Irian Jaya. Jakarta: Lembaga Dmu dan Pengatahuan Indonesia. 
Contains articles by Ajamiseba, B.D. Grimes, Martodirjo, Platenkamp, 
Taylor, Visser, and Voorhoeve. Originally compiled in 1984, though 
some of the articles have been revised. 
[342] MATITAL, mE. 1991. [see Latue, et al.] 
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[343J MCKINNON, SUSAN. Review. Cakalele 3.146-51. 
Review of Teljeur's (1990) "The Symbolic System of the Giman of South 
Halmahera." Questions Teljeur's assumption that symbolism is 
deliberate. 
[344] MENZIES, JAMES. 1976. [see Ellen, Stimson and MenziesJ 
[345J MENZIES, JAMES. 1977. [see Ellen, Stimson and Menzies] 
[346] MIEDEMA, J. and F.I. WELLING. 1985. Fieldnotes on languages and dialects 
in the Kebar district, Bird's Head, Irian Jaya. Papers in New Guinea 
Linguistics no. 22, 29-52. (Pacific Linguistics A-63). Canberra: Australian 
National University. 
Preliminary information on Kebar, a dialect of Amberbaken which is 
related to the North Halmahera languages. Repeats Voorhoeve's 
wordlists (1975) for Amberbaken, Karon Doron and Karon Pantai, and 
includes a new Holle list collected by the authors in 1979 and 1980. Also 
includes a brief description of Kebar kinship tenninology. 
[347] MIESEN, J.H.W. VAN DER. 1902. Een en ander over Boeroe, inzonderheid 
wat betreft het distrikt Waisama, gelegen aan de Z. O. Kust. Mededeelingen 
vanweg;e het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 46.427-56. 
Description of southern Buru by the assistant minister. 
item Waisama-Masarete-Dutch wordlist. In Dutch. 
Contains a 23­
[348] MIKLUXO-MAKLAJ, N.N. 1950. Putesestvie iz Amboiny na bereq Paptia­
Koviaj (dnevnik putesestvija), Sobranie socinenij, vol. II. Moscow: Nauka. 
[A voyage from Amboina to the coast of Papua-Kowai (voyage diary), 
collectc:d works, vol. II]. Travel report by a 19th century naturalist, on 
his journey to Seran Laut and New Guinea in 1874. Contains a short 
Watube:la wordlist (p. 34-35), which is reproduced in Cowan (1957b). In 
Russian. 
[349] MIKLUXO-MAKLAJ, N.N. 1951. Spisok nekotoryx slov dialektov Papuasov 
berega Papua-Koviaj na Novoj Gvinee, Sobranie Socinenij, vol. ill, pt. 1. 
Moscow: Nauka. 
[A list of some words in the Papuan dialects of the Papua-Kowai coast of 
New Guinea, collected works, vol. III, pt. 1]. In Russian. 
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[350] MILLS, ROGER F. 1977. Ur-Ambonisches Worterzeichnis. ms. 63 p. 
Finderlists for Stresemann's (1927) reconstruction of Ur-Ambon. 
Includes an UrAmbon-English-German index and an English-UrAmbon 
index. 
[351]	 MINDE, DONALD VAN. 1983. Persoonlijke voomaamwoorden in het 
Moluks··Maleis. Komunikasi 6.31-3. 
Description of Moluccan Malay pronouns, as used in the Netherlands. In 
Dutch. 
[352]	 MINDE, DONALD VAN. 1985a. Ambons-Maleis: Een taalkundige analyse van 
verhalen verzameld door J. P. B. de Josselin de long. Rijksuniversiteit 
Leiden Ph.D. dissertation. 
Syntactic description of Ambonese Malay based on an analysis of 
unpublished texts collected by losselin de Jong during 12 months 
fieldwork in central and southwest Maluku in 1933 and 1934. Most of 
the desciliption is devoted to pronouns, verbal morphology and possessive 
constructions. Many excerpts of texts are included, and appendices list 
numerous examples of each of the constructions. Reviewed by Adelaar 
(1985). In Dutch. 
[353]	 MINDE, DONALD VAN. 1985b. Moluks Maleis: Taal- en spellingsperikelen. 
Komunikasi 11.60-3. 
Discussl:s the contrast between standard Malay (Indonesian) and 
Moluccan Malay. Provides a brief overview of several regional varieties 
of Malay, crediting Ambonese Malay as the major source for Moluccan 
Malay as used in the Netherlands. In Dutch. 
[354]	 MINDE, DONALD VAN. 1986. Ale Nona prikkelt tot reacties. Komunikasi 
12.59-62. 
Critique of Straver's (n.d.) Ale Nona. First discusses the general 
problem:; of Moluccan Malay education in the Netherlands, including the 
problem of defining Moluccan Malay. Then notes several errors in the 
text, such as the misrepresentation of standard Malay as Moluccan Malay 
and incoilTect word derivations. In Dutch. 
[355]	 MINDE, DONALD VAN. 1990. The sound system of Ambonese Malay. 
Cakalele 1.61.98. 
A detailed description of the phoneme inventory of Ambonese Malay. Of 
note is the phonemic use of stress. Also includes a brief discussion of 
syllable structure and ellipsis. 
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[356]	 MOYER, D. and H.J.M. CLAESSEN, ed. 1988. Time Past, Time Present, 
Time Future: Essays in Honour of P.E. de Josselin de Jong. 
(Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 131). Dordrecht: Foris. 295 p. 
Contains an article by Platenkamp. 
[357]	 MUNAWAR, TUTI. 1981. Permainan Anak-anak Kilang. Jakarta: 
Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 32 p. 
Description of ten Ambonese children's games, collected by schoolmaster 
J.J.H. Lokolloh in 1880. Includes many Ambonese Malay songs and one 
pantun. In Indonesian. 
[358] NASCHEV, SERGEI, trans. n.d. The Ambon languages. ms. 
English translation of excerpts from the abstract of Chlenov's (1969) 
dissertation. 
[359] NASCHEV, SERGEI, trans. n.d. Languages and peoples. ms. 
English translation of chapter four of Chlenov's (1976) Population of the 
Maluku Islands. 
[360]	 NEDERLP~SCH BIJBELGENOOTSCHAP, trans. 1904. Indjil daribe Fili 
Matthejoes. Leiden: P.W.M. Trap. 
The go:)pel of Matthew, translated into the Masarete language of Buru by 
a Dutch missionary group. In Masarete. 
[361]	 [NEURDENBURG, J.c.] 1858-1859. Van welke mooten de zendelingen in de 
Molukken en in de Menahasse zich bij de verkondiging des evangelies 
bediemm. Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 
2.172-94, 279-308; 3.40-113. 
Discussion of the choice of language for missionary work in eastern 
Indone:)ia. Includes information of language use in Maluku, including 
shift to Malay. Notes dialectical differences among the Malay in Maluku. 
In Dutch. 
[362] NIEL, ROBERT VAN. 1990. Review. Cakalele 1.102-3. 
Review of Bartels' (1989) "Moluccans in Exile." 
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[363]	 NIEUWENHUUZEN, F.A. 1876. Eedformulier van de Alfoeren op Groot­
Ceram. Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 23.510-1. 
Text of a Seram oath with Malay translation. 
[364]	 NIGGEMEYER, H. 1951-1952. Alune-Sprache; Texte, Worterverzeichnis und 
Grammatik einer Sprache West-Cerams. Zeitschrift fUr Ethnologie 76.50-69, 
288-300; 77.116-32, 238-50. 
Short grammar of Alune with an even shorter Alune-German wordlist, 
based on data collected during the Frobenius Expedition (1937-8). Also 
includes 33 Alune folktales. (Translations of these folktales are included 
in Jensen 1939). In German. 
[365]	 NIJLAND, D. 1985. Tobelo Marriage. Film, 16mm, color, 110 min., optic 
sound.ILeiden: Institute of Cultural and Social Studies. 
After a Ibrief overview of Tobelo society, this film traces the prestations 
and rituals relating to a particular Tobelo marriage in 1982. Particularly 
interesting is the varying use of Indonesian, North Moluccan Malay and 
Tobel0 llD different social contexts. Unfortunately, the narrator tends to 
talk over many of the conversations. Platenkamp acted as consultant, and 
the narration appears to be based on chapter 14 of Platenkamp's 
dissertation (1988:190-224). 
[366] NIVENS, RICK. forthcoming. Written Ambonese Malay. Cakalele 5. 
[367]	 NOTHOFER, BERND. 1991. CEMP and CMP -- two Austronesian 
subgroups? Paper presented at the Sixth International Conference on 
Austronc~sian Linguistics, Honolulu, May 20-24. 
Contests Blust's (1990) claim that Central Malayo-Polynesian and 
Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian are genetic subgroups. Cites evidence 
that many of phonological and morphological innovations used by Blust 
to definc~ these subgroups are not unique to the languages contained in 
those subgroups. Also presents an even sharper critique of C. Grimes' 
paper (1991b) which was presented at the same conference. 
[368] NOVOTNY, RACHEL. 1992. [see Collins and Novotny] 
[369]	 OUDEMMrS, P.A. and J.A.F. SCHUT. 1906. De naam "Halmahera." 
Tijdschrift van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Anardrijkskundig Genootschap 
te Amsterdam 23.335-340. 
Explains Halmahera as a word of Ternate and Tidore origin, meaning 
"mother of the land." Abstract based on Polman (1981:51). In Dutch. 
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[370] PALMER, DARRYL S. 1982. Taliabo wordlist. ms. 4 pp. 
Comparative wordlist containing 109 entries in three dialects of Taliabo 
(Talo, Wai Miha, Samada) as well as Indonesian and English. 
[371]	 PATTIKAYHATU, JOHN A., et al. 1985. Ungkapan tradisional yang berkaitan 
dengan sila-sila dalam Pancasila daerah Maluku. Jakarta: Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 156 p. 
Contains 15 Sanana proverbs (no. 100-114) with interlinear Indonesian 
glosses and annotations, based on data collected from informants in 
Maluku. In Indonesian. 
[372] PATTIMANA, O. n.d. [see Kuhuwail and Pattimana] 
[373]	 PAYAPO, ABDULLAH. 1980. Morfologi Bahasa Luhu. Jakarta: Departemen 
Pendid.ikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Morphological description of Luhu (Hoamoal Pennisula) by a native 
speaker. Includes discussion of pronominal system, alienable/inalienable 
distinction and derivational morphology. Includes a brief (200 item) Luhu 
vocabulary and short story with interlinear glosses. In Indonesian. 
[374] PENTURY, J. 1986. [see Rugebregt, et al.] 
[375]	 PIETERS, lH. 1922. Eenige raadsels uit den schat van den Boeroenees. 
Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootsehap 66.161-3. 
Collection of ten Burn riddles, with Dutch translations, compiled by a 
missionary who worked in interior Burn in 1916. 
[376]	 PIGAFETfA, ANTONIO. 1906. Magellan's Voyage around the World, vol. 2, 
trans. by lA. Robertson. Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Company. 313 p. 
Ethnographic report of Magellan's voyage, includes a Malay wordlist 
collectled in North Maluku under the title "Words of those Moro people" 
(p. 116-47). In Italian with parallel English translation. 
[377]	 PIGAFETfA, ANTONIO. 1925. Door de "Moro's" van Tidore gebezigde 
termen. Adatrechtbundels 24.97. 
English-Malay wordlist containing 25 words used in Tidore, as collected 
by Pigafetta (1906) between 1519 and 1522. 
[378] PIKKERT, CHERYL M. 1994. [see Pikkert, Pikkert and Mahifa] 
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[379]	 PIKKERT, JOOST J.J., CHERYL M. PIKKERT and HUSAIN A. MAHIFA. 
1994. Kamus Bahasa Tidore, Indonesia, Inggris. Tidore: Pemerintah 
Daerah Tingkat II Halmahera Tengah. 
Tidore-Indonesian-English vocabulary containing nearly 2000 entries, 
taken pIimarily from the Soasio dialect. In Indonesian and English. 
[380]	 PLATENK~P, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARIA. 1984. The Tobelo of 
eastern Halmahera in the context of the field of anthropological study. Unity 
in Diversity, ed. by P.E. de Josselin de Jong, 167-89. (Verhandelingen van 
het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 103). Dordrecht: 
Foris. 
Anthropological study of the kinship system of Tobelo, distinguishing it 
from that of Austronesian languages such as Kodi. Also notices 
differences in kinship patterns between inland groups and coastal groups 
resettled by the Dutch. 
[381]	 PLATENKAMP, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARIA. 1987. Gia-dutu, a true 
relationship; aspects of kinship and social organization of the Tobelo of North 
Halmahera. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat Sebagai Kesatuan Yang Majemuk, 
ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Jarkarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan 
Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 31 p. 
Description and formal analysis of the Tobelo kinship system. 
[382]	 PLATENKi\MP, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARIA. 1988a. Tobelo: Ideas 
and Values of a North Moluccan Society. Leiden; Rijksuniversiteit Leiden. 
298 p. 
Publishl~d version of author's Ph.D. dissertation, an ethnographic 
description of Tobelo ideological systems and associated rituals. Contains 
definitions for many Tobelo terms and concepts, such as ma dutu and 
gurumini. Appendices contain an index of kinship tenninology and a 
five-page Tobelo glossary. Chapter 14 on marriage is complemented by 
Nijland's (1985) film. In English with Dutch abstract. 
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(383] PLATENKAMP, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARlA. 1988b. Myths of life and 
image lin northern Halmahera. Time Past, Time Present, Time Future: 
Essays in Honour of P.E. de Josselin de Jong, ed. by D. Moyer and H.J.M. 
Claesscm, 148-67. (Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, 
Land- tm Volkenkunde 131). Dordrecht: Foris. 
A collection of four North Halmaheran myths in English translation, 
accompanied by an anthropological analysis. These include a Loloda 
creation myth, originally published in Dutch by Van Baarda (1904); a 
summary of the widely-known Memeua myth of Tobelo, originally 
published by Hueting (1921); a Sahu myth of Raja Baikole collected by 
Visser (1984); and a Tugutil myth of Togerebongo, collected by one of 
the author's research assistants. The author's analysis claims a common 
idea of origin among these four North Halmaheran societies. The original 
texts of the myths are not given, however, some key words are given in 
the original language. 
(384] PLATENKAMP, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARIA. 1990a. De Waarde de 
Dingen: Ceremoniele Geschenken van de Tobelo. The Hague: Museon. 
Photos and text to accompany an exhibit of Tobelo ceremonial gifts at the 
Museum of the Hague. In Dutch. 
[385]	 PLATENKAMP, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARIA. 1990b. North 
Halmahera: Non-Austronesian Languages, Austronesian Cultures? Leiden: 
Oosters Genootschap. 
Text of a lecture presented to Oosters Genootschap 23 May 1989, 
addressing some methodological problems involved in the anthropological 
comparison of societies which speak unrelated languages. Argues against 
the use of linguistics to define boundaries of anthropological studies. 
Appears to contradict Platenkamp (1984). 
(386] PLATENKAMP, JOSEPHUS DOMINICUS MARIA. 1994. Marriage and 
death: Social change in Tobelo. Maluku dan Irian Jaya, ed. by E.K.M. 
Masinambow. Jakarta: Lembaga llmu Pengatahuan Indonesia. 
Paper presented in Ambon in 1984 describes pre-Christian marriage and 
mortuaJry rituals in Tobelo society. Little linguistic content. No 
referenc:es. See Ajawaila (1990) for a related discussion of Galela. 
[387]	 POEDJIMAH. 1964. Phonemic analysis of Pelau. Institut Keguruan dan llmu 
Pendidikan Master's Thesis. 
Brief sketch of the phoneme inventory and distribution of Pelau, a dialect 
of Haruku. The information is based on the speech of a native speaker of 
Pelau now residing in Java. Author notes the presence of both Indonesian 
and Javanese elements in the informant's speech. 
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[388] POETIRAIJf, J.D. 1925. De bewoners van Ambon en de Oeliasers (1922). 
Adatrechtbundels 24.332-52. 
Description of the traditional marriage ritual by the Dutch commissioner to 
Saparua. Includes terminology in both Ambonese Malay and indigenous 
languag(~s. In Dutch. 
[389]	 POLMAN, JKATRIEN. 1981. The North Moluccas: An Annotated 
Bibliography. (Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal, Land- en Volkenkunde 
Bibliographical Series 11). The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff. 192 p. 
Bibliography is organized by subject area, and within each area, entries 
are ordered chronologically rather than alphabetically. Includes annotated 
referenc'es to 43 linguistic sources dating from 1872 to 1977. Coverage 
of works by early twentieth century missionary linguists is especially 
comprehensive. Includes a very comprehensive historical introduction by 
F. van Fraassen. 
[390]	 POLMAN, KATRIEN. 1983. The Central Moluccas: An Annotated 
Bibliography. (Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal, Land- en Volkenkunde 
Bibliographical Series 12). Dordrecht: Foris. 324 p. 
Includes annotated references to 25 linguistic works dating from 1864 to 
1981, in addition to 975 other entries grouped in over 40 categories. As 
in Polman (1981), entries within each section are ordered chronologically 
and are not cross-referenced with other sections. Also includes a very 
comprehensive historical introduction by F. van Fraassen. Reviewed by 
Collins (1986c). 
[391] POUWER, JAN. 1989. [see Haenen and Pouwer] 
[392] REHG, KENNETH LEE. 1993. Review. Cakalele 4.100-5. 
Review by an Oceanic phonologist of D.A. Burquest and W.O. Laidig's 
(ed.) "Descriptive Studies in Languages of Maluku." Notes that 
Wimbish's rules for Pagu may be overly complicated. 
[393J REINWARDT, C.G.C. 1858. Reis naar het oostelijk gedeelte van der Indischen 
Archipel in hetjaar 1821, ed. by Willem Hendrik de Vriese. Amsterdam: 
Frederik Muller. 
Report by a botanist on his travels in eastern Indonesia in 1821, includes a 
75-item wordlist for Hitu (Hitoesche). In Dutch. 
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[394]	 RIEDEL, JOHAN GERARD FRIEDRICH. 1871. De Namo Leo en andere 
Tahinatesche vertellingen, gevolgd door een liedje, met Nederlandsche 
vertaling en aanteekeningen. Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indie 5.431-43. 
Collection of three Temate folktales and one song with Dutch translations 
and an:rlotations, comparing the Temate and Tidore languages. Abstract 
based on Polman (1981 :59). In Dutch. 
[395]	 RIEDEL, JUHAN GERARD FRIEDRICH. 1885. Galela und Tobeloresen. 
Zeitschrift fUr Ethnologie 17.58-89. 
Ethnographic survey of the Galela and Tobelo by a Dutch official. 
Describes various aspects of daily life, such as sago processing, with 
copious listings of tenninology. Galela and Tobelo terms immediately 
follow the German in parallel fashion. Includes 66 sketches of pottery, 
tools and weapons. In German. 
[396]	 RIEDEL, JOHAN GERARD FRIEDRICH. 1886. De Sluik- en Kroesharige 
Rassen tusschen Selebes en Papua. 's-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff. 
486 p. 
Ethnography of central and south Maluku. The first 243 pages are 
devoted to central Maluku, including chapters on Buru; Ambon and the 
Lease hlands; Seram; Seran Laut; and Watubela. In Dutch. 
[397]	 ROBIDE VAN DER AA, P.J.B.c. 1872a. Vluchtige opmerkingen over de talen 
der Halmahera-groep. Bijdragen tot de Land-, Taal- en Volkenkunde 19.267­
73. 
Comparative study of some lexical items in the languages of Halmahera, 
based on wordlists of Cambier (1872), Wallace (1869) and Van der Crab 
(1862). Distinguishes the northern languages (Temate, Tidore, Sahu, 
Makian Luar, Galela) from those of the south, including Maba, Gane and 
Kayoa. In Dutch. 
[398]	 ROBIDE VAN DER AA, P.J.B.C. 1872b. Ben tweetal bijdragen tot de kennis 
van Halmahera. Bijdragen to de Land-, Taal- en Volkenkunde 19.233-9. 
Contains a bibliography of Halmahera for the years 1847 to 1865. In 
Dutch. 
[399]	 ROBIDE VAN DER AA, PJ.B.C. 1879. Reizen naar Nederlandsch Nieuw­
Guinea, 's-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff. 480 p. 
Most of this work is devoted to two New Guinea travel reports, one by 
Van del' Crab and one by Van Hemert. Appendix D (p. 436-49) contains 
a Dutch-Tidore-Misol-Onin wordlist with more than 100 items. In Dutch. 
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[400]	 RODER, JOSEF G.B. 1939. Levende oudheden op Ambon. Cultureel Indie 
1.7,98··105. 
Description of the origin of the village of Soja, near Ambon, based on the 
author's two months fieldwork there as leader of the Frobenius expedition 
in 1938. Focuses on the organization of the social structure of the soa. In 
Dutch. 
[401]	 RODER, JOSEF G.B. 1948. Alahatala: Die Religion der Inlandstiimme 
Mittelcerams. (Ergebnisse der Frobenius-Expedition 1937-38 in die 
Molukki~n und nach HolUmdisch Neu-Guinea, Band 3). Bamberg: 
Bamberger Verlaghaus Meisenbach. 142 p. 
Description of the spiritual and religious life of Central Seram. Appendix 
contains a short glossary of tenns relating to animism. In Gennan. 
[402] ROEMEN, J.M. VAN DIEJEN. 1957. Bahasa Indonesia TugutiI. ms. 11 pp. 
Indonesian-Tugutil wordlist containing over 1000 entries, compiled in 
Ternate. 
[403]	 ROEST, J.L.D. VAN DER. 1903. Zending en taal. Mededeelingen vanwege 
het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 47.368-72. 
Response to Adriani (1902), advocating the use of Malay in the missions, 
based on its status as a common language of Maluku. Abstract based on 
Polman (1981). In DutGh. 
[404]	 ROEST, J.L.D. VAN DER. 1905. Woordenlijst der Tobelo-Boeng-taal. 
's-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff. 
A Boeng-Dutch and Dutch-Boeng vocabulary compiled by a missionary 
who worked in Kau between 1900 and 1903. Boeng refers to a dialect of 
the Tobelo language spoken in Kau, North Halmahera, though Voorhoeve 
(1988) notes that the Tobelo words in this list do not have the [f] which is 
charactelistic of the Boeng dialect. In Dutch. 
[405]	 ROSENBERG, [CARL BENJAMIN] HERMANN VON. 1878. Der 
Malayisc~he Archipel: Land und Leute in Schilderungen, gesammelt wahrend 
eines drii~ssig-jahrigen Aufenhaltes in den Kolonien. Leipzig: Gustav 
Weigel. 615 pp. 
Ethnognlphic survey of Indonesia; chapter IV describes Maluku, based on 
trips in ]860-1861 and 1870-1871, including sections on Seram (p. 282­
324), the:: Raja Ampat Islands (p. 374-96), and North Maluku (397-407). 
Although the author lists bird species found in Maluku, no indigenous 
names are included. Appendix (p. 597-613) contains a 96-item 
comparative wordlists for 21 languages of Indonesia, including Watubela, 
Gorarn, Nufor and Andai. In Gennan. 
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[406J RUGEBREGT, E.J.F., O. KAKERISSA, J. PENTURY, c.c. SEUMAHU 
aiId J.J. ANAKOTTA.. 1986. Struktur Bahasa Tobelo. Jakarta: 
Departl~men Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 66 p. 
Incomplete sketch of Tobelo grammar focused on phonology. Also 
includc:s a census of Tobelo language use. Indonesian-Tobelo wordlist 
includes 388 entries divided into semantic categories. Also includes a list 
of 81 Tobelo clauses along with their respective Indonesian glosses. 
Contains several errors, including a claim that unmarked word order is 
SVO aJrld the omission of a velar nasal from the phoneme inventory. In 
Indonesian. 
[407]	 RUMPF, GEORG EVERARD. 1741-1755. Herbarium Amboinense. Het 
Amboinsch Kruid-boek. Amsterdam: Meinard Uywerf. 
BotanC:lal catalog of Maluku plants collected during the author's lifetime in 
Ambon. Includes description, classification, location and uses for each 
plant, as well as local Malay names. In Latin and Dutch in parallel format. 
6 vols. plus index. 
[408J RUMPF, GEORG EVERARD. 1983. Ambonsche Landbeschriving, ed. by 
Z.J. Manusama. (Penerbitan Sumber Sumber Sejarah no. 15). Jakarta: 
Arsip Nasional Republik Indonesia. 269 p. 
Annotated edition of an unpublished Rumphius manuscript. Contains 
information on language use in Maluku in the 17th century, noting the 
great difference between the Temate and Ambonese Malay dialects. In 
Dutch with Indonesian introduction. 
[409J RUMPHIU'S, GEORGIUS EVERHARDUS. [see Rumpf] 
[410]	 S.N. 1984. Monografi Daerah Maluku. Jakarta: Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebuda.yaan. 
Survey of indigenous word borrowings in Indonesian as spoken in 
Maluku. The author refers to this mixed language as Siwalima and gives 
examples from North, Central and Southeast Maluku, though beyond 
these political divisions, the identity of the source languages is not at all 
clear. In Indonesian. 
[41lJ S.N. n.d. Daftar Koleksi Mikrofis. Ambon: Universitas Pattimura. 
Index of 431 titles held in the microfiche collection of the Maluku 
Docum4~ntation and Information Center (Pusat Dokumentasi dan Informasi 
Maluku) of Pattimura University, alphabetical by author. Predominantly 
works of the colonial period. Titles are translated into Indonesian and 
English, in addition to the language of publication. 
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[412]	 SACHSE, FJ.P. 1922. Seran. (MededeeHngen van het Bureau voor de 
Bestuur$zaken der Buitenbezittingen bewerkt door het Encyclopcedisch 
Bureau 29). Weltevreden: G. Kolff en Co. 
General survey of Seram, including a description of the customs and 
social organizations such as pela and kakian. Includes a list of foreign 
borrowiJrlgs in Ambonese Malay and a survey of indigenous language 
distribution in west Seram. Also includes several songs and a love letter 
in Ambonese Malay. In Dutch. 
[413]	 SAKIYAMA,OSAMU. 1969. Linguistic position of BuHnese (South 
Halmahc~ra) in the Malayo-Polynesian languages. Tonan Ajia Kenkyu 
7.274-92. 
Provides comparative phonological evidence which suggests a Polynesian 
substratum in the BuH language, and thus justifies the classification of 
BuH as a member of the South Halmahera-West New Guinea phylum. In 
Japanese with English abstract. 
[414]	 SALMON, CLAUDINE. 1985. Sastra Cina Peranakan dalam bahasa Melayu, 
trans. by Dede Detomo. Jakarta: Balai Pustaka. 
Makes reference (I'. 28-29) to the Ambonese Malay syair of Ang I Tong 
(1899) ailld A. K. Tjiat (1890). In Indonesian. 
[415]	 SAMENWERK.INGSVERBAND BIKULTUREEL ONDERWIJS. 1988. Daja 
Upaja: een kursuspakket Onderwijs in Molukse Taal en Kultur, deel vn, 
Teksten. Assen: Samenwerkingsverband Bikultureel Onderwijs. 
Collection of readings in several Malay dialects, including a chapter 
devoted to language use in Maluku. Contains several Ambonese Malay 
texts, including excerpts from Caron (1693). In Dutch. 
[416]	 SAMONSIR, SOLO 1. 1973. A contrastive analysis of Tulehu dialect and 
English phonemes. Institut Keguruan dan nmu Pendidikan Master's Thesis. 
Description of the phoneme inventory and distribution of Tulehu. 
Suggests methodology for teaching English to speakers of Tulehu, based 
on a comparison of Tulehu and English phonology. 
[417]	 SAMSURI. 1980. Analisa Bahasa: Memahami bahasa secara ilmiah, edisi ke-2. 
Jakarta: Erlangga. 
Introductory linguistics textbook contains a 40-item wordlist of Teluhu 
(I'. 159). In Indonesian. 
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[418]	 SCHMID, W.J.M. VAN. 1843. Aanteekeningen nopens de zeden, gewoonten 
en gebruiken, benevens de vooroordeelen en bijgeloovigheden der bevolking 
van de eilanden Saparoea, Haroekoe, Noessalaut, en van een gedeelte van de 
zuid-kust van Seram in vroegeren en lateren tijd. Tijdschrift voor 
Nederlandsch Indie 5.491, 583-622. 
Descriptive ethnography of Saparua and vicinity by the Assistant Resident 
of Saparua between 1841 and 1842. Includes a description of kinship 
systems and kinship terminology (p. 594-7). In Dutch. 
[419] SCHMIDT, HANS. 1991. [see Collins and Schmidt] 
[420] SCHMIDT, HANS. 1992. [see Collins and Schmidt] 
[421]	 SCHRIEKE, B. 1929. ed. The Effect of Western Influence on Native 
Civiliz,ations in the Malay Archipelago. Batavia: G. Kolff and Co. 
The only reference to language in this collection is an article by Drewes. 
[422]	 SCHRODER, C.C.J. 1903. Kitab Tahlil Ambon. Rotterdam: D. van Sijn en 
Zoon. 
Protestant hymnal written in Ambonese Malay. A 21-page appendix 
contains a glossary of Ambonese Malay tenns used in the hymnal. In 
Malay. 
[423] SCHUT, JA.F. 1906. [see Oudemans and Schut] 
[424]	 SCHUT, JA.F. 1918. Het huwelijk bij de Geb'emliar op Boeroe. 
Mededeelingen vanwege het Nederlandsch Zendelinggenootschap 62.16-35, 
125-40, 197-210, 296-308. 
Description of the complex system of bride exchange and marriage ritual 
among the indigenous inhabitants of interior Bum, as interpreted by a 
missioJrlary who worked in Buru. Contains a detailed description of a 
complc~te wedding ceremony, including many riddles, poems and chants, 
with Dutch translations. In Dutch. 
[425]	 SCHUT, J,A.F. 1919. Ben Tijl Uilenspiegel verhaaI in de Boeroetaal. 
Bijdragen tot de TaaI-, Land- en Volkenkunde 75.303-62. 
This article devotes only three pages to the Masarete story Ka Lampo 
with Dutch translation. The following 70 pages contain annotations for 
each word in the story, providing definitions and remarking on 
etymology. In Dutch. 
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[426]	 SCHUT, l.AF. 1925. Talen en termen van Boeroe (1919). Adatrechtbundels 
24.418-23. 
An excc~rpt from Schut (1919) containing a list of Masarete words and 
borrowings, with derivations. In Dutch 
[427] SEUMAHU, C.C. 1986. [see Rugebregt, et al.] 
[428]	 SHELDON, DIEDRE. 1986. Topical and non-topical participants in Galela 
narrativc~ discourse. Papers in New Guinea Linguistics no. 25, 233-48. 
(Pacific Linguistics A-74). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Posits a discourse pragmatic explanation for the omission of Galela 
subject and object verbal agreement markers for non-topical participants in 
transitivl~ clauses. 
[429] SHELDON, DIEDRE. 1989. [see lpol, Etha and Sheldon] 
[430]	 SHELDON, DIEDRE. 1991. Setting a course in Galela: An orientation system 
of North Halmahera. Papers in Papuan Linguistics no. 1, ed. by Tom 
Dutton, 147-60. (Pacific Linguistics A-73). Canberra: Australian National 
University. 
Description of the deictic system of Galela by a missionary linguist, 
including both free and bound deictic morphemes. Places Galela in L. 
Talmy's second typological pattern for the expression of motion. 
[431]	 SHELDON, HOWARD. 1989. Galela phonemes and stress. Workpapers in 
Indonesian Languages and Cultures 7.77-88. 
Very brief description of the phoneme inventory and penultimate stress 
rule of Galela. 
[432]	 SHELDON, HOWARD. 1991. Galela pronominal verb prefixes. Papers in 
Papuan Linguistics no. 1, ed. by Tom Dutton, 161-75. (Pacific Linguistics 
A-73). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Classific:s Galela as a split S-marking type of ergative language 
(terminology from Dixon, 1979, p. 82-83). 
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[433]	 SIEREVELT, A.M. 1920. Woordenlijst van de Omgangstaal in West-Seran 
(Ceram) ten behoeve van Ambtenaren en Officieren. Weltevreden: 
Encyclopaedisch Bureau. 122 p. 
Dutch·Alune vocabulary containing over 2000 entries. Also a list of 
Alune phrases with Dutch translation, arranged by sUbject, intended for 
use by Dutch military personnel in the area. Includes information on the 
distribution of the Alune language in western Serarn. In Dutch. 
[434]	 SIMONS, GARY F. 1982. Word taboo and comparative Austronesian 
linguistics. Papers from the Third International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics, vol. 2, ed. by A. Halim, L. Carrington, and S.A. Wurm. 
(Pacifk: Linguistics C-76). Canberra: Australian National University. 67 p. 
Compiles Austronesian evidence for Keering and Fifi'i (1969) hypothesis 
that (I) word tabooing seems to have been widespread enough in the 
Pacific that perhaps early Oceanic speakers practiced some form of it, and 
(2) a long history of word tabooing could explain some problems in 
comparative Oceanic linguistics. Cites a sample of data from 75 
Austronesian languages and plots the distribution of various types of 
tabooing practices, and reconstructs "proto-taboos." Suggests a number 
of problems in comparative Austronesian linguistics for which word taboo 
may offer partial explanation. 
[435] SITANALA, J.E. 1985. [see Pattikayhatu, et al.] 
[436] SOUHALY, ALEXIUS. 1991. [see Latue, et al.] 
[437] SOUHALY, YULIANA. 1991. [see Latue, et al.] 
[438] SPYER, PATRICIA. 1991. Review. Cakalele 2.63-9. 
Review and summary of L. Visser's (1989) "My Rice Field is my Child." 
Critici:i:es Visser's tendency to upon abstract oppositions that characterize 
the Dutch 'field of study' approach to anthropology. Also notes that 
Visser does not make reference to the obvious relationship between Sahu 
and Temate. 
[439]	 STAVORINUS, JOHN SPLINTER. 1969 [1798]. Voyages to the East-Indies, 
vol. 2, trans. by Samuel Hull Wilcocke. London: Dawsons. 
Translation of the Dutch "Rieze van Zeeland," first published in 1798. 
This travelogue contains information on the use and distribution of Malay 
in Ambon. 
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[440]	 STEINHAUER, HEIN. 1980. Review. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 136.182-5. 
Review and summary of Chlenov's (1976) "Naselenie Molukkskix 
Ostrovov" [The Population of the Moluccas]. A large part of this review 
is devoted to a summary of Chlenov's chapter four (Languages and 
People), noting that Chlenov has only stated conclusions but not included 
the actual language data. Summarizes the lexicostatistical method 
employed by Chlenov. 
[441] STEINHAUER, HEIN. 1986. De Molukse taalkwestie. Komunikasi 12.47-58. 
Compar1es several Malay dialects in an attempt to address the question of 
which variety of Malay should be taught to Moluccan children in the 
Netherhlnds. In Dutch. 
[442]	 STEINHAlER, HEIN. 1991. On Malay in eastern Indonesia in the 19th 
century. Papers in Austronesian Linguistics, no. 1, ed. by H. Steinhauer, 
197-225. (Pacific Linguistics A-81). Canberra: Australian National 
University. 
This sociolinguistic study describes the history of the use of Malay in 
eastern Indonesia, particularly in the area of Ambon, between the 15th and 
19th centuries. Discusses the orthography and standardization employed 
by Roskott in his many 19th century pedagogical publications. Includes 
one of Roskott's texts with the original spelling accompanied by 
interlinear English gloss. Also includes photo reproductions of some 
Malay re:ligious texts from the 17th and 19th centuries. 
[443] STIMSON, ANDREW F. 1976. [see Ellen, Stimson and Menzies] 
[444] STIMSON, ANDREW F. 1977. [see Ellen, Stimson and Menzies] 
[445] STIRK, OLo. 1973. [see Chlenov and Stirk] 
[446]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 1980a. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
Indonesia, vol. 1: Introductory volume. (Materials in the Languages of 
Indonesian no. 1: Pacific Linguistics D-17). Canberra: Australian National 
University. 
This volume provides historical background regarding the collection of 
vocabulary lists which was begun by Karel Frederick Holle in the rnid­
19th century. Although the lists in the ensuing volumes vary in size 
depending on the work of the original compiler, some contain as many as 
1500 lexical items and 60 clauses. This introductory volume contains 




[447]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 1980b. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
Indonesia, vol. 2: Sula and Bacan Islands, North Halmahera, South and East 
Halmabera. (Materials in the Languages of Indonesian no. 2: Pacific 
Linguistics D-28). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Vocabulary lists for North Maluku languages, to be used with Stokhof 
(1980a). Languages include Taliabo and Sula from Fortgens (1917); 
Bacan from Coolhaas (1922); Gale1a from van Dijken (1895); Galela from 
Baarda (1904); Loda from Baarda (1904); Tidore from van der Meulen 
(1904); Pagu (1933); Modole (1933); Tidore (1933); Weda; Buli; Sawai; 
Patani; 'Maba; and Giman (1933). 
[448]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 198Oc. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
Indonesia, vol. 3/1: Southern Moluccas; Central Moluccas: Seram (I). 
(Materials in the Languages of Indonesian no. 4: Pacific Linguistics D-35). 
Canberra: Australian National University. 
Vocabulary lists for Central Maluku languages, to be used with Stokhof 
(1980a). Languages include Sepa; Tamilouw; Laimu; Lima; Seti; and 
Manusela. 
[449]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 1980d. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
Indonesia, vol. 3/2: Central Moluccas: Seram 00. (Materials in the 
Languages of Indonesian no. 10: Pacific Linguistics D-44). Canberra: 
Australian National University. 
Vocabulary lists for Central Maluku languages, to be used with Stokhof 
(1980a). Languages include Seram from van Grant (1895); Lima; 
Fatakai; Elaputih from Leatemia (1895); Alune from Makatital (1939); and 
Sapolewa. The list for Niala (1937) is probably not from Seram but from 
Nila, south of Banda. 
[450]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 1980e. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
Indonesia, vol. 3/3: Central Moluccas: Seram (ill), Banda, Ambon (I). 
(Materic~s in the Languages of Indonesian no. 15: Pacific Linguistics D-49 
Canberra: Australian National University.). 
Vocabulary lists for Central Maluku languages, to be used with Stokhof 
(1980a). Languages include Seram from d'Armandville (1894); Waru; 
Seram from Mabihallo (1895); Haruku from Ririmasseij (1895); and 
Ambonc,se Malay (1939). 
[451]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 1980f. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
IndoneSIa, vol. 3/4: Central Moluccas: Ambon (m, Buru, Nusa1aut, 
Saparua. (Materials in the Languages of Indonesian no. 16: Pacific 
Linguistics D-50). Canberra: Australian National University. 
VocabuJlary lists for Central Maluku languages, to be used with Stokhof 
(1980a). Languages include Ambon from Suhoka (1895); Buru; and 
Ambelau. 
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[452]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L., ed. 1987. Holle lists, vocabularies in languages of 
Indonesia, vol. 11: Celebes, Alor, Ambon, Irian Jaya, Madura and Lombok. 
(Pacific Linguistics D-81). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Contaim. vocabulary lists for Gebe and Masarete (Buru Island) to be used 
with Stokhof (l980a). 
[453]	 STOKHOF, W.A.L. and DON A.L. FLASSY. 1985. A recently discovered 
Mo(o)i vocabulary in the national museum (Jakarta). Papers in New Guinea 
Linguistlcs no. 22. (Pacific Linguistics A-63). Canberra: Australian 
National University. 78 pp. 
Contaim a 1082-item English-Mooi-Tehit (West Papuan Phylum) 
wordlist with a discussion of sound correspondences. Also includes a 
survey of language distribution in the Bird's Head and Raja Ampat areas. 
[454]	 STRAVER, HANS. n.d. Ale Nona: Een kursus in de thuistaal van Molukse 
leerlingen. Assen: Projekt Bikultureel Onderwijs. 
Textbook for the teaching of Moluccan Malay to Moluccan children in the 
Netherlands. Reviewed by van Minde (1986). In Dutch. 
[455]	 STRESEM.ANN, ERWIN. 1918. Die Paulohishsprache; ein Beitrag zur 
Kenntnili der Amboinischen Sprachengruppe. 's-Gravenhage: Nijhoff. 
Short grammar of Paulohi (West Seram), based on data collected from the 
Second Freiburg Expedition and an informant in Samasuru. Also 
includes a German-Paulohi and Paulohi-German vocabulary and five 
Paulohi texts with German translation. In German. 
[456]	 STRESEMANN, ERWIN. 1923. Religiose Gebrauche auf Seran. Tijdschrift 
voor Indilsche Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 62.305-424. 
Description of ritual and communal organization in Seram. In German. 
[457]	 STRESEMANN, ERWIN. 1927. Die Lauterscheinungen in den ambonischen 
Sprachert. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer. 224 p. 
Taxonomic classification of the languages of Seram, Buru, Ambelau, 
Manipa, Kelang, Boano, Ambon and Lease islands. Reconstructs proto­
Ambon ("Ur-Ambon") based on linguistic characteristics, using wordlists 
collected by Ludeking (1868), Wallace (1869) and Boot (1893). Also 
discusse;s some related non-Ambonese languages, such as Eli-Elat, 
Masiwang (Bonfia), Geser (Seran Laut), Seram Gorong and Kisar. 
Compare with the somewhat different classification proposed by Chlenov 
(1976) using largely the same data. Mills (1977) has compiled an English 
finderlist for Ur-Ambon. In German. 
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[458] SUWONDO, RB., ed. 1978. Ceritera Rakyat Daerah Maluku. Jakana: 
Departt~men Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Collection of twenty-six Maluku folktales, in Indonesian. 
[459]	 SUWONDO, H.B., ed. 1982. Ceritera Rakyat Daerah Maluku. Jakana: 
Departe:men Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Collection of twenty Maluku folktales, including two from Ternate. 
Unforttmately only the Indonesia translations are given. 
[460]	 SUWONDO, H.B., ed. 1983. Ceritera Rakyat Daerah Maluku. Jakana: 
Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Collecti:on of twelve Maluku folktales. Unfortunately only the Indonesia 
translati.ons are given. 
[461]	 TAGUCHI, YUSHIN. 1989. A lexicostatistic survey of the languages 
indigenous to West Seram. Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and 
Cultures 6.15-63. 
A lexicostatistical classification of the languages of western Seram, based 
on vocabularies collected between 1985 and 1989, using a 200 item 
Swadesh list. The vocabulary lists are not published here. Some 
information on language use is also presented. 
[462]	 TAGUCHI, YUSHIN, and TAKAKO YUSHIN. 1990. A phonology of Alune. 
Work Papers in Indonesian Languages and Cultures 8.95-127. 
A description of the phonemic inventory of Alune, also includes a brief 
discussion of stress and a tentative proposal for a practical orthography. 
A short Alune text is given with interlinear English glosses. 
[463]	 TAHTTIJ, BERT. 1983. Melaju-sini: Beschrijving ener ontwikkeling binnen de 
Moluksc~ taalgemeenschap in Nederland. Vrije Universiteit te Amsterdam 
doctoraalscriptie. 
Author's unpublished scriptie describing the variety of Malay spoken in 
the Netherlands, based primarily on the author's knowledge of the 
language as a native speaker. Reviewed by de Vries (1983). In Dutch. 
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[464]	 TAHITU, BERT. 1988. The sound system of Melayu Sini: Malay as spoken by 
younger Moluccans in the Netherlands. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 144.276-96. 
Description of the phoneme inventory and phonotactics of the variety of 
Malay spoken by young, bilingual Dutch-Moluccans in the Netherlands. 
The author names this language Melayu Sini and refers to it as a stabilized 
pidgin which is developing into a creole. Data is drawn from the author's 
own knowledge as a native speaker as well as from several other 
informants. Makes comparisons with both Arnbonese and standard Malay 
and notl:lS origins of some borrowings. Includes a map of Dutch 
municip~uities with Moluccan communities. 
[465] TAKARINA, D. n.d. Karnus Bahasa Melayu Ambon. ms. 127 pp. 
Ambonese Malay-Indonesian dictionary containing over 1000 entries. In 
Indonesian. ' 
[466]	 TAN, KOONLIN, ed. 1977. Papers from the First Intemational Sago 
Symposium. Kuala Lumpur: Kemajuan Kanji. 
Contains a paper by R.F. Ellen. 
[467]	 TAVERN, ODO D. 1918. Patasiwa und Patalima, vom Molukkeneiland Seran 
und seim:n Bewohnem: Ein Beitrag zur Volkerkunde. Leipzig: R. 
VoightHinders Verlag. 208 p. 119 plates. 
Ethnogn,phy of Serarn based on fieldwork by the author between 1911 
and 1912. Chapter four contains music and lyrics, with translation, for 
songs in several languages of westem Seram, including Lisabata, Wahai, 
Saparua and Ambonese Malay. Several riddles are included as well. 
Chapter nine contains more songs from Wemale. In German. 
[468]	 TAUERN, ODO D. 1928-1931. Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Sprachen und 
Dialecten von Seran. Anthropos 23.1000-20; 24.953-91; 25.567-78; 
26.109-39. 
Concise grammatical sketches of seven languages/dialects of Seram, 
including Manusela, Sawai, Wemale and Wahai based on fieldwork by 
the Tauem, Deninger and Stresemann in 1911 and 1912. Each sketch 
describes the sound system, pronouns, verbal morphology, counting 
systems and provides example sentences and song texts with translations. 
Also notes the presence of the "foreign" languages of Tobelo and Galda 
on the north and east coasts of Seram. In German. 
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[469]	 TAnOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1978-1979. Preliminary report on the 
ethnobiology of the Tobelorese of Halmahera (North Moluccas, Indonesia). 
Majalah llmu-Ilmu Sastra Indonesia 8.215-29. 
Include:s a description of the derivation of verb forms from nouns 
referring to animals which are characterized by the verb action. Reviews 
the Tobelo cultural presumptions regarding biological classification. 
Notes the dialectal variation with respect to Tobelo classification. 
[470]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. I980a. Preliminary report on the ethnobiology of 
the Tobelorese of Halmahera (North Moluccas, Indonesia). Halmahera dan 
Raja Ampat: Konsep dan strategi penelitian, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow, 
215-29. Jakarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 
Reprint of Taylor (1978-9). 
[471]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. I980b. Tobelorese ethnobiology: The folk 
classification of 'biotic forms'. Yale University Ph.D. dissertation. 
Later published as Taylor (1990a), with additional information justifying 
the use of covert categories. 
[472]	 TAYLOR, .PAUL MICHAEL. 1983 North Moluccan Malay: notes on a 
"substandard" dialect of Indonesian. Studies in Malay Dialects, part II, ed. 
by J.T. Collins, 14-27. (NUSA 17). Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Describes some sociolinguistic aspects of North Moluccan Malay and its 
role within a multilingual society. A language usage survey from the 
village of Wasile indicates a shift from local languages to Malay. In 
contrast to Voorhoeve (1983), the author claims that some verbal 
morphology is productive. Also provides three texts, collected in the 
Wasile district, with interlinear English glosses. 
[473]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. I984a. Tobeloresedeixis. Anthropological 
Linguistics 26.102-22. 
An analysis of the deictic and directional systems of Tobelo in comparison 
with th'Dse of Galela, as described by Yoshida (1980). Proposes an 
altematl~ analysis which distinguishes deictic pronouns based on syntactic 
charactc~ristics. Tables list Tobelo demonstrative pronouns, directional 
and loc<Ltive clitics, and deictic pronouns. 
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[474]	 TAYLOR, ]PAUL MICHAEL. 1984b. "Covert categories" reconsidered: 
Identifying unlabeled classes in Tobel0 folk biological classification. Journal 
of Ethnobiology 4.105-22. 
Proposes two methods (co-hyponomy and definitional implication) for 
identify:lng unlabeled, covert categories in folk taxonomy. Co-hyponomy 
groups polysemous terms into a super ordinate class. Definitional 
implication determines the boundaries of these classes based on 
restrictions on syntactic combination with other lexical items, e.g. ability 
to be th(~ subject of certain verbs such as 'live' or 'breathe'. Both of these 
methods, rely on knowledge of the structure and lexicon of the language as 
a whole, and are thus linguistically based. 
[475] TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1985. Ethnobiology and the ethnography of 
Tobelo-speaking peoples of Halmahera Island, Indonesia. National 
'Geographic Research Reports 21.475-80. 
Brief wport summarizing the results of the author's fieldwork in 
Halmahl::ra. Overviews the Tobelo spatial deixis system and the social 
status of North Moluccan (Temate) Malay. 
[476]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1987. Plant and animal nomenclature in the 
Tobelomse language. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat Sebagai Kesatuan Yang 
Majemuk, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Iarkarta: LembagaEkonomi dan 
Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 36 p. 
Revision of chapter three of the author's dissertation (1980a), outlining a 
procedure for identifying Tobelo lexemes and a classification of lexeme 
types, with special emphasis on plant and animal categories. 
[477]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1988. From mantra to mataraa: Opacity and 
transpare~ncy in the language of Tobelo magic and medicine (Halmahera 
Island, Indonesia). Social Science and Medicine 27.425-36. 
Examim~s the role of ritualized magical formulae in Tobelo houru 
(magic/medicine). Describes the incorporation of neo-Temate speech 
forms to create opaque formulae. Four texts are included with interlinear 
English glosses, contrasting the continuum of registers from oath (least 
opaque) to chant to formula (most opaque). 
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[478] TAYLOR, Pf\UL MIC~L. . 199Oa. ~e F~lk Biolo~ o~ the Tobelo People: 
A. Study 10 Folk ClassificatIon. (SmIthsoman ContnbUtions to Anthropology 
34). Washington: Smithsonian Institute Press. 187 p. 
Published version of the author's (l980b) Yale Ph.D. dissertation, a 
compilation of the results of an ethnobotanical survey based on 33 months 
of fieldwork. Outlines the linguistic situation of Tobelo, emphasizing the 
importance of dialect variation, multilingualism, and name taboo. 
Describes a system for determining lexemic status of forms. The 
taxonomy of biotic forms is based on an assumption of unlabeled, covert 
classes, which include living, sexual, breathing, and fatty (for fauna). A 
complc:te classification is given in glossary form and includes a 
morphemic analysis for each Tobelo entry. Additionally, all Tobelo biotic 
fonns are indexed by Latin name. See Ellen (l993b) for a related study of 
Nuaulu. 
[479]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1990b. The classificatory framework of Tobelo 
folk biology. Paper presented at the Workshop on Halmahera Research and 
its Conl;equences for the Study of Eastern Indonesia, in particular the 
Moluccas, Leiden, October 7·12. 20 p. 
Summarizes the methodology and results of the author's (1980b) 
dissertation, while questioning the validity of extending the Tobelo 
classifi<:atory framework to a larger field of study. 
[480]	 TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1994. Tobelo kin, spouses and in·laws. Maluku 
dan Irian Jaya, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Jakarta: Lembaga Ekonomi 
dan Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 
Revisedl version of a paper presented in Ambon in 1984 describes Tobelo 
kinship terminology, with particular attention to classification of relatives. 
[481]	 TAYLOR. iPAUL MICHAEL and Wll.LIAM TUCHRELLO. 1985. A 
bibliographic note on rare and recently, locally or ephemerally published 
monographs and government reports on the Moluccas (Maluku Province, 
Indonesia) assembled by Paul Taylor; presented as a supplement to existing 
bibliographies. Searmg Newsletter 29.9·15. 
Short bibliography of some of the more obscure works on Maluku, 
assembled by P.M. Taylor during his dissertation research in Halmahera. 
Includes many Indonesian government publications. 
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[482]	 TELJEUR, DIRK. 1982. Short wordlists from South Halmahera, Kayoa, 
Makian, Temate, Tidore and Bacan. The Makian Languages and their 
Neighbors, ed. by C.L. Voorhoeve, 128-147. (Pacific Linguistics D-46). 
Canberra: Australian National University. 
A collection of vocabularies from 25 villages on Halmahera, Makian and 
several surrounding islands, based on a modified 100 item Swadesh list. 
Includes wordlists for the languages of Weda, Giman, Kayoa, Bajo, 
Makian Dalam, Makian Luar, Temate and Bacan. 
[483]	 TEUEUR, DIRK. 1985. Het symbolische systeem van de Giman van Zuid­
Halmah(~ra. Rijkuniversiteit Leiden doctoraalscriptie. 
An ethnography of the Giman, including a description of spatial 
orientation and a survey of language use in southern Halmahera. In 
Dutch. 
[484]	 TELJEUR, DIRK. 1987. Spatial orientation among the Giman of South 
Halmahera. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat Sebagai Kesatuan Yang Majemuk, 
ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow. Jarkarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan 
Kemasy,arakatan Nasional. 20 p. 
Sociolinguistic survey of the Giman orientation system, describing the use 
of directionals on several different geographical scales. The linguistic 
information is limited to one table (p. 364) of orientation words, and the 
syntactk roles of the directional morphemes are not discusseq. See 
Yoshida (1980) and Taylor (1984) for more elaborate descriptions of 
Halmahe:ra orientation systems. 
[485]	 TEUEUR, DIRK. 1990. The Symbolic System of the Giman of South 
Halmahera. (Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal·, Land· 
en Volkcmkunde 142). Dordrecht: Foris. 215 pp. 
English translation of an abbreviated version of the author's (1985) thesis. 
The emphasis on symbolism tends to force cultural and linguistic concepts 
into som~what artificial structure. Reviewed by McKinnon (1992). 
[486] TETELEPTA, J. 1985. [see Pattikayhatu, et al.] 
[487] TETELEPTA, J. 1992. [see Wattimury, Tetelepta and Kakerissa] 
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[488]	 TETELEPTA, 1., E. WATTIMURY, C. PIETER and C.c. SEUMAHU. 1984. 
StrukUtr Bahasa Melayu Ambon. Jakarta: Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan. 
Brief description of the phoneme inventory, verbal morphology and 
phrase structure of Ambonese Malay. Also includes a 407 item wordlist 
and a very short Ambonese Malay poem with Indonesian gloss. In 
Indonesian. 
[489]	 TEEUW, A. 1961. A Critical Survey of Studies on Malay and Bahasa 
Indonesia. 's-Gravenhage: Nijhoff. 
Though the bibliographical references are not annotated, approximately 
half of this book (90 pp.) is devoted to a substantial introduction to the 
literature, including two pages on the history of language research on 
eastern Indonesian Malay dialects. Also provides an overview of some of 
the Malay journals, such as Dewan Bahasa. 
[490]	 THOMAS, MICHAEL R. 1981. Pronominal prefixes in Sawai, aBulic 
language. Papers from the Third International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics, voL 4, ed. by A. Halim, L. Carrington and S. A. Wurm. 
(Pacific Linguistics C-77). Canberra: Australian National University. 5 p. 
An initial examination of the focal system of Sawai, a South Halmaheran 
language with approximately 15,000 speakers. Claims that Sawai 
pronominal prefixes are grammatical markers, rather than agreement 
particlc:s. Also claims that the Indonesian spoken by the Sawai is 
considc:rably influenced by Sawai sentence patterns, though no data is 
given in support of this claim. No references. 
[491]	 TICHELMAN, G.L. 1922. Aanteekeningen betreffende Ceramsche Alfoeren­
eeden. Koloniaal Tijdschrift 11.520-8. 
Collection of oaths or magic formulas used in the indigenous religions of 
Seram. Includes oaths in the languages of Elaputi, Amahai, Waraka and 
Laha, with clause-by-clause translations. In Dutch. 
[492]	 TICHELMAN, G.L. 1932. Eenige kapata's van Amahai (Zuid-Ceram). 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 89.35-40. 
Collection of seven Amahai poems (kapata), with Dutch translations. 
[493] TICHELMAN, G.L. 1939. Bezeten bamboe. Cultureel Indie 1.300-2. 
Description of the traditional Central Maluku ceremony or play, called the 
buluh gila, including terms and mantras in Ambonese Malay. In Dutch. 
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[494]	 TICHELMAN, G.L. 1943. De oudheden van Soja di Atas bij Ambon. 
Culture,el Indie 5.180-4. 
Collection of annotated photographs of nine ceremonial places (such as 
sacred 5,tones) and three buildings in the village of Soja di Atas, collected 
by Engds following the work of Roder (1939). Annotations are Dutch 
summwles of comments by the Resident of Soja, and include much local 
tenninology. In Dutch. 
[495]	 TlHURUA, USMAN S. 1988. Orang-orang Nuaulu dan suwanenya. Ambon: 
Universitas Pattimura. 
Author's M.S. thesis describes the function of the traditional Nuaulu 
communal house (suwane) in both past and present society. Includes 
much Nuaulu terminology relating to the construction and use of the 
suwane, Note that Ellen (1993a) considers suwangi to be an Ambonese 
Malay tlerm for sorcery. In Indonesian. 
[496]	 TJIA, JOHNNY. 1992. Partikel-partikel dalarn klausa, kalimat, dan wacana 
Melayu Ambon: Catatan pendahuluan. Cakalele 3.43-61. 
Description of the use of particles and auxiliaries in Ambonese Malay. 
Covers a wide range of grammatical categories, including causative 
constructions, aspect markers, speech-act markers, relative clauses and 
coordination. In Indonesian. 
[497] THA, JOHNNY. 1993. Karnus Bahasa Melayu Ambon. ms. 53 pp. 
Ambom~se Malay-Indonesian-English dictionary containing over 1500 
entries, based primarily on the wordlists of Abdurachman (1972), 
Manuputty (1972) and Travis (1986). Does not include Ambonese Malay 
words of Malay origin. 
[498]	 TJIA, JOHNNY. 1994. Some phatic markers in Ambonese Malay. Paper 
Presented at the Third International Maluku Research Conference, Ambon, 27 
June-l July. 11 pp. 
Tentative analysis of several pragmatic particles in Ambonese Malay, 
building on the suvey of grammatical particles presented in Tjia (1992). 
[499]	 THAT, ABDUL KARIM. 1890. Sjair atua Panon akan Djoedoh Perak deri 
Bangsawan Ambon, 1865 -- 14 Maart -- 1890. Ambon: Thorig. 70 pp. 
A pantun of 264 stanzas in Ambonese Malay. 
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[500]	 TONG, ANG 1. 1899. Inilah Pantoen Palawan orang panipi dan Pantoen 
waktoe kedatangan Prins Frederik Hendrik di Ambon dan Pantoen Kapita 
Ambon serta lagi terhoeboeng Pantoen sedikit pada menjoekakan hati. 
Batavia.: Albrecht. 39 pp. 
Collection of three pantun in Ambonese Malay, commemorating the visit 
of Prince Frederik. 
[501]	 TONGLI, URBANUS. 1987. La relation entre "nous exclusif', "nous inclusif' 
et "eux" selon ilia loi de vie" dans l'institution du kakehan a Seran de I'Ouest. 
Ecole d:s Hatues Etudes en Sciences Sociales Momoire de Diplome d'Etudes 
Approfonies. 190 p. 
Ethnographic study of the social organization of the kakian among the 
Alune nnd Wemale of west Seram. Reviews the work of Stresemann 
(1923) and Jensen (1939, 1948) and others. Posits a relationship 
between the internal structure of the kakian and the semantics of Alune 
personal pronouns. The text includes much Alune terminology, and a 
glossary (p. 169-82) defines both Malay and indigenous terms. In 
French. 
[502] TRAVIS, EDGAR W. 1986. Ambonese Malay-English wordlist. rns. 
[503]	 TRAVIS, EDGAR W. 1989. A lexicostatistic survey of the languages 
indigenous to Ambon Island. Workpapers in Indonesian Languages and 
Cultures 6.65-101. 
A lexicostatistical classification of the languages of Ambon Island, based 
on vocabularies collected by the author in 1984. The author notes the 
contrast between his (synchronic) classification and the historical 
classific:ation of Collins and Voorhoeve (1981). Vocabularies are not 
publishc:d here. Originally published in Ambon: Universitas Pattimura, 
1986. 
[504] TRYON, DARRELL T. 1994. [see Dutton and Tryon] 
[505]	 UDINSAH, RD. 1958. Bahasa Indonesia daerah Batjan. Medan Bahasa 
8.29-31. 
Lexical and morphological comparison of the Bacan language (Bacan 
Malay) with that of standard Indonesian. In Indonesian. 
[506] UNEPUTTY, T.J.A. 1985. [see Pattikayhatu, et al.] 
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[507] UNEPUTfY, T.J.A., et al. 1985. Upacara tradisional yang berkaitan dengan 
peristiwa alam dan kepercayaan daerah Maluku. Jakarta: Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan. 
Contains several mantras from Saparua, with Indonesian translation 
(p. 152-157). 
[508]	 VALENTIJN, FRA<;OIS. 1862. Oud en nieuw Oost-Indien: met 
aanteek(~ningen, volledigeinhoudsregisters, chronologische lijsten, enz, ed. 
by S. Kdjzer. Amsterdam: lC. van Kesteren en Zoon. 
This is an abridged version of the original, which was probably first 
publish(~d between 1724 and 1726. The second of the three volumes 
include~, descriptions of many Ambonese Malay terms as well as several 
Ambom~se Malay poems. In Dutch. 
[509]	 VALERI, VALERIO. 1975. Alliances et echanges matrimoniaux a Seram central 
(Moluques), pt 1. L'Homme 15(3/4).83-107. 
Describc~s the system of social alliances (soa) which fonn the basis for the 
exogamous marriages of the Huaulu people of interior Seram. Discusses 
the exchange of gifts involved in the marriage ritual and sketches the 
Huaulu kinship system. In French. 
[510]	 VALERI, VALERIO. 1976. Alliances et echanges matrimoniaux a Seram central 
(Moluques), pt. 2. L'Homme 16(1).125-41. 
Continuation of Valeri (1975). 
[511 ] VALERI, VALERIO. 1980. Notes on the meaning of marriage prestations 
among the Huaulu of Seram. The Flow of Life: Essays on Eastern 
Indoneslla, ed. by 1. 1. Fox. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 
A detailed elaboration of Valeri (1976), including a discussion of the 
meaning of the various parts of the symmetric gift exchange. 
[512]	 VALERI, VALERIO. 1989. Reciprocal centers: The Siwa-Lima system in the 
central Moluccas. The Attraction of Opposites: Thought and Society in the 
Dualistk Mode, ed. by David Maybury-Lewis and Uri Almagor, 117-41. 
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 
Describt~s various indigenous terminology relating to the Siwa-Lima 
system, building on the analysis of Jansen (1933c). 
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[513] VAL:ERI. VALERIO. 199Oa. Autonomy and heteronomy in the Kahua ritual: A 
short meditation on Huaulu society. Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 146.56-73. 
Description of the festival concluding the kahua, witnessed by the author 
in Seram in 1988. Includes Huaulu terminology relating to this festival. 
[514]	 VALERI, VALERIO. 1990b. The genres of knowledge in Huaulu (Seram). 
Paper presented at the Workshop on Halmahera Research, Leiden, October 
7-12. 
Describes patterns of language use among the multilingual Huaulu. Notes 
a correspondence between the use of the native language (Manusela) and 
the presentation of sacred or ritual knowledge. See Florey (1993) for a 
similar discussion in the context of a western Seram community. 
[515]	 VEEN, HENDRIK VAN DER. 1915. De Noord-Halmahera'se Taalgroep 
tegenover de Austronesiese talen. Leiden: Van Nifterik. 226 p. 
Authol"s Ph.D. thesis from Rijksuniversiteit Leiden rigorously 
distinguishes the non-Austronesian character of the languages of North 
Halmahera. Analysis is based on comparison with both Austronesian and 
Papuan languages, considering morphology, agreement system and case­
marking. Also, a comparison of vocabulary. In Dutch. 
[516]	 VERMEER, ANNE. 1989. Elkjaar honderd woorden erbij de woordenschat 
van Molukse kinderen. Timbang 5.14-7. 
Brief re:port on the Moluccan-Malay vocabulary proficiency of Moluccan 
childrell1 in the Netherlands, based on a study of 22 children. Lists both 
the overall recognition rates for a 21OO-item list and individual recognition 
rates for selected vocabulary items. In Dutch. 
[517]	 VISSER, HERMAN F.E. 1917. Overornamentkunst van Seram. (Koloniaal 
Instituut Mededeelingen no. 8, Afdeeling Volkenkunde no. 3). 
Volkenkundige Opstellen 1.93-104. 
Description of the collection of Seram art held in the Koloniaal Instituut, 
including shields and carved bamboo. A brief description of the function 
of these: arts in Seram society mentions many Ambonese Malay terms. In 
Dutch. 
[518]	 VISSER, LEONTINE E. 1984. Who are the Sahu and what do they belong to? 
Unity in Diversity, ed. by P.E. de Josselin de Jong, 198-214. 
(Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenlcunde 103). Dordrecht: Foris. 
Though primarily an anthropological work, the author does provide some 
inform2Ltion on Sahu directional systems and kinship terminology. 
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[519]	 VISSER, LEONTINE E. 1989. My Rice Field is My Child: Social and 
Territorlal Aspects of Swidden Cultivation in Sahu, Eastern Indonesia, trans. 
by Rita DeCoursey. (Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, 
Land- en Volkenkunde 136). Dordrecht: Foris. 217 p. 
English translation of the author's (1984) Ph.D. thesis, an anthropological 
study focusing on relationships between people, land and agriculture. 
Ethnolinguistic facets of the study correlate code-switching behavior to 
specific topics, e.g. different codes for discussing rice cultivation and 
history. Appendix lists Sahu plant and animal names and their 
substitutes. Reviewed by Spyer (1991). 
[520]	 VISSER, LEONTINE E. 1994. Paradoxes of power. Maluku dan Irian Jaya; 
ed. by E.K.M. Masinarnbow. Jakarta: Lembaga Dmu Pengatahuan 
Indonesia. 
Paper presented in Ambon in 1984 discusses the external influences on 
Sahu culture. Focuses on the role of the Ternate sultanate, including the 
role of Ternate language. 
[521]	 VISSER, L.E., ed. 1994. Halmahera and Beyond: Social Science Research in 
the Moluccas. Leiden: Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde. 
Proceedings of the fifth international workshop on Indonesian studies 
held in l..eiden, 8-12 October, 1990. 
[522]	 VISSER, L.B. and C.L. VOORHOEVE. 1987. Sahu-Indonesian-English 
Dictionary and Sahu Grammar Sketch. (Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk 
Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 126). Dordrecht: Foris. 
Based on field work by the first author in the villages of Aketola and 
Awer bc~tween June 1979 and January 1981, primarily investigating 
agricultural ideas and practices of dry rice cultivation by the Sahu people. 
Includes a description of Sahu phonology, nominal and verbal 
morphology, noun phrase structure, and the syntax of complex clauses. 
Also includes a discussion of dialect variation. Dictionary includes over 
2200 entries. 
[523] VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1971. [see Laycock and Voorhoeve] 
[524]	 VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1975. Languages of Irian Jaya: Checklist, preliminary 
classification, language maps, wordlists. (Pacific Linguistics B-31). 
Canberra: Australian National University. 129 p. 
Include~; 40-item wordlists of the West Papuan languages of the 
Vogelkop, compiled from the literature. 
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[525] VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1981. [see Collins and Voorhoeve] 
[526]	 VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1982a. The Halmahera connection: A case for prehistoric 
traffic through Torres Straits. Papers from the Third International Conference 
on Austronesian Linguistics, vol. 2, ed. by A. Halim, L. Carrington, and 
S.A. Wunn, 217439. (Pacific Linguistics C-75). Canberra: Australian 
National University. 
Data from 31 sets of cognates in 19 languages/dialects is presented as 
evidenc:e for the existence of North Halmaheran loan words in the Central 
Papuan languages of Southeast New Guinea. Further data from 
languages of the south coast of New Guinea is cited as evidence that 
contact between speakers of proto-North Halmaheran and proto-Central 
Papuan took place in Southeast New Guinea (rather than in Halmahera) 
and involved movement of people along the south coast of New Guinea. 
[527]	 VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1982b. The West Makian language, North Moluccas, 
Indonesia: A fieldwork report. The Makian Languages and their Neighbors, 
ed. by c.L. Voorhoeve, 1-74. (Pacific Linguistics D-46). Canberra: 
Australlan National University. 
A cursory grammar sketch describes West Makian phonology and verbal 
morphology as well as the SVO nature of the language. Includes an inter­
linearly glossed text and a subgrouping argument comparing West Makian 
with Tidore. Also includes a West Makian-English wordlist with an 
English-Makian index. 
[528]	 VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1983. Some observations on North-Moluccan Malay. 
Studies in Malay Dialects, part II. ed. by J.T. Collins, 1-13. (NUSA 17). 
Jakarta: Universitas Atma Jaya. 
Describes lexical, morphological and syntactic features which distinguish 
North Moluccan Malay from standard Indonesian. These include vowel 
differences, lack of productive affixes, and the syntax of the possessive 
construction. Several short texts are included with English interlinear 
glosses and an English glossary. 
[529]	 VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1987a. The Non-austronesian languages in the North 
Moluccas. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat Sebagai Kesatuan Yang Majemuk, ed. 
by E.K.M. Masinambow, 13-39. Jarkarta: Lembaga Ekonomi dan 
Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 
Preliminary version of Voorhoeve (1988) containing a survey of language 
use in North Maluku and language maps of North Halmahera. 
[530] VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1987b. [see Visser and Voorhoeve] 
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[531]	 VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1987c. Wonning one's way through New Guinea: The 
chase of peripatetic pronouns. A World of Language: Papers Presented to 
Prof. S.A. Wurm on his 65th Birthday, ed. by D.C. Laycock and W. Winter, 
709-27. (Pacific Linguistics C-l(0). Canberra: Australian National 
University. 
Cites evidence from West Papuan pronominal systems which may weaken 
Wunn's (1975) hypothesis that migration proceeded from west to east in 
New Guinea. 
[532]	 VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1988. The languages of the northern Halmaheran stock. 
Papers in New Guinea Linguistics, no. 26, 181-209. (Pacific Linguistics A­
76). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Subgrotlping argument based on a lexicostatistical comparison of one 
hundred lexical items. Classifies the North Halmaheran stock into a 
North Halmaheran family (Ternate-Tidore, Sahu, Northeast Halmaheran) 
and one family level isolate (Makian Luar). The proposed Northeast 
Halmah!~ran language subsumes six dialects (Tobaru, Loloda, Galela, 
Tobelo, Modole, Pagu) which were previously classified as distinct 
languagj~s. This classification is essentially the same as that of Chlenov 
(1986). Summarizes varying degrees of intrusion of Austronesian 
grammatical features into each of the four North Halmaheran languages. 
Contains maps detailing patterns of language use. Also provides an 
overview of the existing literature on North Halmaheran languages. 
[533]	 VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1989. The masked bird: Linguistic relations in the Bird's 
Head are:a. Peoples on the Move: Current Themes of Anthropological 
Research in New Guinea, ed. by P. Haenen and J. Pouwer, 78-101. 
Nijmegen: University of Nijmegen. 
[534] VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1991a. [see Watuseke] 
[535]	 VOORHOEVE, C.L. 1991b. Some observations on the origin of the implosive 
stops in Sahu. Paper presented at the Workshop on Halmahera Research, 
Leiden, October 7-12. 
Discusse:s the source of implosives in Sahu, the only North Halmahera 
languag,e with such phonemes. Most of the evidence is rather 
inconclusive, and it is not clear whether Sahu implosives are innovations 
or retentions. The author does claim enough evidence to conclude that at 
least word-initial ['b] was inherited from proto-(North?) Halmaheran. 
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[536]	 VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1994a. Comparative linguistics and the West Papuan 
phylum. Maluku dan Irian Jaya, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow, 65-90. 
Jakarta: Lembaga llmu Pengatahuan Indonesia 
Paper presented in Ambon in 1984 demonstrates the close genetic 
relationship of the North Halmahera languages to the languages of the 
Bird's Head of Irian Jaya. Cites evidence from the pronominal system 
and the lexicon. Posits a possible reconstruction of proto-North 
Halmal1eran and views the Bird's Head languages as a source for the 
North Halmaheran languages. 
[537) VOORHOEVE, c.L. I994b. On the origin of implosive stops in Sahu. Topics 
in Descriptive Papuan Linguistics, ed. by G.P. Reesink. Semaian 
10.122-35. 
Revision of Voorhoeve (1991b). 
[538]	 VOORHOJEVE, c.L. 1994c. Contact-induced language change in the non­
Austronesian languages in the north Moluccas, Indonesia. Language Contact 
and Change in the Austronesian World, ed. by T. Dutton and D.T. Tryon, 
649-74. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 
Identifies 136 lexical items in the North Halmahera family as words of 
suspected Austronesian origin, including 102 items from Northeast 
Halmahera, 40 of which the author considers basic vocabulary. Also 
notes 10 lexical similarities between the North Halmahera languages and 
the Sentani stock of northeast Irian Jaya. 
[539]	 VOORHOEVE, c.L. 1994d. The Tidorese language: A linguistic appraisal. 
Paper Presented at the Third International Maluku Research Conference, 
AmboIl, 27 June-I July. 12 p. 
Brief sketch of Tidore phonology and morphology, based on Watuseke 
(1991), Lilipaly et al. (1981-2) and the author's own fieldwork. Also 
describ~s regular sound correspondences between Tidore and Ternate. 
[540]	 VOORHOEVE, c.L., ed. 1982. The Makian Languages and their Neighbors. 
(Pacific Linguistics 0-46). Canberra: Australian National University. 
One paper by Voorhoeve, two by Collins, and one by Teljeur, all 
providing mostly lexical data for the languages of both Makian Luar and 
Makian Dalam. 
[541) VOORHOEVE, C.L., ed. 1990. [see Barraud and Platenkamp, ed.] 
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[542]	 VRIES, J.W. DE. 1983. Taalwetenschap en Moluks-Maleis. Komunikasi 
7.16-8. 
Review of Tahitu's (1983) scriptie, which describes Melaju-Sini, the 
variety of Malay which is evolving in the Netherlands. Criticizes Tahitu's 
reliance on his native-speaker knowledge, rather than on an examination 
of language use. Cites several technical errors, such as an apparent 
confusion between lexical and morphological interference, as evidence of 
Tahitu's incomplete understanding of language contact. In Dutch. 
[543]	 WADA, YUITI. 1980a. Ethnographical study of agriculture and language on 
Halmahera Island. Halmahera dan Raja Ampat: Konsep dan strategi 
penelitiall, ed. by E.K.M. Masinambow, 187-204. Jakarta: Lembaga 
Ekonomi dan Kemasyarakatan Nasional. 
Brief report based on three months of field work in 1976 in Limau, near 
Galela. Halmahera as a point of contact between Austronesian and non­
Austronc:sian languages is paralleled with contact between root crop 
cultivation and grain agriculture. Sketches elements of the Galela deictic 
system and calendar, and gives a folk taxonomy of the sago palm. 
Includes a comparison of the deictic system with those of other 
Halmaheran languages, as well as a discussion of syntactic shift from 
postpositions to prepositions. No references. 
[544]	 WADA, YUm. 1980b. Correspondence of consonants in North Halmahera 
languages and the conservation of archaic sounds in Galela. The Galela of 
Halmahera: A Preliminary Survey, ed. by N. Ishige, 497-529. Osaka: 
Museum of Ethnology. 
Cites evidence that Galela has a higher degree of retention than other 
North Halmahera languages, and thus Galela, as opposed to Tobelo as 
has been claimed previously (cf. Capell 1975), is a more appropriate 
representative of North Halmahera languages and a more appropriate 
starting point for the reconstruction of Proto North Halmaheran. Lists 
sound correspondences but does not attempt a reconstruction. Includes a 
comparative wordlist of the North Halmahera languages with English 
index. 
[545J WALLACE, ALFRED RUSSEL. 1869. The Malay Archipelago. London: 
Macmillan. 
An eminent naturalist's narrative of travels in the archipelago between 
1854 and 1861, including nearly one hundred pages devoted to Maluku. 
Though the purpose of the journeys was to collect zoological specimens, 
especially butterflies and birds, the author was keenly aware of the 
linguistk diversity of Maluku and makes several references to the 
languages spoken there. An appendix contains 117-item wordlists for 33 
languages, including Sula, Buru, Ambelau, Tidore, Giman, Galela, 
Larike, A waiya, Teluti, Wahai and Watubela. 
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[546] WALKER. ROLAND. 1980. Vocabulary of Kowai. ms. 
Unpublished 200-item modified Swadesh vocabulary list for Kowai, a 
language of west Irian, possibly related to the languages of east Seram. 
[547]	 WATSON. C.W. and ROY ELLEN, ed. 1993. Witchcraft and Sorcery in 
Southeast Asia. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 222 p. 
Collection of papers first presented at the First Canterbury International 
Symposium on Southeast Asian Studies, held at the University of Kent, 
Sept. 25-28, 1989. Contains a paper by R. Ellen which mentions Nuaulu 
ritual language. 
[548] WATTIMURY, E. 1984. [see Tetelepta, Watimury, Pieter and Seumahu] 
[549]	 WATTIMURY, E., Y. TETELEPTA and O. KAKERISSA. 1992. Morfologi 
dan sintaksis bahasa Galela. Jakarta: Departemen Pendidikan dan 
Kebudayaan. 68 p. 
A (poorly written) granunar of Galela. In Indonesian. 
[550]	 WATUSE}~, F.S. 1976. West Makian, a language of the North-Halmahera 
group of the West-Irian phylum. Anthropological Linguistics 18.274-85. 
A phonological subgrouping argument establishing West Makian (Makian 
Luar) as belonging to the non-Austronesian North Halmahera subgroup. 
[551]	 WATUSEKE, ES. 1977. The name Moluccas, Maluku. Asian Profile 
5.307-9. 
Traces the origin of the name Maluku to Moloko, an old Buli name for 
Ternate, citing the entry in Maan's (1940) dictionary. Then traces Moloko 
to a Galela word for Morotai, though this claim is somewhat more 
specious. Contrasts with Hasan (1994). 
[552]	 WATUSEKE, F.S. 1991. The Ternate language, trans. by C.L. Voorhoeve. 
Papers in Papuan Linguistics no. 1, ed. by Tom Dutton. (Pacific Linguistics 
A-73). Canberra: Australian National University. 
Short sketch of Temate phonology, agreement system and verbal 




[553]	 WATUSEKE, F.S. 1992. The origin of the Dutch word "tijferen" and the 
Portuguese "tifar". Bijdragen tot de Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde 148.323-7. 
Describt~s Dutch "tijferen" as borrowed from Portuguese "tifar", from 
North Moluccan Malay, from Temate, from West Makian "tipar". 
[554] WELLING, F.I. 1985. [see Miedema and Welling] 
[555]	 WHISLER, R. 1992. Phonology of Sawai. Phonological Studies in Four 
Languages of Maluku, ed. by D.A. Burquest and W.D. Laidig, 7-32. 
Arlington: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
Brief de~;cription by a missionary of the phonology of Sawai, a language 
of ten thousand speakers in South Halmahera. (Author mistakenly 
confuses Sawai with its close neighbor Weda). Includes a phoneme 
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